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Project summary 
   
 In this PhD project new ultrasound techniques for blood flow measurements 
have been investigated in-vivo. The focus has mainly been on vector velocity 
techniques and four different approaches have been examined: Transverse 
Oscillation, Synthetic Transmit Aperture, Directional Beamforming and Plane 
Wave Excitation. Furthermore two different adaptive spectral estimators have 
been investigated: Blood spectral Power Capon method (BPC) and Blood 
Amplitude and Phase Estimation method (BAPES). 
   The novel techniques investigated in this thesis are developed to circumvent 
some of the main limitations in conventional Doppler ultrasound. That is angle 
dependency, reduced temporal resolution and low frame rate. 
   Transverse Oscillation, Synthetic Transmit Aperture and Directional 
Beamforming can estimate the blood velocity angle independently. The three 
methods were validated in-vivo against magnetic resonance phase contrast 
angiography when measuring stroke volumes in simple vessel geometry on 11 
volunteers. Using linear regression and Bland-Altman analyses good 
agreements were found, indicating that vector velocity methods can be used 
for quantitative blood flow measurements. 
   Plane Wave Excitation can estimate blood velocities angle independently with 
a high frame rate. Complex vessel geometries in the cardiovascular system 
were explored in-vivo on four volunteers using the technique. Flow patterns 
previously visualized with magnetic resonance angiography and predicted by 
models of computational fluid dynamics, were shown for the first time with 
ultrasound. Additionally, new information on complex flow patterns in 
bifurcations and around venous valves was discovered. 
   BPC and BAPES are adaptive spectral estimators which can produce 
spectrograms with a high temporal resolution. Spectrograms obtained in-vivo 
with the two techniques on ten volunteers were evaluated quantitatively and 
qualitatively and compared to the conventional spectral Doppler method. 
Descriptive statistics, kappa statistics and multiple t-tests were performed and 
it was shown that BAPES and BPC can produce useful spectrograms with a 
narrower observation window compared to the conventional spectral Doppler 
method. 
    The thesis shows, that novel information can be obtained with vector 
velocity methods providing quantitative estimates of blood flow and insight in 
to the complexity of fluid dynamics. This could give the clinician a new tool in 
assessment and treatment of cardiovascular diseases. Also solutions to 
produce spectrograms with fewer emissions per estimate were given. This 
could potentially bring improvements to spectral blood estimation as an 
increase of the temporal resolution of the spectrogram or as an increase of the 
frame rate for the interleaved B-mode images. 
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Dansk resumé 
   
   I dette PhD projekt er nye ultralydmetoder til måling af blodets hastighed 
blevet undersøgt in-vivo. I alt er seks metoder undersøgt. Fire forskellige 
vektorultralydsteknikker: Transverse Oscillation, Synthetic Transmit Aperture, 
Directional Beamforming og Plane Wave Excitation og to forskellige adaptive 
spektralestimatorer: Blood spectral Power Capon method (BPC) og Blood 
Amplitude and Phase Estimation method (BAPES). 
   De nye teknikker belyst i denne afhandling er udviklet i forsøget på at løse 
nogle af de begrænsninger, der findes i konventionel Dopplerultralyd: 
vinkelafhængighed i hastighedsestimering, lav temporal opløsning og lav frame 
rate.    
   Transverse Oscillation, Synthetic Transmit Aperture og Directional 
Beamforming er tre vektorteknikker, der er kendetegnet ved at kunne 
estimere blodets hastighed vinkeluafhængigt. De tre metoder blev valideret in-
vivo med magnetisk resonans fase kontrast angiografi ved måling af 
slagvolumen i en simpel kargeometri på 11 forsøgspersoner. Ved hjælp af 
lineær regression og Bland-Altman analyser blev det vist, at der var god 
overensstemmelse med reference metoden, hvilket indikerer, at 
vektorteknikker i ultralyd kan benyttes til at måle volumenflow. 
   Plane Wave Excitation er en vektorteknik, der vinkeluafhængigt og med høj 
frame rate kan måle blodets bevægelse. Komplekse kargeometrier blev 
skannet in-vivo hos fire forsøgspersoner. Flowmønstre, der før er visualiseret 
med magnetisk resonans og beregnet ud fra computer genereret fluid 
modeller, blev for første gang vist med ultralyd. Desuden blev ny information 
opsamlet om blodet komplekse bevægelser i bifurkaturer og omkring 
veneklapper.  
   BPC og BAPES er adaptive spektralestimatorer, som kan generere 
spektrogrammer med en høj temporal opløsning. Ti forsøgspersoner blev 
skannet in-vivo. Spektrogrammer beregnet med de adaptive metoder og den 
konventionelle metode blev sammenlignet kvantitativt og kvalitativt. Deskriptiv 
og kappa statistik samt multipel t-test viste, at BAPES og BPC kunne producere 
brugbare spektrogrammer med et smallere observationsvindue i forhold til den 
konventionelle metode.  
   Denne afhandling viser, at ny kvantitativ og kvalitativ viden om blodets 
bevægelse kan opsamles med vinkeluafhængige vektorteknikker og give en 
øget forståelse af blodets komplekse flowmønstre. Dette kunne blive et 
brugbart redskab for klinikeren i bestemmelse og behandling af 
kadiovaskulære lidelser. Samtidig viser afhandlingen at adaptive 
spektralestimatorer kan generere brugbare spektrogrammer med færre data 
end den konventionelle metode. Dette vil kunne forbedre anvendeligheden af 
spektral Doppler enten ved at øge den temporale opløsning i spektrogrammet 
eller ved at øge frame rate for B-mode sekvensen. 
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Introduction 
 
   The thesis is a collaborative work between the Section of Ultrasound in the 
Department of Radiology located in Rigshospitalet, and Center of Fast 
Ultrasound Imaging (CFU) located at the Technical University of Denmark.  
   The studies were focused on evaluations of new methods for blood flow 
measurements developed at CFU. The methods have previously been 
evaluated in simulations and in flow phantoms. This work concerns in-vivo 
validation which is an important investigational stage before any new method 
can be implemented into commercially available scanners.  
   The methods are all thought as possible solutions to some of the inherent 
limitations found in conventional Doppler ultrasound. Firstly, modern scanners 
of today can only estimate blood velocities angle dependently and this 
introduces an operator dependent angle correction. The angle correction is 
build upon the assumption of laminar flow, which is a gross simplification. 
Secondly, the frame rate of the B-mode image and the temporal resolution of 
the velocity estimation suffer when several ultrasound modalities are 
performed simultaneously as in duplex and triplex scan mode. In the thesis 
angle independent vector velocity estimators and fast adaptive spectral 
estimators are investigated.  
   The experimental scanner RASMUS (1;2) developed at CFU has made it 
possible to realize the in-vivo clinical trials as full control is achieved of how 
signals are sent out and how the scattered signals are received. In several of 
the studies, magnetic resonance was used as the reference modality and this 
took place in the MR department of Rigshospitalet. All the studies were carried 
out on healthy young volunteers found among colleagues and friends.  
   Apart from the studies enrolled in the thesis, I have helped colleges with 
clinical scans necessary for their projects. This has resulted in a number of co-
authored papers:  
 

• Gran F., Hansen K.L., Jensen J.A., Nielsen M.B., Preliminary In-vivo Results For 
Spatially Coded Synthetic Transmit Aperture Ultrasound Based On Frequency 
Division, IEEE Ultrasonics Symposium, 2006, pp 1087-1090  

• Henze L., Holfort I.K., Kortbek J., Hansen K.L., Jensen J.A., In vivo vector flow 
imaging using improved Directional Beamforming, IEEE Ultrasonics Symposium, 
2007 , pp 2438-2441 

• Udesen J., Gran F., Hansen K.L., Jensen J.A., Thomsen C., Nielsen M.B., Fast 
Blood Vector Velocity Imaging: Simulations and Preliminary In Vivo Results, IEEE 
Ultrasonics Symposium, 2007, pp 1005-1008 

• Oddershede N., Hansen K.L., Nielsen M.B., Jensen J.A., In-vivo examples of 
synthetic aperture vector flow imaging, Proc SPIE Medical Imaging, 2007, Vol. 
6513, 65130A 

• Udesen J., Gran F., Hansen K.L., Jensen J.A., Thomsen C., Nielsen M.B., High 
frame-rate blood vector velocity imaging using plane waves: simulations and 
preliminary experiments, IEEE UFFC, 55(8), 2008, pp 1729-43  
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Background 
 
Definition of blood flow 
   Blood flow is defined as the flow of blood in the cardiovascular system. Flow 
can be described as laminar, disturbed/complex or turbulent flow. The 
transition of flow from laminar to turbulent is dependent on a number of 
factors, e.g. vessel geometry, velocity, pulsation and plaque involvement. In 
healthy individuals only laminar and disturbed/complex flow patterns are 
present while turbulent flow is a symptom of vessel disease. The type of flow is 
described numerically by the Reynolds number and usually turbulence occurs 
when the Reynolds number exceeds 2500 (3). Flow can be measured as a 
velocity (meters per second) or a quantity (liters per second or liters per 
stroke). Flow measurements can be done invasively or non-invasively. In this 
thesis are only used non-invasive methods for blood flow estimation. 
Nevertheless, a brief introduction to some of the invasive methods is presented 
below. 
 
Invasive techniques 
   Invasive techniques for measuring blood flow are mostly based on the 
indicator dilution technique, where an indicator, such as radioisotopes, 
iodinated agents, dyes, cold saline ect., injected into the blood stream, makes 
it possible to record changes of indicator concentration in the region or vessel 
of interest over time (4;5) 
   Swan-Ganz catheter, used for estimating cardiac output, is based on a 
thermo dilution method using cold saline as indicator (6). Positron Emission 
Tomography (PET) and Single Photon Emission Computed Tomography (SPECT) 
use unstable isotopes in imaging and measure mainly blood flow in the brain 
(4). Iodinated agents are used as indicators in conventional contrast-enhanced 
perfusion computed tomography (CT) and can provide both qualitative and 
quantitative estimates (7). Digital subtractions angiography also uses iodinated 
agents to enhance the attenuation in vessels, however the method only 
provides qualitative information (8). Contrast enhanced magnetic resonance 
imaging using gadolinium chelates as the indicator agent is used for both 
imaging and quantifying blood flow. The bolus of contrast creates, in contrast 
to iodinated agents, a drop in signal intensity in the voxel, which can be 
related to the blood flow (9).  
   Electromagnetic flowmeter does not use the indicator dilution principle albeit 
it is an invasive method for flow measurement. A magnetic field is applied over 
the vessel of interest. In the vessel, a catheter with two electrodes mounted on 
the tip is inserted. Knowing the electric and the magnetic field, the blood 
velocity can be estimated (5). 
 
Non-invasive techniques 
   Non-invasive techniques for blood flow measurement in vessels can be 
performed with a number of different techniques: laser Doppler flowmetry, 
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plethysmography, magnetic resonance phase contrast angiography and 
Doppler ultrasound.  
   Laser Doppler flowmetry solely measures microcirculation down to 1 mm in 
the dermis and only as a blood flux in arbitrary perfusion units. Laser Doppler 
flowmetry is primarily used as an evaluation tool of endothelial function (10). 
Plethysmography is used for investigation of limb blood flow, yielding a global 
blood arterial inflow for the investigated limb (11), while the selective 
evaluation of small vessels, sections of vessels, blood flow in the major vessels 
and cerebral blood flow are only feasible non-invasively with magnetic 
resonance angiography and ultrasound Doppler techniques (5).  
   The techniques used in magnetic resonance for non-invasive blood flow 
measurements are mainly the time-of-flight and the phase contrast sequences 
even though a lot of novel sequences are emerging such as blood oxygenation 
level dependent (BOLD) and arterial spin labeling techniques (12). In this 
thesis is only used the phase contrast technique, which ECG-triggered can 
provide quantitative blood flow measurements. The method is accepted as the 
gold standard for non-invasive cerebral blood flow estimation and has been 
validated accordingly both in-vivo and in-vitro (13-18). Phase contrast 
angiography is a subtraction technique where two images are obtained with 
different gradients and subtracted from each other (19). The contrast between 
blood and surrounding tissue is achieved by manipulating the magnetization of 
moving and stationary spins. The phase of the magnetization from the 
stationary spin is zero and the phase of the magnetization from the moving 
spin is non-zero. Thereby, direction and velocity of the moving blood can be 
derived from the obtained phase velocity maps (20). 
   The assessment of blood flow with magnetic resonance angiography 
regardless of the applied sequence is time-consuming, the equipment is 
expensive and non-mobile, the evaluation is not performed in real time and the 
estimates are not instantaneous. Conversely, Doppler ultrasound, which is the 
clinical method of choice for real time assessment of blood velocities is an 
easily manageable and fast technique, the equipment is mobile, relatively 
inexpensive, and providing instantaneous estimates. However, the current 
Doppler systems suffer from several limitations. In this thesis two main 
limitations are sought to be solved: the angle dependency and the relatively 
low frame rate.   
    
Doppler ultrasound 
   In conventional Doppler methods pulses with 4-8 cycles are emitted at 
frequencies of 2-12 MHz. The ultrasound, scattered by the moving blood cells, 
are received by the transducer as echoes and then converted to a voltage 
signal. On the basis of time-of-flight from emission of the signal to reception of 
the echo, the position of the moving blood cell can be determined while the 
velocity of the motion is found from a measured phase shift (21;22). The 
velocity estimate is only found along the ultrasound beam direction, i.e. in the 
axial direction. Formally, this can be described as,    
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where vz is the axial velocity, fp is the Doppler frequency, f0 is the centre 
frequency of the emitted ultrasound pulse and c is the speed of sound. As 
transverse flow to the beam direction is not found, the operator is impelled to 
achieve an acceptable angle of insonation (< 70°) to record the blood motion. 
   In color flow mapping no angle correction is performed and thus, no correct 
velocities are given. Consequently, color flow mapping is only used as a 
qualitative method for visualizing flow. In Fig. 1 the common carotid artery 
with an angle of insonation of 90° is shown.  
 

 
Figure 1: Color flow mapping of the common carotid artery is shown. It can only be used for 

qualitative evaluation. Note that with an angle of insonation of 90° no velocities are measured. 

 

Angle dependency 
   In spectral Doppler examination angle correction is applied on blood 
velocities estimated within the range gate. The spectral Doppler method is 
used quantitatively as it is believed that true velocities are displayed after 
angle correction. This can be seen from the relationship between the axial 
velocity vz given by (1) and the true velocity of the blood v given by, 

θθ cos2cos o

pz

f

cfv
v ==  (2), 

where θ is the angle between the ultrasound beam and the blood flow. All 
variables in (2) can be estimated if the operator manually supplies the scanner 
with the angle θ assuming blood flow parallel to the vessel wall. When 
performing angle correction in spectral Doppler examination, it is compulsory 
to achieve an angle of insonation below 70°. When the angle approaches 90° 
reliable velocity estimates cannot be obtained with (2) as cos(90) ~ 0 and 
small deviations between the angle estimated visually by the operator and the 
correct angle between blood flow and beam direction result in large errors 
when calculating the velocity v.  
   However, not even an acceptable angle of insonation is a guarantee for 
correct velocity estimation. Tola et al. showed differences of 24-25% for peak 
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systolic and end-diastolic velocities between measurement obtained with fixed 
angles of 45° and 60° (23) and Hoskins showed an overestimation of 
maximum velocity by 20% at 50°, 15-30% at 60° and 24-46% at 70° (24). 
   Not only poses the angle of insonation a problem in the velocity estimation, 
also the necessary assumption made by the operator concerning the direction 
of the blood flow is problematic. In the ideal situation, the rigid and straight 
vessel encompasses a laminar flow parallel to the vessel boundaries, and the 
angle correction scheme can be made. Vessels are curving and highly elastic 
creating skewed velocity profiles (25-27)  with secondary velocity components 
(28-32), which makes such an assumption a source of measurement error 
(33). Thus, it is in general impossible to predict the direction of a blood 
scatterer based on the B-mode image (24;34-36). 
   The problem becomes even more evident when examining vessels with 
complex geometries as the flow profile in these areas always are 
multidirectional. At bifurcations, branchings, valves or any kind of constrictions 
the pulsative nature of human blood flow will give rise to disturbed or even 
turbulent flow, where flow direction rapidly changes within the heart cycle. 
Correcting for the angle would therefore imply that the operator has an a priori 
knowledge of the direction of the blood scatterers at any location for any 
image, which clearly is impossible.  
   In conclusion, an error will always be associated with the conventional 
Doppler methods with or without angle correction due to angle dependency, 
and information on the complex flow patterns kept unrevealed (37;38). 
  

 
Figure 2: Color flow mapping of the carotid bifurcation is shown. The complex flow patterns are 

only visualized as a confusing blend of colors. 

 
Accuracy and reproducibility of Doppler ultrasound 
   Precise information of blood flow is desirable and especially of the blood flow 
in complex geometries with disturbed flow and vortices as these regions have 
predilection for atherosclerotic lesions (37-40). The limitation of conventional 
Doppler ultrasound has been reflected in several papers concerning the validity 
and reproducibility. Hoskins showed that velocity parameters such as 
maximum blood velocity, mean blood velocity and volumetric flow had errors 
up to 100% depending especially on angle of insonation and blood velocity 
(41), Krams et al. investigated volume flow estimation assuming parabolic flow 
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and showed 24% error compared to a computational fluid dynamic model (33). 
However, studies showing the opposite have also been published e.g. Walker 
et al. using a string phantom reported only up to 5% overestimation of mean 
velocity (42) and Deane et al. reported 5% error in volume flow estimation 
with a commercial multi-gated Doppler system (43). Stewart et al. reported 
that the color Doppler accuracy was significantly dependent on transducer 
type, angle of insonation, the actual blood velocity and instrument settings 
such as pulse repetition frequency and wall filter frequency (44). Also operator 
and centre dependency have been addressed and several studies actually 
recommended centre specific validation to normalize for interequipment 
variation (45-47). Paivansalo carried out an in-vivo interobserver and 
interequipment study and showed variation of up to 61% for equipment and up 
to 42% variation between observers. In the study it was recommended in 
addition to centre specific validation, the use of the same operator and 
equipment for follow-up measurements to reduce the variability of estimates 
(48). Likewise, Henry-Feugeas et al. explored the variability on the operator 
and equipment level. While no equipment dependency was found, it was 
recommended to repeat measurements to reduce a significant operator 
variability (49).  
 
Vector velocity imaging 
   The estimate of blood motion in more than the axial direction is termed a 
vector velocity (24). Several authors have tried to bypass the angle 
dependency in conventional Doppler systems and efforts have been made to 
create such an ultrasound system. Daigle et al. used a multi transducer pulsed 
Doppler system (50), Fox applied two beams (51), Trahey et al. and Bohs et 
al. used speckle tracking (52;53), Newhouse et al. used the total bandwidth of 
the received signal (54), Bonnefous worked with several beamformers in 
parallel (55), Dunmire et al. proposed a cross-beam technique (56) and 
Overbeck et al. used an ultrasound unit with a single transmitting and two 
receiving transducers (57). However, these techniques have neither been 
evaluated in clinical trials nor have they made it into commercial systems. In 
this thesis four vector velocity methods all developed at CFU, DTU were 
investigated: Transverse Oscillation, Synthetic Transmit Aperture, Directional 
Beamforming and Plane Wave Excitation. 
 
Frame rate and temporal resolution 
   The other limitations in conventional Doppler systems examined in this thesis 
are frame rate and temporal resolution. Frame rate is mainly governed by the 
number of pulses used per frame and by the distance each pulse has to travel 
between transducer and target. It means that scanning depth, pulse repetition 
frequency and the number of modalities used simultaneously, affect frame rate 
performance (21;58). Also the placement and size of the color box in color flow 
imaging as well as the placement of the range gate in spectral Doppler dictate 
the data acquisition time (59). The larger and deeper placed the color box and 
the deeper placed the range gate, the lower the frame rate will be. B-mode 
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images on high-end scanners are acquired with frame rates up to 50 Hz and 
can be reduced down to 8-10 Hz in 2-D duplex mode (B-mode combined with 
color flow mapping), which clearly is unsuitable for visualizing rapid temporal 
changes in the blood flow as pointed out by Ferrara (60). The problem is 
aggravated in 2-D triplex mode (B-mode image, color flow mapping and 
spectral Doppler) and will be a major hurdle in 3-D duplex/triplex scanning.  
    
 

   
Figure 3: Frame rate decreases from 34 Hz to 10 Hz when adding color flow mapping and 

spectral Doppler to B-mode imaging. Frame rate is on the screen denoted FR. 
 
   A typical B-mode frame consists of about 100 image lines where each line is 
generated from a number of emissions. Whether the technique is color flow 
mapping, power Doppler or spectral Doppler the axial velocity of blood is found 
by imaging the same image line repeatedly. In spectral Doppler the estimates 
are angle corrected by the operator and presented as blood velocities plotted 
against time denoted a spectrogram (Fig. 3). In most commercial scanners 
Welch’s method is used for estimation of the spectrogram (61) and to obtain 
an acceptable spectral resolution, a window of up to 256 consecutive emissions 
is used for each velocity estimate (58).  
   The temporal resolution of the conventional spectrogram can be impaired to 
the point where the rapid changes of blood velocities in the systole are difficult 
to measure. The events of upstroke, peak velocity and downstroke lie 
temporally so close that the different phases are merged together due to the 
long observation window (62). Furthermore, the frame rate of the interleaved 
B-mode images can be decreased to the point where the examination is 
difficult to perform (58;60). The operator can experience difficulties in placing 
the range gate in the vessel of interest. The reasons are often respiratory 
movement by the patient or involuntary transducer movements by the 
operator, which are not realized and corrected as the B-mode image used for 
navigation is not updated adequately.  
    The problem of inadequate processing power especially in 2-D triplex scan 
mode is in several commercial scanners solved by reducing triplex to a pseudo-
triplex scan mode. All three modalities are present on the working screen ex. 
B-mode image, color flow mapping and spectral Doppler but only two 
modalities are running simultaneously thus reducing the computational 
demands. On the commercial scanner, which generated the frames shown in 
Fig. 3, triplex mode is implemented as such.  
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   In different experimental setups and by several groups, the limitations in 
frame rate and temporal resolution have been tried solved. Coats et al. used 
offline computation combined with a recursive spectral estimation approach 
(62), Tanaka et al. used selected phase information (63), Udesen et al. 
proposed a method with chirp excitation signal and frequency splitting (64), 
Gran et al. proposed a similar method but with Barker and Golay code 
excitation signal (65), Oddershede et al. used multi-frequency encoding (66) 
and Jensen used sparse data sequences (67). Also adaptive filtering have 
previously been tried by Li et al. (68), Herment et al. (69) and Vaikus (70;71). 
In this thesis two approaches for high frame rate/temporal resolution are 
investigated: Plane Wave Excitation and adaptive filtering on spectral velocity 
data using the BAPES and BPC approaches.  
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Aim of studies 
 
   Study I and II concerned angle independent ultrasound vector velocity 
techniques. Stroke volume measurements were obtained in-vivo with three 
different experimental vector velocity ultrasound techniques: Transverse 
Oscillation, Synthetic Aperture Transmit and Directional Beamforming, and 
compared to magnetic resonance imaging using phase contrast angiography. 
The aims of the studies were to validate in-vivo the ultrasound vector velocity 
methods to magnetic resonance angiography in terms of measured stroke 
volume. 
   Study III concerned yet another angle independent ultrasound vector 
velocity technique called Plane Wave Excitation that can obtain vector velocity 
estimates with a high frame rate. The aim of the in-vivo study was to 
investigate flow patterns in complex geometries of the human cardiovascular 
system in healthy volunteers and compare the results to the literature. 
   Study IV focused on the two adaptive spectral estimators BAPES and BPC. 
The estimators can generate spectrograms with a shortened observation 
window and thereby consequently with a higher temporal resolution. The aim 
of the study was to validate quantitatively and qualitatively BAPES and BPC in-
vivo against the conventional method for spectral estimation. 
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Materials, methods and results 
 
   All studies can be found unabridged in appendices I-IV. The studies were all 
performed after approval by The Danish National Committee on Biomedical 
Research Ethics (Date:30-05-6, J.nr:(KF)07307579).  
   In study I and II, the same eleven healthy volunteers (seven males and four 
females, 24 – 44 y, mean age: 32 y) were included after informed consent. 
The right common carotid artery was examined in all volunteers using 
ultrasound and magnetic resonance angiography. The volunteer rested supine 
on the examination table 15 min prior to all examinations. 
   In study III, four healthy volunteers (three males and one female, 26 – 45 y, 
mean age: 34 y) were included after informed consent. Complex vessel 
geometries were scanned in supine or standing position depending on scan 
location.  
   In study IV, ten healthy volunteers (nine males and one female, 24-36 y, 
mean age: 29 y) were included after informed consent. The right common 
carotid artery was examined in all volunteers using ultrasound.  
   All scans whether ultrasound or magnetic resonance angiography in the 
studies were carried out by KLH. All the in-vivo results obtained with the 
experimental methods were recorded with the experimental scanner RASMUS 
(1;2) and post-processed using MATLAB (Mathworks, Natick, MA, USA) on a 
100 CPU Linux cluster. This combination gave a very flexible and unique 
environment for emitting, receiving and processing signals from an 
experimental point of view, but the processing time was considerable for all 
methods. It took seconds to acquire the data, hours to store and up to two full 
days to process. Obviously this affected the logistics and reduced the number 
of samples that realistically could be enrolled into the study populations.  
 

study I study II study III study IV

no. of volunteers 11 11 4 10

mean age 32 32 34 29

male/female 7/4 7/4 3/1 9/1

experimetal method(s) TO TO/STA/DB PWE BAPES/BPC

reference method MRA MRA none spectral US (Welch)  
Table 1: Overview of volunteers included in to the four studies 

 

   Before the studies are described in detail a brief introduction to the 
techniques is given below. Full details can be found in the manuscripts in 
appendices I-IV. 
 
Transverse Oscillation method 
     The Transverse Oscillation method has been proposed by Jensen and Munk 
(72;73) and evaluated in simulations, in flow rig and in-vivo by Udesen et al. 
(36;74). The Transverse Oscillation method tracks scatterer motion along two 
orthogonal axes by emitting a pulse identical to conventional Doppler. The 
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velocity component in the axial direction is found exactly as in conventional 
Doppler ultrasound. An oscillation in the transverse direction is created by 
changing sensitivity of the receiving elements and the velocity along the 
transverse direction is found from the frequency content of this oscillation. By 
combining the velocity component along the two axes, vector velocities are 
achieved.  
 
Directional Beamforming method 
     The Directional Beamforming method has been proposed by Jensen and 
Bjerngaard (75;76), evaluated in simulations (77;78) and examined in flow rig 
and in-vivo by Holfort et al. (79). In Directional Beamforming a focused pulse 
is emitted with the focal point placed below the depth of interest. Hence, the 
acoustic energy around the scatterer is sufficient for beamforming echo lines in 
a star-shaped pattern with the scatterer of interest as the centre. Lines are 
compared through a normalized cross-correlation across matching angles for 
consecutive pulses (80). The highest normalized cross-correlation is ideally 
found for the correct angle. When the correct angle is known, the magnitude of 
the motion along the correct echo line is found through cross-correlation for 
consecutive pulses. 
      
Synthetic Transmit Aperture method 
     The Synthetic Transmit Aperture method has been proposed by Jensen and 
Nikolov (81) and evaluated in simulations, in flow rig and in-vivo (82-85). A 
Synthetic Transmit Aperture image is acquired by emitting a spherical 
unfocused wave from a few elements and receiving the scattered signal with all 
elements. Since the position for the emission is known, the precise origin of 
the received scattered signal can be calculated from time-of-flight for all 
elements and used in focusing. The Synthetic Transmit Aperture approach 
generates one low-resolution image for every emitted pulse. A high-resolution 
image is constructed by adding a number of consecutive low-resolution 
images. For every emission, a high-resolution image can be created by 
applying a recursive approach, where the oldest transmission event is replaced 
by the newest. The Synthetic Transmit Aperture method can therefore yield a 
frame rate equal to pulse repetition frequency with focus in all image points. 
    An approach to estimate vector velocities, identical to Directional 
Beamforming is computed. Echo lines in a star-shaped pattern are created to 
every point of interest and compared between emission-identical high-
resolution images for every angle. The normalized cross-correlation peaks for 
the right angle. The magnitude is found through cross-correlation across echo-
lines of the right angle for consecutive pulses.  
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Figure 4: Frames obtained with Directional Beamforming, Synthetic Transmit Aperture and 

Transverse Oscillation are shown. The frames are obtained from different volunteers and to 

different time. The vector arrows, superimposed onto color flow maps, delineate magnitude 

and direction of the moving blood scatterers. 

 
Plane Wave Excitation method 
   The Plane Wave Excitation method has been proposed by Udesen et al., and 
simulations, flow rig and in-vivo evaluations have been reported (86;87). In 
Plane Wave Excitation all elements of the transducer are excited at the same 
time thereby creating a pressure wave with a nearly plane front. The 
unfocused pulse covers the entire imaging plane with acoustic energy and a 
full speckle image is obtained for every emission. To increase the penetration 
of the signal into the tissue, a 13 bit Barker code is used instead of a 
conventional pulse (65). The angle independent vector velocity estimates are 
found when tracking speckle motion between consecutive speckle images by 
using a speckle tracking approach called sum of squared differences (52;88). 
The frame rate of the vector velocity images obtained with Plane Wave 
Excitation in study III was 100 Hz. However, matching receive and transmit 
channels in RASMUS would give a frame rate of 200 Hz without degrading the 
quality of the vector velocity estimates.  
 
Blood spectral Power Capon method 
   The BPC method has been proposed by Stoica et al. (61;89), evaluated in 
simulations by Jensen et al. (77;78), and in flow rig and in-vivo by Gran et al. 
(90).The BPC method is a spectral estimator using adaptive filtration on data. 
Unique filters are designed to every velocity component in the data set. Hence, 
a unique matched filterbank is generated for each specific data set where the 
total power of the filters for each velocity of interest is minimized while not 
distorting the signal of interest.  
 
Blood Amplitude and Phase Estimation method  
   The BAPES method has been proposed by Gran et al. (91) and evaluated in 
simulations by Jensen et al. (77;78), and in flow rig and in-vivo by Gran et al. 
(90). The BAPES method is based on a matched filterbank framework as BPC 
(61;92). However, in the BAPES method the filtered noise power is minimized 
fulfilling the constraint that the signal of interest is not distorted.  
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   Previous simulations and phantom studies carried out by Gran et al. (90) 
have indicated that the two adaptive methods BPC and BAPES can obtain 
spectrograms with sufficient spectral resolution and contrast using fewer data 
than the conventional method for spectral Doppler estimation. 
 
Magnetic resonance angiography method 
     In study I and II magnetic resonance angiography was used as the 
reference method. The examinations were performed with a 1.5 Tesla whole 
body scanner (Magnetom Vision, Siemens AG). A prospective ECG triggered 
phase contrast sequence using a cervical coil was employed. (Phase interval: 
29 ms, echo time: 7 ms, flip angle: 30°, FOV: 100 mm, slice thickness: 6 mm, 
VENC: +/-1.5 m/s, pixel resolution: 0.52 x 0.39 mm in a matrix of 192 x 256 
pixels interpolated up to 256 x 256 pixels).  
 
Welch’s method 
   In study IV the Welch’s method was used as the reference method. Two 
different weighting schemes were applied on data, which resulted in different 
performances: Welch’s method with a Hanning window (W.HAN) and Welch’s 
method with a boxcar window (W.BOX). According to the basic principles in 
digital processing (93), W.HAN has a good contrast at the expense of spectral 
resolution, while W.BOX has a good spectral resolution at the expense of 
contrast. W.HAN is the preferred conventional spectral estimator.  
 

 
Figure 5: The scattered signal is multiplied in the time domain with a bell-shaped Hanning 

window or with a rectangular boxcar window. Thus, the blood signal used for velocity 

estimation is found under the curve corresponding to the chosen window  
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Study I:  
In-vivo validation of a blood vector velocity estimator with 

MR angiography (appendix I) 
 
   Study I concerned in-vivo validation of the angle independent ultrasound 
vector velocity technique Transverse Oscillation. Stroke volume measurements 
of the common carotid artery were obtained in-vivo on 11 healthy volunteers 
and compared to measurements obtained with magnetic resonance imaging 
using phase contrast angiography.  
   The Transverse Oscillation measurements were performed with angles of 
insonation of approximately 90°, i.e. when the conventional Doppler method 
fails to estimate any blood velocities, and the vessel of interest was scanned 
approximately two cm upstream of the bifurcation to prevent confounding 
complex flow. For each vector velocity image, the vessel region was 
automatically identified from the B-mode image by an algorithm described by 
Udesen et al. (36). The volume flow per second in each vector velocity image 
was estimated by integrating the delineated 2-D vessel up to form a 3-D 
vessel. The mean volume flow per second in each vector velocity image was 
found as an average of the volume flows per second estimated to all different 
lateral positions in the vector velocity image. This yielded a volume profile for 
every sequence. A detailed description of the calculations is given by Hansen et 
al. (27). 
   The volume flow obtained with magnetic resonance angiography was found 
in the scan plan perpendicular to the right common carotid artery and two cm 
upstream of the bifurcation as in Transverse Oscillation. For each velocity map 
an anatomic image was calculated. A threshold pixel value defined the region 
of interest on the anatomic images in order to discriminate between the pixel 
values of blood and vessel boundaries. The region of interest encompassing 
the lumen of the vessel was used as a window on the phase velocity maps to 
ensure that velocity values from the vessel surroundings representing e.g. 
vena jugularis were ignored in the volume flow measurement. A region near 
the common carotid artery was selected to correct the phase off-set (94). The 
volume flow to each frame was found by multiplying the velocity with the area 
it occupied i.e. the pixel area and then adding up all the pixel derived volume 
flows encompassing the region of interest. The volume flow profile was given 
by the estimated volume flows of the full sequence of frames.  
 
Assumption  

   To investigate the assumptions of circular geometry and rotationally 
symmetric blood flow necessary for computing stroke volume from the vector 
velocity estimates obtained with Transverse Oscillation, an additional approach 
was carried out. The assumptions were tested by taking out lines from the 
phase velocity maps to every angle. The lines of velocity values were treated 
as if they were obtained with Transverse Oscillation, i.e. in the longitudinal 
scan plane. Thus, for every angle the 1-D line taken from the phase velocity 
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map was integrated up to form a 2-D circle resulting in a volume flow 
estimate. For every volunteer a stroke volume range encompassing the stroke 
volume variation over all angles was found. This was compared to the actual 
magnetic resonance angiography stroke volume measurement where the 
velocities of the entire region of interest were used and no assumptions were 
made.  
 
Statistics 

   A descriptive statistical analysis was computed on the stroke volume data for 
the two modalities finding mean value, standard deviation and stroke volume 
range. The stroke volume data obtained with Transverse Oscillation was then 
compared to stroke volume data obtained with magnetic resonance 
angiography using linear regression analysis with two-tailed significance value 
given and p<0.05 considered significant. The correlation coefficient, regression 
equation, and confidence interval using Fisher’s r-to-z-transformation were 
calculated. Finally a Bland-Altman plot was made to illustrate the difference of 
stroke volume estimated by Transverse Oscillation and magnetic resonance 
angiography.  
 
Results 

   The mean stroke volume +/- one standard deviation for Transverse 
Oscillation was 5.5 ml +/- 1.7 ml with the range of 3.4 – 9.5 ml. Respective 
estimates for magnetic resonance angiography were 5.8 ml +/- 2.0 ml with the 
range 3.0 – 10.8 ml.  
   The correlation between the stroke volume estimated by Transverse 
Oscillation and magnetic resonance angiography is illustrated in Fig. 6 as a 
scatterplot. R was 0.91 (p<0.01; 95 % confidence interval: 0.69 to 0.98) and 
the least squares (MRA = 1.1 * TO - 0.4) was found to be close to unity. The 
range of magnetic resonance angiography stroke volume assuming rotationally 
symmetric flow and circular vessel geometry is shown as a bar for every 
volunteer in the scatterplot.  
   In Fig. 7 the Bland-Altman plot is constructed. The mean difference is 0.24 
ml with limits of agreement at -1.41 ml and 1.90 ml (95% confidence interval 
for mean difference: -0.32 ml to 0.81 ml).  
   In Fig. 8 the stroke volume range as percentages of the actual magnetic 
resonance angiography stroke volume is plotted for all volunteers, giving a 
mean ratio of 24.3%. One volunteer (no. 7) presented a ratio between the 
magnetic resonance angiography stroke volume range and the actual magnetic 
resonance angiography stroke volume of 48.3%. The angle dependent stroke 
volume with a range of 3.2 ml to 5.1 ml for this volunteer is depicted in Fig. 9. 
By examining the phase velocity maps of this particular volunteer, it was seen 
that a substantially asymmetric flow was present, while the vessel had an 
approximately circular geometry. 
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Figure 6:  Correlation between magnetic resonance angiography and Transverse Oscillation. 

Line of best fit (solid line) and line of perfect fit (dashed line) are drawn. The range of 

magnetic resonance angiography stroke volume assuming circular geometry and rotationally 

symmetric flow is shown for every volunteer as a bar. 

 
 

 
Figure 7: Bland-Altman plot of stroke volume measured with magnetic resonance angiography 

and Transverse Oscillation showing mean (thick solid line) +/- 1.96 standard deviations (thin 

solid line). 
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Figure 8: Stroke volume ratio was estimated by the range, found as the difference between the 

maximal and minimal angle dependent stroke volume, divided with the actual magnetic 

resonance angiography stroke volume and given in percentage. The mean ratio was 24.3 %. 

 

 
Figure 9: Stroke volume measured for every line of angle for one volunteer. The maximal and 

minimal angle dependent stroke volume estimates are shown as dashed lines. 

 

   In conclusion volume flow measurements were obtained in-vivo with the 
angle independent blood vector velocity method Transverse Oscillation. The 
results validated against volume flow measurements obtained with magnetic 
resonance angiography were found to be comparable for stroke volume using 
correlation, regression and Bland-Altman analyses. With Transverse Oscillation 
a method has been introduced to obtain quantitative blood flow measurements 
from the entire frame. 
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 Study II:  
In-vivo comparison of three ultrasound vector velocity 
techniques to MR phase contrast angiography (appendix II) 

 
   In this study Directional Beamforming, Synthetic Transmit Aperture and 
Transverse Oscillation were validated against magnetic resonance angiography 
in a setup similar to study I. Stroke volume measurements of the common 
carotid artery were obtained in-vivo on 11 healthy volunteers and compared to 
measurements obtained with magnetic resonance phase contrast angiography. 
Transverse Oscillation was included to compare the performances between the 
three vector velocity ultrasound methods.  
   The ultrasound measurements were performed with angels of insonation of 
approximately 90° and two cm upstream of the bifurcation. The volume flow 
estimates deriving from measurements of the three vector velocity methods 
were calculated in an approach similar to the approach described in study I. 
The magnetic resonance angiography data was identical to the data used in 
study I and was treated accordingly. Also the statistics were identical to study 
I using descriptive statistical and linear regression analyses as well as Bland-
Altman plots. 
 
Results 

   The stroke volume in the right common carotid artery was measured for the 
11 volunteers with the three ultrasound methods and magnetic resonance 
angiography. The results are displayed in Table 2 along with mean, standard 
deviation and range for each modality.  
   In Fig. 10 the scatter plots are given showing the correlation between the 
each of the three ultrasound techniques and magnetic resonance angiography, 
with Directional Beamforming vs. magnetic resonance angiography: R=0.84 
(p<0.01, 95% confidence interval: 0.49 to 0.96); Synthetic Transmit Aperture 
vs. magnetic resonance angiography: R=0.71 (p<0.05, 95% confidence 
interval: 0.19 to 0.92) and Transverse Oscillation vs. magnetic resonance 
angiography: R=0.91 (p<0.01, 95% confidence interval: 0.69 to 0.98). No 
significant differences were observed for any of the three comparisons 
(Directional Beamforming vs. magnetic resonance angiography: p=0.65; 
Synthetic Transmit Aperture vs. magnetic resonance angiography: p=0.24; 
Transverse Oscillation vs. magnetic resonance angiography: p=0.36). The 
resultant Bland-Altman plots are shown in Fig. 11. The mean difference, with 
confidence interval and limits of agreement are given for all plots in Table 3. 
The confidence interval for the mean differences overlapped zero for all three 
methods and was narrowest for Transverse Oscillation and broadest for 
Synthetic Transmit Aperture (Transverse Oscillation: 1.13 ml; Directional 
Beamforming: 1.56 ml; Synthetic Transmit Aperture: 1.97 ml). This also 
applied to the limits of agreement (Transverse Oscillation: 3.31 ml; Directional 
Beamforming: 4.55 ml; Synthetic Transmit Aperture: 5.74 ml). In terms of 
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mean differences in the Bland-Altman plots, Directional Beamforming was the 
most precise method followed by Transverse Oscillation and Synthetic Transmit 
Aperture (Directional Beamforming: 0.17 ml; Transverse Oscillation: 0.24 ml; 
Synthetic Transmit Aperture: -0.55 ml). 
 
 
Volunteer no. DB [ml/heart beat] STA [ml/heartbeat] TO [ml/heartbeat] MRA [ml/heartbeat]

Volunteer 1 4.81 5.58 3.78 3.03

Volunteer 2 5.02 7.45 5.65 5.17

Volunteer 3 6.48 6.95 5.93 6.64

Volunteer 4 9.31 6.74 6.71 7.41

Volunteer 5 6.00 5.83 4.78 5.43

Volunteer 6 9.53 9.70 9.48 10.78

Volunteer 7 3.92 4.16 4.32 4.18

Volunteer 8 3.66 4.24 5.09 4.80

Volunteer 9 4.08 8.50 5.92 5.23

Volunteer 10 3.72 5.25 3.36 5.18

Volunteer 11 4.85 4.89 5.49 5.36

mean SV +/- SD 5.58 +/- 2.10 6.30 +/- 1.76 5.30 +/- 1.65 5.75 +/- 2.02

range 3.72 - 9.53 4.16 - 9.70 3.36 - 9.48 3.03 - 10.78

Table 2: Stroke volume measurements for all volunteers, mean stroke volume +/- one 

standard deviation and stroke volume range obtained with Directional Beamforming, Synthetic 

Transmit Aperture, Transverse Oscillation and magnetic resonance angiography. 

 
 

 
Figure 10: Graph showing the correlation between magnetic resonance angiography and the 

three ultrasound methods. The line of best fit is drawn for each comparison. 
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Figure 11: Bland-Altman plots of stroke volume measurements comparing magnetic resonance 

angiography with each of the three ultrasound methods showing mean +/- 2 standard 

deviations as solid and dashed lines, respectively. 

 

 
Method Mean [ml] (95% CI) Lower limit [ml] Upper limit [ml]

DB vs. MRA 0.17 (-0.61 to 0.95) -2.11 2.44

STA vs. MRA -0.55 (-1.54 to 0.43) -3.42 2.32

TO vs. MRA 0.24 (-0.32 to 0.81) -1.41 1.90  
Table 3: Mean of difference with confidence interval, upper and lower limits of agreement 

given for the Bland-Altman plots. 

 
   In conclusion study II showed that it was possible to obtain reliable 
quantitative measurements in-vivo with the three different angle-independent 
2-D vector velocity methods, Directional Beamforming, Synthetic Transmit 
Aperture, and Transverse Oscillation when compared to magnetic resonance 
angiography.  
 
 

Study III:  
In-vivo examples of flow patterns with a fast vector 

velocity ultrasound method (appendix III) 
 
   In study III different vessel locations were examined with the Plane Wave 
Excitation method. Four healthy volunteers with no history of cardiovascular 
disease were scanned on locations with complex vessel geometries 
encompassing multidirectional blood motion. Scan sequences were acquired of 
two carotid bifurcations, two femoral bifurcations, the bifurcation at the 
brachiocephalic trunk, the bifurcation of the subclavian artery as well as the 
internal jugular vein and the great saphenous vein, both with venous valves. 
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The scans were all recorded with the volunteers in supine position except the 
scan of the great saphenous vein, where the volunteer was in standing position 
while performing dorsal and plantar flexion to simulate walking.  
      In Fig. 12 the vortex formation in the carotid bulb of two different 
volunteers is shown. In the left frame the internal carotid artery is seen as the 
superficial vessel while in the right frame it is seen as the deep vessel. For 
both volunteers a vortex with low velocities in the carotid bulb was present 
during the entire heart cycle. Apart from the vortical recirculation in the bulb 
no retrograde flow was present.  
 

 
Figure 12: In the bulb of the internal carotid artery a vortex was present during the entire 

heart cycle. The depicted frames were both taken from systole. 

 
 

    
Figure 13:  No vortex was seen in the brachiocephalic trunk during systole (left frame). The 

diastolic flow was going from the subclavian artery (deep vessel) to the common carotid artery 
(superficial vessel) (right frame). 
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   In Fig. 13, the brachiocephalic trunk is shown. No vortex was present in 
systole but disturbed flow was seen in the subclavian artery when flow 
reversed at end-systole and end-diastole. In diastole the flow was filling the 
common carotid artery (superficial vessel) from the subclavian artery (deep 
vessel). Thus, the diastolic flow was retrograde in the subclavian artery and 
antegrade in the common carotid artery.  
   The same volunteer was scanned on the right side bifurcation of the 
thyrocervical trunk and the vertebral artery. Two frames are shown in Fig. 14. 
During peak systole the flow propagated without disturbed flow from the 
subclavian artery to the vertebral artery (superficial vessel) and the 
thyrocervical trunk (deep vessel) as seen in the left frame.  Vortices in the 
subclavian artery scanned in the cross-sectional plane were visible right after 
peak systole and throughout diastole (right frame). The secondary flow swept 
from the superficial part of the subclavian artery and downwards in an s-
shaped pattern creating two vortices. 

 

  
Figure 14: No disturbed flow in the vertebral artery (superficial vessel) and the thyrocervical 

trunk (deep vessel) was present during peak systole (left frame). In the subclavian artery 

vortices were present after peak systole and throughout diastole. The frame is taken from the 

beginning of diastole (right frame). 

 
   In Fig. 15, frames of two femoral bifurcations taken from examinations on 
two different volunteers are shown. Laminar flow was seen during the entire 
heart cycle with reversed flow in the superficial branch in the beginning of 
diastole.  
   The venous valves of the great saphenous vein and internal jugular vein 
were scanned. In Fig. 16, a venous bulb of the saphenous vein is depicted. 
Although the valves were not visible, the effect of the valves on the flow was 
obvious. During opening of the valves the flow was squeezed to form a jet. 
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Furthermore, vortices were formed in the pockets behind the valves. No 
retrograde flow was present and during the closed phase bidirectional blood 
motion was seen with the competent valves as a separator.    
    

 
Figure 15: During diastole reversed flow in the superficial branches of the femoral arteries for 

two volunteers were present. 

 
    

 
Figure 16: In the great saphenous vein (deep vessel) a jet was formed during antegrade flow 

between the valves, and vortices were formed behind the valves (left frame). The valves were 

competent and no retrograde flow was present (right frame). The femoral artery is seen as the 

superficial vessel in both frames. 
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Figure 17: In the jugular vein (superficial vessel) the flow was squeezed by incompetent 

venous valves forming a jet during antegrade and retrograde flow (left and middle frame, 

respectively). Vortices were formed in the pockets behind the valves during antegrade flow 

and upstream of the valves during retrograde flow. In the carotid artery (deep vessel) 

secondary flow was seen during systole when scanned in the short axis (right frame). 

 

   The valves of the jugular vein are visible in Fig. 17. The flow pattern around 
the valves was similar to the flow pattern observed in the great saphenous 
vein except that retrograde flow was observed due to incompetent valves. 
Vortices were formed in the pockets behind the valves and a jet was formed 
between the valves during the opened phase (left frame). During retrograde 
flow a jet was formed between the valves with vortices upstream of the valves 
(middle frame). The common carotid artery was scanned in the cross-sectional 
plane, and a secondary flow was observed during systole (right frame). 
 

Volunteer no. Gender Age Location Findings
Volunteer 1 male 34 carotid bifurcation stable vortex in the bulb

 -  -  - femoral bifurcation

retrograde flow in the superficial branch, 

antegrade flow in the deep branch

 -  -  - femoral vein vortices in the pockets, competent valves

Volunteer 2 female 45 carotid bifurcation stable vortex in the bulb

Volunteer 3 male 26 jugular vein

vortices down- and upstream of the incompetent 

valves, secondary flow in the carotid artery

 -  -  - brachiocephalic trunk

retrograde flow in the subclavian artery,

antegrade flow in the carotid artery

 -  -  - subclavian bifurcation S-shaped secondary flow in the subclavian artery

Volunteer 4 male 31 femoral bifurcation

retrograde flow in the superficial branch,

antegrade flow in the deep branch

 Table 4: Overview of the findings with data given on gender, age and location. 
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   In conclusion study III showed that the Plane Wave Excitation method can 
visualize complex flow patterns with a high frame rate. The results indicate 
that novel information on fluid dynamics can be achieved with Plane Wave 
Excitation and may in the future be a tool for cardiovascular disease 
assessment. Even though widespread anatomic variations of the arterial as well 
as the venous system dictate individual flow patterns not to be generalized, 
the results obtained with Plane Wave Excitation are glimpses of a far more 
complex blood dynamics than previously reported. Table 4 provides an 
overview of the findings with data given on gender, age and scan location. 
    

 
Study IV:  

In-vivo validation of fast spectral velocity estimation 
techniques (appendix IV) 

 
   In study IV adaptive filtering in spectral Doppler was investigated and 
compared to conventional algorithms for spectral Doppler estimation.  
   Ten healthy volunteers were scanned on the right common carotid artery. 
One data set was recorded for each volunteer and post processed using the 
four different methods; W.HAN, W.BOX, BPC and BAPES. For each method, 
spectrograms were estimated using different observation windows (OW): 128, 
64, 32, 16, 8, 4 and 2 emissions/estimate. Thus, from every data set, were 
calculated 28 spectrograms giving in total 280 spectrograms for all volunteers.  
   To investigate the methods quantitatively, a spectrum corresponding to end-
diastole was found for each spectrogram. For each data set, the time instant 
was chosen by visually examining the spectrogram obtained with W.HAN at 
OW 128. To the chosen time, spectra to all 28 spectrograms of the same data 
set were found. End-diastole was chosen to be the time of interest as it is easy 
to indentify and used clinically for calculating resistive index and systolic-
diastolic ratio (95). From each spectrum, two parameters were calculated: the 
full-width-at-half-maximum (FWHM) and the ratio between main and side lobe 
levels. The FWHM was found as the width of the velocity distribution of the 
main lobe at half of the maximum amplitude. Thus, the FWHM given in m/s is 
a measure of spectral resolution. The ratio was found as the relative difference 
between the side-lobe level and the peak amplitude. The side-lobe level was 
found as the median value of the distributed amplitudes outside the main-lobe, 
outlined by the FWHM.  The ratio, given in decibel (dB), is a measure of 
contrast in the spectrogram. 
   To investigate the methods qualitatively, nine experienced radiologists 
evaluated in a blinded trial the 280 randomized spectrograms by scoring each 
spectrogram useful or not useful. Intra- and interobserver variations were 
additionally found. The intra-observer variability was assessed by comparing 
the scores given twice by three radiologists with >14 days between each 
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session. The sequence of spectrograms was randomized to each session so 
judgment bias was minimized.     
 
Statistics 

   A descriptive statistical analysis was computed on FWHM and ratio estimates 
of the 280 spectra finding mean value and standard deviation for each 
combination of method and window. The scores given by the radiologists were 
pooled by method and window. Useful and not useful were coded with the 
dummy variables 1 and 0, respectively. Before data analysis, Kolmogorov-
Smirnov normality test and the Levene variance homogeneity test were applied 
to the data. No data transformation was needed. Bonferroni adjusted tests for 
multiple comparisons paired on volunteer level with p<0.05 considered 
significant were performed (96). The intra- and interobserver variability were 
investigated using Cohen’s and Fleiss’ kappa, respectively (97;98). Statistical 
analyses were performed using SAS (SAS Institute, Cary, NC, USA) and 
MATLAB (Mathworks, Natick, MA, USA). 
    
Results  

      From a data set of one volunteer with three systoles recorded, examples of 
spectrograms generated with the four methods at OW 128 and 16 are 
presented in Fig. 18. The gaps in the spectrograms represent the necessary 
pulse emissions used for generating the interleaved B-mode images.  
  

 
Figure 18: Spectrograms were found using the four methods with an OW 128 (left frames) and 

16 (right frames). At OW 128 all methods displayed good performances. At OW 16, W.HAN 

and W.BOX estimated spectrograms with decreased quality compared to BPC and BAPES. 
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   Examples of spectra obtained at end-diastole to time 2.2 s from the 
spectrograms shown in Fig. 18 are presented in Fig. 19.  Mean and standard 
deviation of FWHM and ratio for the 280 spectra pooled by method and window 
are displayed in Table 5 and plotted in Fig. 20. The overall result of the scores 
given for each combination of method and window is displayed in Table 6 and 
illustrated in Fig. 21. The result of the Bonferroni adjusted tests for multiple 
comparisons paired on volunteer level is shown in Table 7 and illustrated in 
Fig. 22. 

 

 
Figure 19: From the same volunteer at one time instant, spectra were generated using the four 

methods with an OW 128 and 16. 

 
 

OW Parameter BAPES BPC W.HAN W.BOX
128 FWHM [m/s] 0.029 (0.01) 0.026 (0.01) 0.034 (0.01) 0.029 (0.01)

ratio [dB] 37.06 (3.19) 33.64 (3.16) 34.47 (3.20) 32.80 (2.45)

64 FWHM [m/s] 0.025 (0.01) 0.032 (0.01) 0.050 (0.01) 0.040 (0.01)

ratio [dB] 35.81 (3.91) 29.89 (2.76) 31.53 (2.63) 29.31 (1.87)

32 FWHM [m/s] 0.034 (0.02) 0.033 (0.02) 0.074 (0.01) 0.055 (0.01)

ratio [dB] 34.02 (4.47) 28.71 (2.94) 30.67 (4.63) 26.60 (2.25)

16 FWHM [m/s] 0.029 (0.01) 0.027 (0.01) 0.124 (0.00) 0.082 (0.01)

ratio [dB] 33.27 (5.24) 29.03 (4.41) 29.63 (5.81) 22.99 (1.73)

8 FWHM [m/s] 0.034 (0.01) 0.033 (0.02) 0.230 (0.00) 0.159 (0.01)

ratio [dB] 31.26 (5.17) 26.01 (4.18) 26.49 (5.33) 17.85 (0.81)

4 FWHM [m/s] 0.065 (0.02) 0.053 (0.03) 0.412 (0.01) 0.319 (0.00)

ratio [dB] 26.73 (4.73) 22.23 (4.01) 20.51 (3.29) 13.20 (0.60)

2 FWHM [m/s] 0.145 (0.03) 0.113 (0.06) 0.688 (0.01) 0.688 (0.01)

ratio [dB] 23.38 (4.13) 18.94 (4.18) 11.21 (0.51) 11.21 (0.51)  
Table 5: Mean (and standard deviation) of FWHM and ratio given for each combination 

OW/method over ten volunteers. 
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Figure 20: FWHM (left frame) and ratio (right frame) are plotted against OW for each method. 

 

 

OW BAPES BPC W.HAN W.BOX
128 72 (80 %) 73 (81.1 %) 73 (81.1 %) 62 (68.9 %)

64 73 (81.1 %) 78 (86.7 %) 75 (83.3 %) 55 (61.1 %)

32 80 (88.9 %) 77 (85.6 %) 34 (37.8 %) 23 (25.6 %)

16 70 (77.8 %) 50 (55.6 %) 5 (5.6 %) 5 (5.6 %)

8 31 (34.4 %) 13 (14.4 %) 0 (0.0 %) 0 (0.0 %)

4 6 (6.7 %) 6 (6.7 %) 0 (0.0 %) 0 (0.0 %)

2 0 (0.0 %) 0 (0.0 %) 0 (0.0 %) 0 (0.0 %)  
Table 6: Each cell consists of the total sum of scores given by nine radiologists on 10 

volunteers in the range 0 to 90 (and percentage) for the combination method/OW. 

 

 

 
Figure 21: The total sum of scores in percentage for each method to different OWs 
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BAPES BPC W.HAN W.BOX 95% CI p-value

128 emissions/estimate 7.2 (0.91) 7.3 (0.65) 7.3 (0.95) 6.2 (1.23)

BAPES vs. BPC x x (-1.03;0.83) 1.0
BAPES vs. W.HAN x x (-1.03;0.83) 1.0

BAPES vs. W.BOX x x (0.07;1.93) 0.03 ●

BPC vs. W.HAN x x (-0.93;0.93) 1.0

BPC vs. W.BOX x x (0.17;2.03) 0.01 ●

W.HAN vs. W.BOX x x (0.17;2.03) 0.01 ●

64 emissions/estimate 7.3 (0.82) 7.8 (0.79) 7.5 (0.97) 5.5 (0.71)

BAPES vs. BPC x x (-1.34;0.35) 0.63

BAPES vs. W.HAN x x (-1.04;0.64) 1.0

BAPES vs. W.BOX x x (0.95;2.65) <0.0001 ●

BPC vs. W.HAN x x (-0.54;1.15) 1.0

BPC vs. W.BOX x x (1.45;3.15) <0.0001 ●

W.HAN vs. W.BOX x x (1.15;2.85) <0.0001 ●

32 emissions/estimate 8.0 (0.94) 7.7 (1.25) 3.4 (1.51) 2.3 (1.25)

BAPES vs. BPC x x (-1.24;1.84) 1.0

BAPES vs. W.HAN x x (3.06;6.14) <0.0001 ●

BAPES vs. W.BOX x x (4.16;7.24) <0.0001 ●

BPC vs. W.HAN x x (2.76;5.84) <0.0001 ●

BPC vs. W.BOX x x (3.86;6.94) <0.0001 ●

W.HAN vs. W.BOX x x (-0.44;2.64) 0.31

16 emissions/estimate 7.0 (1.15) 5.0 (1.15) 0.5 (0.53) 0.5 (0.53)

BAPES vs. BPC x x (0.84;3.16) 0.0002 ●

BAPES vs. W.HAN x x (5.34;7.66) <0.0001 ●

BAPES vs. W.BOX x x (5.34;7.66) <0.0001 ●

BPC vs. W.HAN x x (3.34;5.66) <0.0001 ●

BPC vs. W.BOX x x (3.34;5.66) <0.0001 ●

W.HAN vs. W.BOX x x (-1.16;1.16) 1.0

 8 emissions/estimate 3.1 (1.10) 1.3 (0.94) 0 (0) 0 (0)

BAPES vs. BPC x x (0.99;2.61) <0.0001 ●

BAPES vs. W.HAN x x (2.29;3.91) <0.0001 ●

BAPES vs. W.BOX x x (2.29;3.91) <0.0001 ●

BPC vs. W.HAN x x (0.49;2.11) 0.0006 ●

BPC vs. W.BOX x x (0.49;2.11) 0.0006 ●

W.HAN vs. W.BOX x x (-0.81;0.81) 1.0

4 emissions/estimate 0.6 (0.84) 0.6 (0.70) 0 (0) 0 (0)

BAPES vs. BPC x x (-0.62;0.62) 1.0

BAPES vs. W.HAN x x (-0.02;1.21) 0.062

BAPES vs. W.BOX x x (-0.02;1.21) 0.062

BPC vs. W.HAN x x (-0.02;1.21) 0.062

BPC vs. W.BOX x x (-0.02;1.21) 0.062

W.HAN vs. W.BOX x x (-0.62;0.62) 1.0

 2 emissions/estimate 0 (0)  0(0) 0(0) 0(0)  
Table 7: The mean of scores is given on volunteer level in the range 0 to 9 (and standard 

deviation) for each combination method/OW indicated by “x”. Each comparison test is given 

with 95% CI in difference of means and p-value (marked: ●=significant). 
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Figure 22: The mean score is with a histogram and the 95% confidence interval for the 

difference in means as a bar (marked: ■=insignificant and ●=significant). 

 

   For each method, tests for multiple comparisons were also used to 
investigate at which OWs the given scores were significantly different from the 
scores given at OW 128. W.BOX performed significantly worse when OW was 
reduced to 64 compared to W.BOX at OW 128 (p=0.03). W.HAN was not 
scored differently when reducing OW to 64 (p=0.55) but was scored 
significantly less at OW 32 (p <0.0001). BPC performed equally well at OW 32 
compared to OW 128 (p=0.30) while BAPES scored significantly higher at OW 
32 compared to OW 128 (p=0.02). Only BAPES performed as well for OW 16 
as at OW 128 (p = 0.55). All four methods had decreased performances at OW 
8, 4 and 2 compared to OW 128. The intraobserver variability for three 
radiologist evaluating the same 280 spectrograms with >14 days apart showed 
good agreement with an averaged Cohen’s kappa value of 0.79 (94%, κ=0.88; 
83%, κ=0.67; 93%, κ=0.81). The interobserver variability showed moderate 
agreement using Fleiss’ kappa (78%, κ=0.57). 
   In conclusion study IV showed that the adaptive methods were superior to 
the conventional Welch’s method and that BAPES was superior to BPC.  
The quantitative tests showed that BAPES and BPC had improved spectral 
resolution and BAPES had improved spectral contrast compared to Welch’s 
method. According to the given judgments, OW can be reduced to 32 when 
using BPC, and 16 when using BAPES method for estimating spectrogram 
without losing performance. The results indicate that the adaptive methods 
BPC and BAPES potentially can bring improvements to spectral blood 
estimation as an increase of the temporal resolution of the spectrogram or as 
an increase of the frame rate for the interleaved B-mode images. 
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Discussion 
 
New achievements 
    No previous studies have validated vector velocity or adaptive spectral 
estimators in-vivo, and no previous studies have obtained in-vivo sequences of 
angle independent instantaneous vector velocity images at a frame rate of 100 
Hz. In study I and II it was shown that experimental vector velocity methods 
can produce reliable stroke volume measurements in-vivo when compared to 
magnetic resonance phase contrast angiography. In study III it was shown 
that a vector velocity method acquiring estimates at a high frame rate could 
reveal novel information of complex blood flow in-vivo. Finally, in study IV it 
was shown that spectrograms can be produced in-vivo with adaptive spectral 
methods and that these experimental methods outperform the conventional 
spectral estimator.  
 
Previous studies  
   Experimental ultrasound methods for volumetric measurements have 
previously been examined by other groups. Kim et al. validated cardiac output 
estimates obtained in-vivo with a 2-D ultrasound system using color Doppler 
mapping of the short axis view, which showed good agreement compared with 
both thermo dilution (-0.16+/-0.94 l/min) and magnetic resonance (0.21+/-
0.83 l/min)(99). Kripfgans et al. obtained in a flow phantom, volume flow 
measurements in the same manner but extended to a 3-D ultrasound system 
where the measured volume flow rates were within ±15% of actual values 
(100). An in-vivo validation study of volumetric flow obtained by an invasive 
Doppler flow wire system was published by Jenni et al. where excellent 
correlation was found compared to transit-time flowmeter (r=0.97) (101) and 
Krams reported on an experimental multigated spectral Doppler system 
validated in a flow phantom with an error less than 15% compared to 
computational fluid models (33). Two studies have reported on a technique 
based on multigated dual-ultrasound beam technology and it was shown that 
reliable volume flow in flow phantoms and in-vivo could be obtained when 
compared to conventional spectral Doppler (102;103). Shuping et al. and 
Forsberg et al., both validated 4-D Doppler ultrasound systems for volumetric 
flow in-vivo where Shuping et al. compared the estimates to phase contrast 
MRA with good agreement (r=0.92) and Forsberg et al. compared the 
volumetric estimates to a transit-time flowmeter also showing good agreement 
(r2= 0.86 for mean volume flow and r2= 0.62 for maximum volume flow) 
(104;105). It should be noted that none of the mentioned studies of 
experimental US methods for volumetric measurements were done with actual 
angle independent methods as all the experimental methods were based on 
conventional Doppler. 
   Studies of accuracy and reproducibility of experimental ultrasound methods 
with reduced angle dependency have also been carried out. Schank et al. 
examined a triangulation method for blood flow estimation in a flow phantom 
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and in-vivo by repositioning the transducer using a position locating system. 
The phantom experiment revealed 5% error for velocity magnitudes and error 
of less than 3° in Doppler angle when the angle of insonation was kept below 
75° (106). Steel et al. reported maximum velocity variation of 7.6% for 
insonation angles between 40° to 80° obtained in a phantom study using a 
dual-beam ultrasound method on a split aperture system (107) and extended 
later this to an in-vivo study for inter- and intraobserver variation 
(intraobserver: -41.3 to 45.2 cm/s; interobserver:-29.6 to 46.8 cm/s.) (108). 
Likewise, Ricci et al. reported on accuracy and reproducibility for a dual-beam 
system based on two separate transducers. The phantom experiment showed 
a mean error of velocity magnitude of 1.9%, the reproducibility tests showed a 
variation of 0.8% to 10% on the estimates and the in-vivo experiment showed 
intraobserver variation of +/-9.6% (109). Though the methods have reduced 
angle dependency they still have impaired performances at angles close to 90° 
and cannot visualize complex flow. 
   Angle independent methods for visualizing blood flow have also been 
examined. Fei et al. estimated velocities in the carotid artery and bifurcation 
with an approach where blood velocities were reconstructed from three 
different scan sessions of varying insonation angles. The estimates compared 
to conventional spectral Doppler estimation agreed well (r = 0.94) (34;110). 
However, the method cannot provide instantaneous vector velocities as several 
cardiac cycles are used for each velocity estimation. Nyrnes et al. examined an 
approach called Blood Flow Imaging where speckle motion is visualized. In a 
setup similar to study IV, the usefulness was examined in comparison to 
conventional color Doppler imaging when scanning arterial septal defect in-
vivo. The study indicated that the technique improves the visualization of 
interatrial blood flow in children compared to color Doppler imaging (111). Also 
Lovstakken et al. reported on the technique in a study concerning 
intraoperative assessment on blood flow patterns in coronary anastomoses 
(112). It should be noted that the speckle imaging technique visualizes flow 
with a high frame rate but without any quantitative parameters. Pastorelli et 
al. reported on multigated dual-beam method. Real-time angle independent 
vector velocity maps were validated in a flow phantom with velocity magnitude 
error of 23% and examples of in-vivo measurements were shown. The method 
performs with a frame rate of 6 Hz and down to a maximal scanning depth of 1 
cm due to the necessary beam crossing (113).   
       
Reference modalities  
   In study I and II, three vector velocity methods were validated in-vivo 
through volumetric flow measurements. In in-vivo setup no control of the flow 
is possible, which gives emphasis to the need of a reliable reference method. 
No reference can measure instantaneous velocity estimates to all points in the 
scan plane. Spectral Doppler ultrasound only interrogates the velocity 
distribution along a single line and several studies have shown the inaccuracy 
both in respect to estimated blood velocities and volumetric flow estimation 
(114). Magnetic resonance phase contrast angiography measure velocity 
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estimates as an average over several heart cycles covering the entire lumen of 
the vessel in through-plane setup. The accuracy, reproducibility and 
interobserver variability of magnetic resonance phase contrast angiography 
have been assessed in numerous studies and the method has been reported to 
be both accurate and robust (115-118). As a consequence, magnetic 
resonance phase contrast angiography is accepted as the gold standard for 
non-invasive, cerebral blood flow estimation (13-17) and was therefore chosen 
to be reference method in study I and II. 
   RASMUS (1;2) is not magnetic resonance compatible (as most other 
ultrasound systems) and therefore the scans were performed at different 
examinations. This affected the alignment of scan planes in the rotational and 
longitudinal direction, and the point-to-point comparison of the estimates, as 
the velocity profile fluctuates over time. Therefore, the comparison of the 
vector velocity estimates was made with respect to volume flow and more 
specifically stroke volume as this variable is less heart rate dependent and 
thus, a more reliable parameter when comparing volumetric measurements 
obtained at two different occasions (119). 
   In magnetic resonance angiography the blood flow is measured in a plane 
perpendicular to the longitudinal axis of the vessel using a through-plane 
encoding. Intuitively, it would have been a better comparison to choose an 
end-plane setup aligned with the two encoded directions of the corresponding 
vector velocity measurement to examine each voxel in pairs. Apart from 
difficulty of scan plane alignment, the inadequate in-plane resolution (slice 
thickness) in magnetic resonance angiography of 6 mm would confound the 
blood signal with the vessel surroundings and result in underestimated 
velocities. Furthermore, it has been shown that flow measurements acquired 
with a through-plane flow encoding are more precise than those acquired with 
end-plane flow encoding (118). 
   In study IV the reference modality was the conventional method for spectral 
Doppler estimation called Welch’s method. The method was applied with two 
different window settings so both reference spectrograms with good contrast 
and good spectral resolution were used in the comparison with BPC and 
BAPES. As each acquired data set was processed by all four methods a direct 
comparison was feasible and no considerations of bias as a consequence of 
time or acquisition differences were necessary.  
 
Assumption of rotationally symmetric flow and circular vessel 
geometry 
   In 2-D ultrasound vector velocity estimation, out-of-plane velocity data is 
not acquired and only a single projection through the long axis of the vessel is 
examined. On the contrary the data obtained with phase contrast angiography 
in through-plane flow encoding covers the entire short axis, i.e. lumen of the 
vessel. To reduce the information gap between the two methods in compare, a 
simple in-vivo model, was chosen. The normal common carotid artery is a 
straight vessel with an expected unidirectional flow and is parallel to skin 
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surface (120;121). Moreover, the vessel is assumed to have a circular 
geometry and an expected symmetric flow profile.  
   The assumptions necessary for the vector velocity derived stroke volume 
calculations were investigated for all 11 volunteers. 1-D lines from the phase 
velocity maps to every angle were integrated up to form 2-D circles from which 
stroke volume estimates were derived. There showed to be a remarkable 
difference in stroke volume estimates over all 180 degrees with a mean of 
24.1% for each volunteer (Fig. 8). It underlines that the assumption of circular 
geometry and rotationally symmetric flow profile is a simplification. By 
examining the different magnetic resonance phase velocity maps, it was 
evident that the asymmetric flow profile contributed most to the angle 
dependent stroke volume difference. In Fig. 23, a phase velocity map of the 
common carotid artery of one volunteer is shown. The phase velocity map is 
taken from late systole and visualizes the marked asymmetry of the flow 
profile. This is consistent with Brands et al. and Tortoli el al., whom both 
reported asymmetry of the flow profile in the common carotid artery of healthy 
volunteers (25) and especially after the systolic peak (122).  

 
Figure 23: Phase velocity map of the common carotid artery of one volunteer taken from late 

systole showing marked asymmetry of the flow profile. 

 
   Thus, the placement of the longitudinal scan plane through the centre axis of 
the vessel in the ultrasound examination was an important confounder to study 
I and II. According to the magnetic resonance angiography data, the stroke 
volume obtained with the vector velocity methods could change up to 24.3% 
simply by changing the insonation window of the same vessel section.  
    Additionally, misplacement of the ultrasound planes away from the centre 
axis would add up to the bias. When performing the ultrasound examination it 
was crucial to scan the vessel parallel to the longitudinal axis exactly through 
the centre axis where the diameter of the lumen was largest, and where intima 
was most clearly delineated. Vessel intima was a reliable marker when 
positioning the scan plane through the middle of the vessel, because the layer 
structures were most clearly visible when the ultrasound beam direction was 
perpendicular to the planes of the layers. However, vessels are not perfectly 
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straight tubes and inevitably a part of the centre axis will be out of the scan 
plane due to curvature resulting in underestimation of the averaged volume 
flows. 
 
Clutter filtering 
   The echo signal of moving blood is about 100 times weaker than the echo 
signal deriving from soft tissue (60;123). One of the major challenges in 2-D 
ultrasound velocity estimation is clutter filtering, where stationary echoes from 
the vessel surroundings, i.e. soft tissue, are cancelled out (124). Clutter 
filtering was one of the most important confounders in study I and II as blood 
signal representing low velocities near the vessel wall was cancelled out 
together with clutter signal. 
   The Transverse Oscillation method is the most robust method in terms of 
echo cancelling as a result of the lateral oscillation and the estimates in study I 
and II obtained with this method were done with only one filter applied. 
Synthetic Transmit Aperture and Directional Beamforming use the same 
scheme for velocity estimation. Nevertheless, the Synthetic Transmit Aperture 
method potentially has an advantage in terms of echo cancelling as the 
method uses continued data that can be echo cancelled with very long filters. 
   This was not reflected in the results (Table 3, Fig. 10 and Fig. 11) as only 
one filter was used in Synthetic Transmit Aperture while an adaptive filter 
approach was used in Directional Beamforming. The adaptive filter in 
Directional Beamforming consisted of two different filters, one for systolic flow 
and one diastolic flow used for all volunteers. It was employed by manually 
setting a threshold value for each volunteer defining systole and diastole. 
   

 
Figure 24: When applying a second filter for the three outliers a correlation plot is given for 

which R = 0.95 (p<0.01; 95% confidence interval: 0.82 to 0.99) and a Bland-Altman plot with 

a mean difference of -0.07 ml (95% confidence interval: -0.54 ml to 0.41 ml) and limits of 

agreement from -1.46 to 1.32 ml. 

 

   The Synthetic Transmit Aperture measurement deviated from the magnetic 
resonance angiography measurement for three volunteers: no.1, no.2 and no. 
9 (Table 2). When inspecting the vector velocity images it was clear that vector 
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velocities near the vessel wall for the three volunteers were measured 
inaccurately: in wrong directions and with overestimated magnitudes. The 
three volunteers acted as outliers presumably as a consequence of a non-
moving carotid artery during systole. The filter used in Synthetic Transmit 
Aperture was optimized to vessel movement as this was present for the 
majority of the samples. Thus, the mismatch in filter and vessel movement 
resulted in the observed overestimation of stroke volume for the three outliers. 
When applying another filter optimized to the reduced vessel movements of 
the three outliers, an improved overall result appeared for Synthetic Transmit 
Aperture when compared to magnetic resonance (Fig. 24). 
 
Averaging in magnetic resonance angiography 
   The volume flow profile consisting of one complete heart cycle was found as 
a mean of measurements over 192 heart cycles in study I and II and each data 
acquisition was triggered by the R-peak of the ECG-signal. To ensure that one 
complete heart cycle was recorded, the data acquisition extended into the 
second systole. It has previously been addressed that due to fluctuations in 
heart rate and changing R-R interval over the averaged heart cycles, the 
second averaged systole will not be in phase, making it difficult to determine 
the correct duration of the complete heart cycle (118). In study I and II the 
shortest heartbeat of the 192 heart cycles defined the length of the complete 
averaged heart cycle, i.e. where the upstroke of the second systole initiated. 
Hence, it is expected that the calculated magnetic resonance angiography 
stroke volumes were slightly underestimated. 
       
Complex flow patterns visualized in a high frame rate setting  
   In study III the vector velocity method Plane Wave Excitation was used to 
visualize complex flow profiles in the cardiovascular system in both simple and 
complex vessel geometries. This was carried out to investigate the possibilities 
of vector flow imaging but also in the attempt to gather new information of 
fluid dynamics. In total six bifurcations and two veins were examined on four 
healthy volunteers. 
   It was shown when examining the carotid bifurcations on two volunteers that 
a well-defined vortex was present in the carotid bulb during the entire heart 
cycle (Fig. 12). This is in accordance with earlier results obtained with US 
vector velocity examinations (36;125). No stable vortices were observed 
during systole in the other four bifurcations, and they did not reveal same 
consistency in terms of flow pattern.  
   Previous studies with ultrasound Doppler and magnetic resonance imaging 
have shown retrograde flow in femoral arteries and the brachiocephalic trunk 
during diastole (106). Study III is consistent with this literature. The new 
information obtained with Plane Wave Excitation is how the flow reverses. It 
was shown that the flow in the femoral only reversed in the superficial branch 
while remaining antegrade in the deep branch (Fig. 15) and that the flow in the 
brachiocephalic trunk reversed in the subclavian artery and remained 
antegrade in the common carotid artery (Fig. 13).  
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   It is well known that the flow in the carotid arteries is without retrograde 
flow (126) and it is believed that the antegrade flow in diastole primarily is 
forwarded from the aorta. It is known as the windkessel effect (127). The 
effect describes how half of the left ventricular stroke volume during systole is 
stored in the aorta and due to the elastic forces of the aortic wall is forwarded 
in diastole to the peripheral circulation. The vector velocity sequence obtained 
with Plane Wave Excitation indicates that the blood reserve forwarded in 
diastole to the brain could derive from other arteries than the aorta.  
   It was shown by using Plane Wave Excitation that competent valves in the 
great saphenous vein were present, and that vortices were formed in the 
pockets behind valves (Fig. 16). This is consistent with previous studies 
(128;129). The internal jugular vein was also examined and the examination 
revealed the presence of incompetent valves and retrograde flow (Fig. 17). 
Incompetent valves of the internal jugular vein have been described before 
with prevalence of 36.8% to 38.4% in healthy persons (130-132). The findings 
concerning flow around valves in the great saphenous vein and the internal 
jugular vein obtained with Plane Wave Excitation are consistent with the 
literature. However, vortices on both sides of the valves created by 
bidirectional flow have not been reported previously. 
   Finally, secondary flow was seen in the common carotid artery (Fig. 17) and 
in the subclavian artery (Fig. 14). Secondary flow in different vessels has been 
predicted by computational fluid dynamics and magnetic resonance imaging in 
several studies but not before has it been possible to visualize secondary flow 
with ultrasound (29-32).  The secondary flow is thought to have a protective 
role in the development of atherosclerosis and may be an important issue in 
vascular disease assessment (133). 
    
The stable vortex of the carotid bulb and its relationship with 
baroreceptor controlled blood pressure regulation 
   The vortex is fundamental in the carotid bifurcation and has in numerous 
studies been linked to the development of atherosclerosis (31;134-136) as 
disturbed flow around vessel bifurcation has been linked more widely to 
atheroma deposition (137;138). The findings in study III indicate that flow 
patterns in the carotid bifurcation are different from flow patterns in other 
bifurcations of the human cardiovascular system. It appears that the stable 
vortex is related to the bulb and not the bifurcation. In the bulb a high 
concentration of blood pressure regulating baroreceptors is present, and it is 
therefore reasonably to speculate if the vortex of the carotid bulb is essential 
in blood pressure regulation (139;140).  
   Bernoulli’s principle relates velocity and pressure, 
 
Const=P+½ρv2 (3), 
 
where P is the pressure, ρ is the density of blood, and v the velocity along a 
flow line. The increase in vessel diameter in the carotid bulb results in a loss of 
blood velocity, which is counterbalanced by an increase in blood pressure. The 
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carotid bulb can be perceived as a blood pressure amplifier creating high 
pressure values by slow moving vortices. Hence, the vortices are providing the 
necessary input for the baroreceptors of the carotid bulb in order to achieve a 
correct autonomic control of the blood pressure by the regulating centre in the 
medulla oblongata. Several authors have previously addressed Bernoulli’s 
principle in relation to bifurcations and venous valves (129;135;141;142), and 
Henze showed by calculating the pressure gradients from vector velocity 
estimates that indeed high pressure gradients exist in the carotid bulb during 
peak systole (143). However, the relationship between the stable vortex, the 
geometry of the carotid bulb and blood pressure regulation has not previously 
been addressed nor investigated.  
 
Temporal resolution 
   In study IV adaptive spectral Doppler estimators with improved temporal 
resolution performances were investigated. While the Plane Wave Excitation 
method achieves a high frame rate performance by manipulating the emitted 
signal, the adaptive spectral estimators achieve improved performances by 
using adaptive filtration on the received signal so fewer data is necessary per 
estimate. Several groups have proposed adaptive filtering techniques for blood 
velocity estimation and for the majority of works only simulations have been 
performed (144;145). Only a few studies have been extended to flow phantom 
validation and only Herment et al. has produced an example of adaptive 
spectral filtration on in-vivo data (69;146;147). Thus, study IV is unique as an 
in-vivo validation study of adaptive filtering methods for blood velocity 
estimation. The performances of BAPES and BPC were investigated 
quantitatively through the parameters FWHM and ratio, and qualitatively by 
letting radiologists score the resulting spectrograms.     
   FWHM given in m/s is a measure of spectral resolution and should be as low 
as possible, while the ratio given in dB is a measure of spectral contrast and 
should be as high as possible. It is seen in Table 5 and Fig. 20 that on average 
for all OWs above 2, W.BOX performed with better resolution than W.HAN and 
W.HAN performed with better contrast than W.BOX. The adaptive methods 
outperformed Welch’s method in terms of resolution at all OWs below 128 and 
it is seen that BPC had a slightly better resolution than BAPES. In terms of 
contrast, BAPES was superior compared to both BPC and Welch’s method for 
all OWs. The W.HAN had better contrast than BPC for all OWs above 8.  
   In Fig. 18 examples of acquired spectrograms obtained with the four 
approaches at OW 128 and 16 are shown. Spectral resolution in the 
spectrogram corresponds to the width of the white curve representing 
estimated blood velocities, while the difference between the white curve and 
the dark surroundings corresponds to contrast. The spectrograms underline the 
results of the quantitative evaluations. At OW 128 the four approaches 
produced spectrograms of good quality while the estimators differed in 
performance at OW 16. At OW 16, it is seen that W.BOX estimated with a 
higher spectral resolution than W.HAN and the adaptive methods with higher 
spectral resolution than Welch’s method. Furthermore, it is seen that the 
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contrast decreased from BAPES to BPC and Welch’s method. W.BOX performed 
poorest among the four methods in terms of contrast and a so-called ringing 
phenomenon at OW 16 can be seen. 
   Spectra for the methods are shown in Fig. 19. The side lobes representing 
leakage from the true velocity were suppressed, while the main lobe 
representing the true velocity was broadened for W.HAN compared to W.BOX. 
The pronounced side lobes for W.BOX at OW 16 correspond to the ringing 
phenomenon shown in Fig. 18. The adaptive methods had a narrower main 
lobe at OW 16 compared to Welch’s method and BAPES displayed better side 
lobe levels compared to both BPC and Welch’s method.  
   The overall result of the qualitative evaluation displayed in Table 6 and Fig. 
21 shows that the radiologists preferred the adaptive methods over Welch’s 
method, BAPES over BPC and W.HAN over W.BOX. The inter- and intra-
observer variability were additionally tested and showed moderate and good 
agreement, respectively, indicating consistent scores given by each radiologist 
with a base-line difference among the radiologists. In Table 7 and Fig. 22 the 
results of the statistical analyses on the mean of scores using Bonferroni 
adjusted tests for multiple comparisons are displayed. It is seen that at OW 
128 and 64, BAPES, BPC and W.HAN performed equally well while W.BOX 
scored significantly less. When reducing the OW to 32, the adaptive methods 
BAPES and BPC performed better than W.HAN and W.BOX. However, BAPES 
was superior to BPC at OW 16 and 8. According to the radiologists, at OW 16 
and 8 the conventional methods failed and at OW 4 and 2, all four methods 
failed.  
   For each method, the scores given at window sizes below OW 128 were 
compared to the score given at OW 128 to evaluate how robust each method 
was to reduction of OW. At OW 64 only W.BOX scored significantly worse, 
while W.HAN significantly decreased in score at OW 32. At OW 32, BPC scored 
as at OW 128 while BAPES actually scored significantly better. At OW 16, only 
BAPES was scored equal to OW 128. Hence, W.HAN at OW 64, BPC at 32 and 
BAPES at 16 can produce spectrograms, according to the nine radiologists, 
which are as acceptable as if they were produced at OW 128.  
   Moreover, the radiologists preferred contrast to spectral resolution when 
comparing scores given for W.BOX and W.HAN at OW 128 and 64 and in most 
modern scanners the Hanning weighting scheme is accordingly implemented 
for spectral blood estimation. However, when comparing BPC and W.HAN the 
improved resolution in BPC was preferred to the improved contrast in W.HAN. 
This is seen in Table 7 and Fig. 22 at OW 32 and 16. It indicates that it is not 
only the raised side lobe level in W.BOX, which reduces the quality of the 
spectrogram compared to W.HAN but also the accompanying ringing 
phenomenon.  
   Finally, the radiologists significantly preferred BAPES at OW 32 compared to 
BAPES at OW 128 (p = 0.01). The reason could be that the observers were 
disturbed visually by the high contrast and spectral resolution of the 
spectrograms obtained with BAPES at OW 128 and somewhat preferred the 
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smoothing of details as presented in spectrograms obtained with BAPES at OW 
32.  
   The US examination of today can potentially be improved if the conventional 
Welch’s method for blood velocity estimation used in commercial scanners was 
replaced with one of adaptive spectral estimators BPC or BAPES. Consequently, 
either the temporal resolution of the spectrogram could be increased to obtain 
more information of the blood velocity profile, or the frame rate for the 
interleaved B-mode images could be increased to facilitate navigation under US 
examination. According to Gran et al. (2009), the adaptive methods are more 
computationally demanding than the conventional Welch’s method, and BAPES 
is more computationally heavy than BPC. However, when reducing the OW, the 
computational costs decrease as well. Therefore, the BAPES method 
implemented with an OW 16 or the BPC method with an OW 32 may be as 
tractable as Welch’s method with a much longer OW.  It should therefore be 
possible to implement the methods into commercial scanners and convert the 
methods to an actual real-time modality. 
 
Reproducibility of flow measurements       
   The storage time from the experimental scanner RASMUS to the linux cluster 
and the off-line processing time on the cluster were considerable for each of 
the US methods investigated in study I-IV. It had two consequences for the 
study designs. Firstly, it had an impact on the logistics and reduced the 
number of samples that realistically could be enrolled into the study 
population, thereby affecting confidence intervals and limits of agreements of 
the all statistical calculations. Secondly, different days were used for 
examinations on the same volunteer. Although the volunteers rested 15 min 
before each scan, the flow dynamics, e.g. cardiac output, heart rate and stroke 
volume, were expected to fluctuate 
   For none of the four studies, the velocity estimation was repeated on the 
same volunteer with the same method. Furthermore, in study I and II where 
several methods estimated blood flow on the same volunteer, the 
examinations on each volunteer were accomplished within three weeks. 
   In study IV inter- and intraobserver variability were assessed as tests for 
reproducibility. It was feasible as the experimental scanner RASMUS and the 
linux cluster already had produced the spectrograms, which were shown to the 
radiologists.   
   Therefore, tests of reproducibility of the flow measurements neither 
quantitative nor qualitative have been assessed. This would have required 
more observations along with the scans in comparison acquired simultaneously 
or within minutes. It will be a concern in future trials. It may be solved either 
by converting the methods into real-time estimation through commercial 
scanner implementation using dedicated processors or by implementing the 
methods into the new experimental scanner SARUS, which is under 
development in CFU and will be able to acquire data much faster than the 
existing RASMUS scanner (148). 
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Conclusion and perspectives 
 
   Based on the in-vivo ultrasound studies on human volunteers presented in 
the thesis, it can be concluded that ultrasound vector flow and adaptive 
filtration have a number of advantages. The potentials in angle independent 
vector velocity techniques were investigated in study I- III. In study I and II it 
was shown that in-vivo measurements of volume flow using the techniques 
Transverse Oscillation, Synthetic Transmit Aperture and Directional 
Beamforming were possible and that the estimates were in good agreement 
with magnetic resonance angiography. In study III it was shown that in-vivo 
measurements of complex flow patterns in the cardiovascular system were 
possible with Plane Wave Excitation bringing forth novel information on fluid 
dynamics. Finally it was shown that the optimization in frame rate and 
temporal resolution was possible. In study III, high frame rate was achieved 
with the vector velocity technique Plane Wave Excitation using plane wave 
emissions and in study IV high temporal resolution was achieved with the 
spectral Doppler techniques BAPES and BPC using adaptive filtration.  
   With vector velocity estimation, methods have been introduced to obtain 
quantitative blood flow measurements from the entire frame (and not only 
within a range gate), to estimate blood velocities in all vessels regardless of 
angle and to enable correct visualization of complex flow. Quantitative volume 
flow measurements obtained from the entire frame could be usable information 
when e.g. evaluating the severity of stenoses of the internal carotid artery, 
measuring cardiac output of a. pulmonalis/aorta or performing follow-up of 
transplanted organs. Additionally and perhaps mainly, vector velocity methods 
may uncover novel information of fluid dynamics. That is of complex flow 
patterns in simple and complex vessel geometries, secondary flow, vortices in 
bifurcations and around valves, and turbulence in the heart. Hence, vector 
velocity estimation could be a prognostic tool in the treatment of diseased 
vessels looking into altered flow patterns connected to e.g. venous 
insufficiency, atherosclerosis, tumor neovascularization or aneurysms. 
   With the adaptive spectral estimators BPC and BAPES and the vector velocity 
method Plane Wave Excitation is was shown that increased frame rate and 
temporal resolution can be achieved. The rapid temporal and spatial changes 
in blood flow especially in complex vessel geometries are crucial to understand 
and can be visualized with a high frame rate vector velocity method like Plane 
Wave Excitation. With the methods BPC and BAPES, solutions to increase the 
performance of spectral Doppler estimation were proposed. The results 
indicate that the adaptive methods BPC and BAPES potentially can bring 
improvements to spectral blood estimation as an increase of the temporal 
resolution of the spectrogram or as an increase of the frame rate for the 
interleaved B-mode image.  
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  A number of new experiments could be interesting to follow-up on the results 
presented in this thesis. 
  

• Validation of ultrasound vector velocity methods in flow phantoms with 
controlled complex flow patterns. 

 
• Validation of ultrasound vector velocity methods in-vivo on a larger 

population with the experimental scanner SARUS (148)  
 

• In-vivo visualization of altered flow in arterial stenoses using ultrasound 
vector velocity methods to test quantitative estimates as markers for 
stenotic severity. 

 
• In-vivo visualization of altered flow around soft and hard plaques in the 

internal carotid artery using ultrasound vector velocity methods and 
evaluated as a marker for stroke incidence.   

 
• In-vivo examination and characterization of the stable vortex in the 

carotid bulb and the connection to blood pressure control of the 
baroreceptors by using ultrasound vector velocity methods and MRI.  

 
• In-vivo visualization of altered flow in aneurysms using ultrasound vector 

velocity methods and evaluated as a prognostic tool.  
 

• In-vivo examination of secondary flow in simple vessels and complex 
flow around venous valves on a larger population using ultrasound vector 
velocity methods. 

 
• In-vivo examination of retrograde flow patterns in greater vessels such 

as the brachiocephalic trunk and the femoral bifurcation using ultrasound 
vector velocity methods. 

 
• Examination of adaptive filtration in spectral Doppler examination in 

different vessel to examine signal-to-noise ratios and performances to 
different scan depths and different types of flow.  

 
• Development and validation of an improved BAPES method without gaps 

in the spectrogram for B-mode imaging.  
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Abstract—Conventional Doppler methods for blood veloc-
ity estimation only estimate the velocity component along the 
ultrasound beam direction. This implies that a Doppler angle 
under examination close to 90° results in unreliable informa-
tion about the true blood direction and blood velocity. The 
novel method transverse oscillation (TO), which combines es-
timates of the axial and the transverse velocity components 
in the scan plane, makes it possible to estimate the vector 
velocity of the blood regardless of the Doppler angle. The pres-
ent study evaluates the TO method with magnetic resonance 
phase contrast angiography (MRA) by comparing in vivo mea-
surements of stroke volume. Eleven healthy volunteers were 
included in this prospective study. From the obtained data sets 
recorded with the 2 modalities, vector velocity sequences were 
constructed and stroke volume calculated. Angle of insonation 
was approximately 90° for TO measurements. The correlation 
between the stroke volume estimated by TO and MRA was 
0.91 (p < 0.01) with the equation for the line of regression: 
MRA = 1.1•TO-0.4. A Bland-Altman plot was additionally 
constructed where the mean difference was 0.2 ml with limits 
of agreement at −1.4 ml and 1.9 ml. The results indicate that 
reliable vector velocity estimates can be obtained in vivo using 
the presented angle-independent 2-D vector velocity method. 
The TO method can be a useful alternative to conventional 
Doppler systems by avoiding the angle artifact, thus giving 
quantitative velocity information.

I. Introduction

The clinical ultrasound scanners of today perform 
angle-dependent blood velocity estimation where the 

actual velocity is a projection onto the ultrasound beam 
direction. The inherent limitations of the conventional 
doppler system give rise to unreliable velocity estimates 
when the angle between the beam direction and the flow 
approaches 90° [1]. This can be seen from the relationship 
between the axial velocity vz and the true velocity of the 
blood v given by

 v
v f c

f
z p= =

cos cosq q2 0
  (1)

where θ is the angle between the ultrasound beam and 
the blood flow, fp is the doppler frequency, f0 is the center 
frequency of the emitted ultrasound pulse, and c is the 

speed of sound. all variables in (1) can be estimated if the 
operator manually supplies the scanner with the angle θ 
assuming blood flow parallel to the vessel wall.

In color flow mode (cFM), no angle correction is per-
formed and thus no correct velocities are given unless the 
blood velocities are purely axial. only in spectral doppler 
examination is the angle correction scheme applied but 
then only at a single location.

With either method, the operator is impelled to achieve 
an acceptable angle of insonation (< 70°) when examining 
blood flow to avoid cosθ ~ 0. This is usually manageable 
by using a steered beam and if necessary tilting the trans-
ducer. However, when examining vessels with complex ge-
ometries, ultrasound (Us) doppler examinations fail to 
give the actual blood velocities, because the flow profile 
is multidirectional and thus impossible to angle correct. 
These regions are important to examine in patients with 
or prone to cardiovascular disease because atherosclerotic 
lesions have predilection for areas with lowered wall shear 
stress and vortices [2]–[4].

different methods to circumvent the limitation of angle 
dependency in conventional Us doppler systems and ex-
tending the axial velocity estimate to a vector estimate 
have been suggested by several groups [5]–[9]. one promis-
ing method for vector velocity estimation, transverse os-
cillation (To), has been proposed by Jensen and Munk 
[10]–[12]; another method, spatial quadrature, has been 
proposed by anderson [13], [14]. The method introduces, 
along with the normal axial ultrasound oscillation, an ad-
ditional oscillation in the lateral direction of the pulse-
echo field. The measured signals are therefore sensitive to 
both an axial and a transverse motion. Using special auto-
correlation estimators [11], both the axial and transverse 
velocity component can be determined for angle-indepen-
dent 2-d blood velocity estimation. Vector velocity deter-
mination will potentially eliminate the angle dependency 
in Us color flow mapping that will alleviate the problem 
of achieving a sufficient scan angle and will make it pos-
sible to quantify blood flow and to visualize complex flow 
patterns correctly [15].

The To method has previously been validated in simu-
lations and flow phantoms [16], [17], and examples of in 
vivo sequences have been produced of the carotid artery 
[15], [18]. However, the To method has not yet been eval-
uated and validated in a clinical study, nor has its perfor-
mance been compared with an independent and reliable 
velocity estimator.

The aim of this paper was to validate the To method 
in vivo with respect to blood flow estimation. The artery 
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of interest was chosen to be the common carotid artery 
from healthy volunteers to achieve an in vivo model with 
a simple geometry and a uniform, unidirectional flow. 
Thereby, the necessary assumptions of circular geometry 
of the examined vessel and rotationally symmetric blood 
flow used in the calculations of To volume flow estimation 
were valid. The volume flow in the common carotid ar-
tery of 11 healthy volunteers was determined with the To 
method when the beam-to-flow-angle was approximately 
90°, that is, when the conventional doppler method fails 
to estimate any blood velocities. The results were com-
pared with measurements from the same volunteers ob-
tained with magnetic resonance phase contrast angiogra-
phy (Mra).

To has been evaluated previously in flow rig and simu-
lations with respect to instantaneous velocity estimates, 
where there was full control of the applied flow to mea-
sure.

In the in vivo setup, no control of the flow is possible, 
which emphasizes the need for a reliable reference method. 
no reference can measure instantaneous velocity estimates 
to all points in the scan plane. Mra can measure veloc-
ity estimates as an average over several heart cycles and 
is accepted as the gold standard for cerebral blood flow 
estimation [19]–[23].

To is not Mr compatible (as are all other Us systems), 
and therefore the scans were performed at 2 different ex-
aminations. This affected the alignment of scan planes in 
the rotational and longitudinal direction and the point-
to-point comparison of the estimates because the velocity 
profile fluctuates over time.

In this paper, Mra and To are compared by evaluat-
ing the volume flow estimates. The vector velocity esti-
mates found with the To method have been converted 
into stroke volume estimates and compared with stroke 
volume estimates obtained with Mra. obviously this is 
only an indirect validation of the vector velocity estima-
tor. However, it should be noted that the true strength of 
To and clinical value are expected to be in visualization 
of the nonlaminar nature of blood flow.

Furthermore, the assumptions of circular geometry of 
the examined vessel and rotationally symmetric blood 
flow were tested.

The structure of the paper is as follows: First, a brief 
introduction to the To method is given followed by an 
outline of the calculations used to estimate the volume 
flow. The in vivo results and the different plots are then 
presented. Finally, the perspectives of the To method are 
discussed.

II. Materials and Methods

A. Volunteers

This prospective study was performed after approval by 
the danish national committee on Biomedical research 
Ethics (date: 30–05–06, J.nr:(KF)07307579). Eleven 

healthy volunteers (7 males and 4 females, 24 to 44 years 
old, mean age: 32 years) entered the study after informed 
consent. The right common carotid artery was examined 
in all volunteers using Us and Mra at 2 separate occa-
sions with no more than a week in between. The volunteer 
rested supine on the examination table 15 min before both 
examinations. all scans were carried out by an experi-
enced radiologist.

B. TO Method

The basis for estimating the vector velocity with the 
To method has been described previously [10]–[12], [17]. 
In brief, the motion in the transverse direction is found 
by creating a double oscillation (an axial oscillation and a 
transverse oscillation) in the pulse-echo field from which 
2 different frequencies can be found. The double oscilla-
tion is founded on the theory of Fraunhofer diffraction, 
which states that the lateral field component at the focal 
point scales with the Fourier transform of the apodization 
function. Manipulation of the apodization function is only 
done in receive beamforming. The 2 frequencies can be 
manipulated to give the transverse vector velocity. The 
axial vector velocity is found as in conventional doppler 
systems from an axial oscillation. The 2 vector velocities 
are found from the same data set by changing the receive 
beamforming (Fig. 1).

a special estimator different from the autocorrelation 
estimator used in conventional cFM [24] is used, and the 
2 vector estimates are combined to yield the 2-d vector 
velocity of the moving scatterer. The emitted pulse used 
in estimating the 2 vector velocity components is identical 
to the pulse used in conventional ultrasound doppler sys-
tem. details about the measurement setup are described 
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Fig. 1. The received signal from a moving scatterer moving along vector 
arrow v is processed in 2. The axial velocity component vz is found by us-
ing a bell-shaped apodization function identical to conventional velocity 
estimation system (left figure). The transverse velocity component vx is 
estimated from the same recorded data by manipulating the apodization 
function so it resembles a 2-point source (right figure). The active ele-
ments in transmit are light gray, the emitted signal is represented with 
solid lines, and the scattered signal with dotted lines. The apodization 
functions for the 2 approaches are shown as curves superimposed on the 
transducer.
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by Udesen et al. [15], and the estimators are described by 
Jensen [11]. The volume flow is found as described in the 
next section.

1) TO Setup: The recorded sequences for vector velocity 
images (VVI) were obtained with the experimental scan-
ner rasMUs [25], [26] and a 5 MHz linear array trans-
ducer as described by the parameters depicted in Table I.

The post processing was done with MaTlaB 6.5 
(MathWorks, natick, Ma). all sequences of VVI were 
obtained from the right common carotid arteries of the 
volunteers with angles of insonation of approximately 90° 
as shown in Fig. 2. The vessel of interest was scanned ap-
proximately 2 cm upstream of the bifurcation to prevent 
confounding turbulence. For data analysis, the stored 3 s 
sequence was processed by an algorithm that automati-
cally identified the vessel region in each frame from the 
B-mode image [15].

Mul and Nul represent the number of pixels along the 
horizontal and vertical axes, respectively, in each frame i. 
The volume flow [ml/s] q for each frame i with dimensions 
Mul × Nul, was estimated in the following way. let 
Wsup,i(n), n = 1, 2, …, Nul, be the pixel position of the 
superficial vessel wall and let Wpro,i(n), n = 1, 2, …, Nul, 
be the pixel position of the profound vessel wall for image 
i (Fig. 2). The center curve C ni( )  of the vessel was defined 
as a 3rd order polynomial fit over  n with the pixel posi-
tions given by

 C n
n

W n W ni
i i

( ) ( ) ( ) / .
sup, ,

= +( )
æ

è
ççç

ö

ø
÷÷÷÷pro 2  (2)

The polynomial was for each individual frame found in 
a least-square sense using MaTlaB 6.5. The order of the 

polynomial was set to 3, which showed the best approxi-
mation to the vessel wall when inspected visually.

For each lateral pixel position n = 1, 2, …, Nul, a line  
l kn i, ( )  normal to  C ni( )  was defined as

 l k C n ke k Zn i i, ( ) ( ) ,̂= + Î  (3)

where ê  is a unit vector satisfying that the dot product  
ˆ ˆe c· = 0  and  ĉ  defined as a unit vector along the center 
curve  C ni( ).

The volume flow [ml/s] qi(n) through the cross section 
defined by l kn i, ( )  assuming circular vessel geometry and a 
rotationally symmetric blood flow profile was calculated 
from

 q n V l k c l k C n ri n i n i i
k L

L

ul

ul

( ) ( ( )) ˆ ( ) ( ), ,= · -
=-
å p D  (4)

where V ln i( ),  is the vector velocity to any given spatial 

position on  l kn i, ( ),  Δr the pixel spacing, assumed to be 
equal in both image directions, pixel values equal to zero 
outside the vessel and L M Nul ul ul= +2 2.

The mean volume flow [ml/s] q  for each frame  i was 
found by averaging the estimated volume flow at all lat-
eral positions

 q
N

q ni
ul

i
n

N ul

=
=
å1

1

( )  (5)

yielding a volume flow profile for the examined artery.

2) MRA Setup: Mra examinations were performed 
with a 1.5 T whole body scanner (Magnetom Vision, sie-
mens aG, Munich, Germany). a prospective EcG-trig-
gered phase contrast sequence using a cervical coil was 
employed. Phase interval was 29 ms, echo time 7 ms, flip 
angle 30°, pixel resolution 0.52 × 0.39 mm in a matrix of 
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TaBlE I. scanner and Transducer setup. 

Transducer linear array, BK 8812
center frequency 5 MHz
number of cycles per pulse 8 cycles/pulse
fprf 6 kHz
sampling frequency 40 MHz
lateral wavelength 1.0 mm
apodization in transmit Hanning
apodization in receive Two Hannings
Focus in transmit 18 mm
Focus in receive dynamic
F-number in transmit 3.3
F-number in receive 0.8
number of firings per vel. est. 64 firings/vel. est.
lateral distance between vel. est. 4 pitch
Ispta 293 mW/cm2

MI 1.07
TIs 1.65

Fig. 2. Example of VVI obtained with To. The vessel boundaries Wsup 

and Wpro (thick dashed line), the center curve C  (thin dashed line) and 

a line l n  (solid line) orthogonal to center line C  are delineated. The 
unit vectors ê  and ĉ  are shown as black vector arrows. notice that VVI 
is superimposed on the B-mode image.
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192 × 256 pixels interpolated up to 256 × 256 pixels, FoV 
100 mm, slice thickness 6 mm, and maximum velocity en-
coding VEnc ±1.5 m/s.

The scan plane for the volume flow measurements was 
selected to be perpendicular to the right common carotid 
artery and placed 2 cm upstream of the bifurcation as in 
To. The volume flow estimation of the resulting Mra 
scanning was carried out in MaTlaB 6.5 using Mr dI-
coM images. The Mr flow images were recorded inter-
leaved with anatomic images.

The region of interest (roI) was defined as pixel values 
above a certain threshold. The threshold pixel value defin-
ing the roI was manually set so that the vessel boundar-
ies visually appeared as smooth as possible with the roI 
as large as possible.

The roI encompassing the lumen of the vessel was 
then used as a window on the phase velocity maps to 
ensure that pixel values from the vessel surroundings rep-
resenting, e.g., vena jugularis were ignored in the volume 
flow measurement. another region near the vessel on the 
flow sequence was selected to correct the phase offset [27]. 
The volume flow [ml/s] for each frame j was found by add-
ing the pixel values, i.e., the velocity values, in the roI 
and multiplying with pixel area.

3) Comparison: as a result of the low signal-to-noise 
ratio in Mra, the Mra-derived volume flow profile was 
calculated as an average of EcG-triggered measurements 
obtained over 192 heart cycles. due to fluctuations in 
heart rate and changing R-R interval over the 192 heart 
cycles, the second averaged systole was not well defined 
(Fig. 3).

only the first averaged heart cycle of the volume flow 
profile was perfectly EcG-triggered and in phase, and 
therefore used for calculating the mean volume flow. 
Hence, it was the shortest heartbeat of the 192 heart cy-
cles that defined the time where volume flow was found. It 

must thus be expected that the Mra stroke volume was 
slightly underestimated.

The To volume flow profile was determined from an 
averaged heart cycle consisting of all complete heart cycles 
recorded in the VVI sequence. a characteristic point in 
each VVI sequence, e.g., the systolic peak was tracked to 
define the number of complete heart cycles used in the 
averaged To volume flow profile (Fig. 4).

The comparison of the achieved volume flow profiles 
was made with respect to stroke volume. This variable is 
less heart rate dependent and thus a more reliable param-
eter when comparing measurements obtained at 2 differ-
ent occasions [28].

The stroke volume Q for To was found with

 Q q ti
i

I

TO =
=
å D

1

 (6)

where q i  is the mean volume flow [ml/s] for each frame  i, 
Δt is time between each frame, and I is the number of 
frames encompassing the averaged heart cycle.

The stroke volume Q for Mra was analogous found 
with

 Q q tj
j

J

MRA =
=
å D

1

 (7)

where qj is the volume flow [ml/s] for each frame j and J 
is the number of frames encompassing the averaged heart 
cycle.

4) Assumption: To examine the assumption of circular 
geometry and rotationally symmetric flow in the To vol-
ume flow estimation, an algorithm was designed to com-
pute the volume flow from the Mra sequences in a similar 
manner.
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Fig. 3. Graph showing the Mra-derived volume flow profile for one vol-
unteer. The dashed lines encompass the first averaged heart cycle used 
for calculating the mean stroke volume. The second systole has a broader 
and flatter profile due to dephasing.

Fig. 4. Graph showing the To-derived volume flow profile for one volun-
teer. The dashed lines encompass 2 full heart cycles used for calculating 
the mean stroke volume.
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The center point C j  = (Cx,j,Cy,j) of the roIj of each 
Mra frame j with the dimensions MMra × NMra was 
found by

 C
P

cx j
j

x j
p

P j

, ,=
=
å1

1

 (8)

 C
P

cy j
j

y j
p

P j

, ,=
=
å1

1

 (9)

where cx,j and cy,j are the sets of pixel positions within 
roIj to each frame j of, respectively, x- and y-coordinates 
and Pj the total amount of pixels constituting the inner 
lumen of the vessel to each frame j.

lines l jq,  for every angle  θ going through the center 

point C j  were calculated for each frame according to the 
parametric representation

 l k C r k l k Zj jq q, ( ) ,= + ÎD  (10)

where r q
q
q=

æ

è
ççç

ö

ø
÷÷÷÷

cos
sin , Δl denotes the step length equal to 

pixel size in mm and pixel values equal to zero outside the 
roI (Fig. 5) .

assuming circular vessel geometry and rotationally 
symmetric blood flow, the volume flow qθ,j for each angle 
θ in every frame j was calculated by multiplying the veloc-
ity V l kj j( ( )),q  along the line  l jq,  with the corresponding 

area segment p ql k Cj j, ( ) -  and summing over the vessel 

diameter. setting V l kj j( ( )),q  to zero outside the roIj, qθ,j 
can be written as

 q V l k l k C lj j i
k L

L

j jq q qp, , ,( ( )) ( )= -
=-
å

MRA

MRA

D  (11)

where l k Cj jq, ( ) -  is the distance from a pixel on the line  

l kjq, ( )  to the center point C j  and LMra =  

M NMRA MRA
2 2+ .

analogous to (6) and (7), the volume flow per stroke at 
angle θ was found from

 Q q tj
j

J

q q=
=
å , D

1

 (12)

where qθ,j is the volume flow [ml/s] for each frame j at 
angle θ and J the number of frames encompassing the 
heart cycle, which produces a stroke volume range to ev-
ery volunteer.

C. Statistics

a descriptive statistical analysis was computed on the 
stroke volume data for the 2 modalities finding mean 
value, standard deviation, and stroke volume range. The 
stroke volume data obtained with To were then compared 
with stroke volume data obtained with Mra using linear 
regression analysis with 2-tailed significance value given 
and p < 0.05 considered significant. The correlation coeffi-
cient, regression equation, and confidence interval (cI) us-
ing Fisher’s r-to-z-transformation were calculated. Finally 
a Bland-altman plot was made to illustrate the difference 
of stroke volume estimated by To and Mra along with 
confidence intervals [29]. all statistical analyses were per-
formed within the MaTlaB 6.5 environment.

III. results

The study population consisted of 11 volunteers; and 
the mean volume flow obtained by To and Mra was re-
corded. The overall results of the stroke volume measure-
ments are summarized in Table II. Mean, standard devia-
tion, and range reflect the biological variability among the 
11 volunteers found with either To or Mra.

The correlation between the stroke volume estimated 
by To and Mra is illustrated in Fig. 6 as a scatterplot. 
R was 0.91 (p < 0.01; 95% cI: 0.69 to 0.98) and the linear 
regression line, Mra = 1.1 • To − 0.4, was found to be 
close to unity. The full range for the averaged Mra stroke 
volume calculated for every angle assuming rotationally 
symmetric flow and circular vessel geometry is shown as a 
bar for every volunteer in the scatterplot.
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Fig. 5. Example of a frame from the anatomic sequence obtained with 
Mr where vessel boundaries (solid line) encompassing roI and a line 

l q  (dashed line) going through the center point C  for the angle  θ are 
shown. The white area at the bottom left represents a part of the right 
jugular vein.
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In Fig. 7, the angle-dependent stroke volume for one 
volunteer (no. 7) is depicted with a volume flow range of 
3.2 ml to 5.1 ml and in Fig. 8 the full ranges of angle-de-
pendent stroke volume as percentages of the actual Mra 
stroke volumes for all volunteers are plotted giving a mean 
ratio of 24.1%. one volunteer (no. 7) presented a ratio 
between angle-dependent Mra stroke volume and actual 
Mra stroke volume of 45.3%. By examining the phase 
velocity maps of this particular volunteer, it was seen that 
a substantial asymmetric flow was present while the vessel 
had approximately circular geometry.

In Fig. 9, a Bland-altman plot is constructed, where 
the difference between the methods is plotted against their 
mean. The mean difference was 0.24 ml with limits of 
agreement (loa) at −1.41 ml and 1.90 ml (95% cI for 
mean difference: −0.32 ml to 0.81 ml; 95% cI for lower 
limit: −2.39 ml to −0.43 ml; 95% cI for upper limit: 0.92 
ml to 2.88 ml).

IV. discussion

The paper describes results of a comparison study be-
tween To and Mra in an in vivo setup. The correlation 
of variables To and Mra, when determining the stroke 
volume in the right common carotid artery of 11 healthy 
volunteers, was significant (R = 0.91, p < 0.01); the linear 
regression line as shown in the Fig. 6 was found to be near 
unity.

The To method underestimated the stroke volume 
compared with Mra. This was illustrated by the equa-
tion of the linear regression line and by the estimated 
mean difference of 0.24 ml/stroke according to the Bland-
altman plot. This is consistent with earlier results, which 
showed an underestimation of less than 10% for all angles 
between 50° to 90° [17].

Presumably one of the major reasons for the underesti-
mation of stroke volume obtained with To is the station-

ary echo-cancelling filter, which cancels out echoes from 
stationary tissue. The blood scattterers with lowest vector 
velocities near the vessel boundaries are confounded with 
the stationary tissue and filtered out. Even though these 
vector velocities are negligible, they correspond to a large 
cross-sectional area and thus add up to a significant blood 
volume.

This is a known problem in 2-d vector velocity estima-
tion because the frequency content of the signal to be sta-
tionary-echo-cancelled is strongly dependent on the angle 
of flow. Therefore, it is not, in general, possible to choose 
a cut-off frequency that precisely discriminates between 
clutter and blood [30].

Two other common problems in Us blood estimation 
are the overestimation of low velocities relative to Vnyquist 
when doing stationary echo cancelling where Vnyquist is 
defined by

 V
f c
f
p

nyquist =
4 0

 (13)
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TaBlE II. stroke Volume Measurements for all Volunteers, 
stroke Volume average ± one standard deviation and 

stroke Volume range obtained with To and Mra. 

To [ml/heartbeat] Mra [ml/heartbeat]

Volunteer 1 3.78 3.03
Volunteer 2 5.65 5.17
Volunteer 3 5.93 6.64
Volunteer 4 6.71 7.41
Volunteer 5 4.78 5.42
Volunteer 6 9.48 10.78
Volunteer 7 4.32 4.18
Volunteer 8 5.09 4.80
Volunteer 9 5.92 5.23
Volunteer 10 3.36 5.18
Volunteer 11 5.49 5.36
Volume flow ± std 5.50 ± 1.65 5.75 ± 2.02
range 3.78–9.48 3.03–10.78

Fig. 6. Graph showing the regression line (solid line) between Mra and 
To. The full range of Mra measured stroke volume over all angles when 
assuming circular geometry and rotationally symmetric flow is for every 
volunteer shown as a bar. line of perfect fit is drawn as a dashed line.

Fig. 7. Graph showing the calculated stroke volume for every line of an-
gle for Mra data of one volunteer when assuming circular vessel geom-
etry and rotationally symmetric blood flow. The maximum (sV(angle)
max) and minimum (sV(angle)min) stroke volumes are marked by dashed 
lines.
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and the dependency on local acceleration because of finite 
resolution of the velocity estimate [31]–[34]. Because these 
are general problems for doppler velocity estimation, it 
is foreseen to influence the result and add up to the esti-
mated bias for To compared with Mra.

In the To method, the Vnyquist can be found for both 
the axial and the transverse velocity component. The ax-
ial velocity Vz,nyquist and the transverse velocity Vx,nyquist 
have previously been estimated to be Vz,nyquist = 0.46 m/s 
and the Vx,nyquist = 3 m/s for a setup identical to the setup 
used in the present study [15]. according to the nyquist 
sampling theorem, the axial estimate is therefore more li-
able to be aliased than the lateral estimate.

The length of the emitted pulse is proportionally re-
lated to the axial resolution in the velocity estimate and 
inversely proportionally related to the variance of the ve-
locity estimate when obtained with the autocorrelation 
estimator. Hence, if a short pulse is used to improve the 
axial resolution, the performance of the estimator inevita-
ble will degrade [1]. The setup in the To method is taken 
from a commercial system and uses 8 cycles/pulse as a 
compromise between the 2 parameters; thus, this pulse 
is identical to the transmitted pulse used in conventional 
systems.

In Mra, the blood flow is measured in a plane perpen-
dicular to the longitudinal axis of the vessel. Intuitively it 
would have been a better comparison to choose an end-
plane setup aligned with the 2 encoded directions of the 
corresponding To measurement to examine each voxel in 
pairs. Unfortunately, the inadequate in-plane resolution of 
6 mm in Mra would confound the blood signal with the 
vessel surroundings and result in underestimated veloci-
ties.

conversely, when measuring 2-d vector velocity with 
the To method there is an unavoidable lack of out-of-
plane information. Therefore, a simple model was chosen 
to minimize the impact of the information gap. The normal 
common carotid artery is a straight vessel with expected 

unidirectional flow and parallel-to-skin surface that con-
sequently favors an angle of insonation of 90°. Moreover, 
the vessel generally has a circular geometry and, thus, an 
expected symmetric flow profile.

The assumptions necessary for the To derived stroke 
volume calculations were investigated for all 11 volun-
teers. When inspecting the Mra data, there appeared 
to be a remarkable difference in stroke volume over 180 
degrees with a mean of 24.1% (Fig. 8), which underlines 
that the assumption of circular geometry and rotationally 
symmetric flow profile is a simplification. By examining 
the different Mra phase velocity maps, it was evident 
that the asymmetric flow profile contributed by far the 
greatest angle-dependent stroke volume difference. In Fig. 
10, a phase velocity map of the common carotid artery of 
one volunteer is shown. The phase velocity map is taken 
from the late systole and visualizes the marked asymme-
try of the flow profile. This is consistent with Brands et 
al., which reported asymmetry of the flow profile in the 
common carotid artery of healthy volunteers and espe-
cially after the systolic peak [35].

Udesen found that To systematically underestimated 
vector velocities in an experimental flowrig [17]. The es-
timates in this study found below the line of perfect fit 
in the scatterplot (Fig. 6) could be explained as an effect 
of the employed assumption, which clearly gives rise to 
both under- and overestimation of the blood volume flow. 
For 2 volunteers, the full range did not overlap the line of 
perfect fit while the estimates were found below the line. 
It indicates that the simplifying assumption of circular 
geometry and rotationally symmetric flow profile cannot 
entirely explain the differences between stroke volumes 
measured with To and Mra.

To obtain reliable volume flow measurements by To, it 
was crucial to scan the vessel parallel to the longitudinal 
axis exactly through the middle of the vessel. according 
to the B-mode image where the diameter of the lumen 
was greatest and where intima most clearly was delin-
eated, it is obvious that vessel intima is a reliable marker 
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Fig. 8. Graph showing the ratio between angle-dependent Mra stroke 
volume and actual Mra stroke volume. The mean ratio for the whole 
population is shown as a dashed line.

Fig. 9. Bland-altman plot of stroke volumes measured with Mra and 
To showing mean (thick solid line) ± 2sd (thin solid line).
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for positioning the scan plane through the middle of the 
vessel, because the layer structures only clearly are visible 
when the ultrasound beam direction is perpendicular to 
the planes of the layers. Vessels are not perfectly straight 
tubes, so when scanning parallel to axis, inevitably a part 
of the artery will be out of the scan plane due to curva-
ture, resulting in slightly lower averaged volume flow.

also it has to be taken into account that the heart 
rate, cardiac output, and stroke volume alter between 2 
consecutive scans. In this study, up to one week occurred 
between compared with and Mra scans. The stroke vol-
ume is a more stable parameter to measure than cardiac 
output, but still it fluctuates and is to a certain point 
proportional to heart rate [28].

In this study, Mra was used as the reference. studies 
have shown that even this modality is subject to artifacts 
limiting the accuracy of velocity measurements [36], [37]. 
It underlines the need for an alternative, reliable, noninva-
sive modality as well as the problem of achieving a reliable 
in vivo reference.

The loa of the Bland-altman plot corresponded to 
28% of the To and 30% of Mra mean values. The loa 
depend on variation of differences and, in this study, suffer 
from measurements on volunteer no. 10, who is considered 
an outlier. This obviously reduces the significance of the 
results.

The major limitation of this study is the small num-
ber of samples in the study population. This affects the 
correlation coefficient, loa, and cI of all the statistical 
calculations. The examinations with the To method were 
performed with the experimental scanner rasMUs [25], 
[26] and calculated using MaTlaB 6.5 on a 100 cPU 
linux cluster. The cluster gave the most flexible environ-
ment for processing the data from an experimental point 
of view, but the processing time was considerable. one 
VVI sequence took 3 s to acquire, 10 h to store, and 48 
h to process. obviously this affected the logistics and re-
duced the number of samples that realistically could be 
enrolled into the study population. However, To is not a 

heavy method in terms of processing because it is based 
on an autocorrelation estimator [1], [10]. The number of 
calculations for each velocity estimate is approximately 3 
times higher than for conventional velocity estimation [15]. 
It should therefore be possible to implement the method 
into a commercial scanner and convert the method to an 
actual real-time modality.

V. conclusion

Volume flow measurements were obtained in vivo with 
the angle-independent blood vector velocity method To. 
The results validated against volume flow measurements 
obtained by Mra were found to be comparable for stroke 
volume using correlation, regression, and Bland-altman 
analyses. With To, a method has been introduced to ob-
tain quantitative blood flow measurements from the entire 
frame, to facilitate the examination of simple flow, and to 
enable correct visualization of complex flow.

This study gives reason to believe that the To method 
can be a useful alternative to conventional doppler sys-
tems bringing forth new and relevant information to the 
Us examination of the blood flow. However, it remains to 
evaluate To on a larger population using different trans-
ducers on different vessels, at different depths, and with 
variable angles of insonation.

Further studies of the To method are needed to con-
clude the usability of the method in clinical practice ex-
amining diseased vessels where flow patterns are likely to 
be multidirectional, the vessel geometry irregular, and the 
blood flow asymmetric.
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Abstract: The objective of this paper is to validate angle in-dependent vector velocity methods for 

blood velocity estimation. Conventional Doppler ultrasound (US) only estimates the blood velocity 

along the US beam direction where the estimate is angle corrected assuming laminar flow parallel 

to vessel boundaries. This results in incorrect blood velocity estimates, when angle of insonation 

approaches 90 º or when blood flow is non-laminar. Three angle independent vector velocity 

methods are evaluated in this paper: directional beamforming (DB), synthetic aperture flow imaging 

(STA) and transverse oscillation (TO). The performances of the three methods were investigated by 

measuring the stroke volume in the right common carotid artery of eleven healthy volunteers with 

magnetic resonance phase contrast angiography (MRA) as reference. The correlation with 

confidence intervals (CI) between the three vector velocity methods and MRA were: DB vs. MRA: 

R=0.84 (p<0.01, 95% CI: 0.49 to 0.96); STA vs. MRA: R=0.71 (p<0.05, 95% CI: 0.19 to 0.92) and 

TO vs. MRA: R=0.91 (p<0.01, 95% CI: 0.69 to 0.98). No significant differences were observed for 

any of the three comparisons (DB vs. MRA: p=0.65; STA vs. MRA: p=0.24; TO vs. MRA: 

p=0.36). Bland-Altman plots were additionally constructed, and mean differences with limits of 

agreements (LoA) for the three comparisons were: DB vs. MRA = 0.17 ml (95% CI: -0.61 to 0.95) 

with LoA = -2.11 ml to 2.44 ml; STA vs. MRA =-0.55 ml (95% CI: -1.54 to 0.43) with LoA = -3.42 

ml to 2.32 ml; TO vs. MRA = 0.24 ml (95% CI: -0.32 to 0.81) with LoA = -1.41 ml to 1.90 ml. 

According to the results, reliable volume flow estimates can be obtained with all three methods. The 

three US vector velocity techniques can yield quantitative insight into flow dynamics and visualize 

complex flow patterns, which potentially can give the clinician a novel tool for cardiovascular 

disease assessment. 

 

 

 

 

INTRODUCTION 
     Non-invasive techniques for flow measurement in blood vessels are limited to three different 

modalities: plethysmography, magnetic resonance phase contrast angiography (MRA), and Doppler 

ultrasound (US). While plethysmography can be used for investigating limb blood flow, yielding a 

global blood arterial inflow for the investigated limb [1], the selective evaluation of small vessels, 

sections of vessels, blood flow in the major vessels and cerebral blood flow are only feasible non-

invasively with MRA and Doppler techniques [2]. The assessment of blood flow with MRA is time-

consuming, the equipment is expensive and non-mobile, and the evaluation is not performed in real 

time. Conversely, Doppler US, which is the clinical method of choice for real time assessment of 

blood velocities, is an easily manageable and fast technique, and the equipment is mobile and 

relatively inexpensive. 
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    However, one of the main limitations of the current Doppler systems is angle dependency. The 

velocity estimate in conventional Doppler is only found along the US beam direction i.e. in the axial 

direction [3]. In color flow mapping (CFM) no angle correction is performed and thus, no correct 

velocities are given. Consequently, CFM is only used as a qualitative method for visualizing flow. 

In spectral Doppler examination angle correction is applied on blood velocities estimated within the 

range gate. The spectral Doppler method is used quantitatively as actual velocities of the blood 

scatterers are displayed after angle correction. However, the correction scheme only provides 

satisfactory results when laminar flow parallel to the vessel is present. Human vessels are 

branching, curving and highly elastic, and complex flow profiles are created though out the 

cardiovascular system. Thus, it is in general difficult to predict the direction of a blood scatterer 

based on the B-mode image [4,5] albeit this is exactly what the operator does when angle 

correcting. Incorrect blood velocities are therefore often given with the conventional Doppler 

methods, and information on the complexity of the blood flow is kept unrevealed. This information 

is important as especially the regions of complex geometries with turbulence and vortices have 

predilection for atherosclerotic lesions [6-8]. The limitation has been reflected in several papers 

concerning the validity of Doppler US estimations, where velocity estimates using commercial 

systems have been reported to be in error by 10 to 100 percent [9,10]. Further, it has been shown 

that the flow angle in the cardiovascular system changes as a function of space and time [11]. At 

bifurcation, branching, valves or any kind of constriction the pulsative nature of human blood flow 

will give rise to disturbed or even turbulent flow, where flow direction changes within the heart 

cycle and as a function of spatial location. Correcting for the angle would, thus, entail finding the 

direction in any location for any images, which is practically impossible to perform manually.   

     Several authors have tried to bypass the angle dependency in conventional Doppler systems. Fox 

applied two beams [12], Trahey et al. used speckle tracking [13], Newhouse et al. used the total 

bandwidth of the received signal [14] and Bonnefous worked with several beamformers in parallel 

[15]. However, these techniques have neither been evaluated in clinical trials nor have they made it 

into commercial US systems.  

     Three different vector velocity estimators have been designed to address the problems of 

Doppler angle dependency and are evaluated in this paper: directional beamforming (DB) proposed 

by Jensen and Bjerngaard [16,17], synthetic transmit aperture flow imaging (STA) proposed by 

Jensen and Nikolov [18] and transverse oscillation (TO) proposed by Jensen and Munk [19]. 

Anderson introduced an approach similar to TO called Spatial Quadrature [20]. 

    The purpose of this paper is to determine the accuracy of these new vector velocity techniques 

and to determine whether they can yield quantitative velocity magnitudes for in-vivo scans. To 

validate the vector methods in-vivo under conditions where a reliable and independent reference can 

be assessed, the vessel of interest was chosen to be the common carotid artery of healthy 

individuals, because this vessel generally has a circular geometry with an expected uniform, 

unidirectional flow [21,22] and moreover has a superficial location, which means that it can readily
 

be evaluated by ultrasound. The study was performed with a straight vessel without branching as no 

valid references are available in measuring complex flow patterns. However, the true strength of the 

vector velocity techniques is expected to be in the visualization of the non-laminar nature of blood 

flow. 

   The three vector velocity methods were validated in-vivo with MRA comparing volume flow in 

the right common carotid artery. MRA was chosen to be the reference as it is considered the gold 

standard for non-invasive cerebral blood flow measurement [23], and because conventional US 

Doppler is rather imprecise under in-vivo settings [9,10,24,25].  However, it should be noted that 

conventional US Doppler under controlled in-vitro settings with string phantoms has shown an 

improved performance with estimation errors below 2.2% [26]. 
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   The three vector velocity methods are implemented on an US system which is not MR 

compatible. Therefore the scans were performed at four different examinations. Blood motion 

measured with US and MRA at different examinations can be compared with respect to either blood 

velocities or volume flow. When comparing blood velocities, difficulties arise (i) due to mismatch 

in alignment of the scan planes in the rotational and longitudinal direction and (ii) due to mismatch 

in the point-to-point comparison of the estimates, as the velocity profile fluctuates over time. When 

comparing volume flow obtained by the two modalities, the mentioned difficulties are less 

prominent because of averaging but on the expense of spatial and temporal details.  

  Along with validation of the vector velocity methods, the assumptions of circular geometry of the 

examined vessel and rotationally symmetric blood flow necessary for volume flow calculation were 

tested. 

 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 
     This prospective study was performed after approval by The Danish National Committee on 

Biomedical Research Ethics. Eleven healthy volunteers (seven males and four females, mean age: 

32 years, range: 24 – 44 years) entered the study after informed consent. The right common carotid 

artery was examined in all volunteers using US and MRA. The four examinations were carried out 

on four different days due to storage and processing limitations as each ultrasound sequence took 3 

sec. to acquire, 10 hours to store and up to 48 hours to process. The volunteer rested supine on the 

examination table for 15 minutes before all examinations. All scans were carried out by a medical 

doctor (KLH).  

     The conventional US Doppler method along with the three different vector velocity methods are 

presented in this section. The three vector velocity methods are all characterized by the ability to 

estimate the instantaneous 2-D velocity of the blood scatterers in every point at every time in order 

to obtain quantitative velocity data.  

 

Conventional Doppler US 

     Conventional Doppler US estimates real-time velocities of blood scatterers in-vivo, using an 

autocorrelation estimator for CFM [27] and the Welch’s method for spectral Doppler estimation 

[28]. The estimated velocities are projections onto the beam direction. An emitted focused pulse is 

reflected by blood scatterers, and the echoes are received by the transducer and focused along the 

image line by the scanner. Identical echo lines are created from consecutive pulses and the axial 

movement of the blood scatterer is determined by the phase shift of the received signal. Knowing 

the phase shift and the time between consecutive received lines yields the axial velocity estimate, 

which is presented by the scanner as a color map in CFM and as a spectrogram in spectral Doppler 

[3]. 

 

Directional beamforming 

     A focused pulse is emitted with the focal point placed below the depth of interest. Hence, the 

acoustic energy around the scatterer is sufficient for beamforming echo lines in a star-shaped 

pattern with the scatterer as the centre. Lines are compared through a normalized cross-correlation 

across matching angles for consecutive pulses [16,17]. The highest normalized cross-correlation is 

ideally found for the correct angle. When the correct angle is known, the magnitude of the motion 

along the correct echo line is found by cross-correlation for consecutive pulses. 

 

Synthetic transmit aperture flow imaging 

     A STA image is acquired by emitting a spherical unfocused wave from a few elements and 

receiving the scattered signal with all elements. Since the position for the emission is known, the 
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precise origin of the received scattered signal can be calculated from time-of-flight for all elements 

and used in focusing. The STA approach generates one low-resolution image for every emitted 

pulse. A high-resolution image is constructed by adding a number of consecutive low-resolution 

images. For every emission, a high-resolution image can be created by applying a recursive 

approach, where the oldest transmission event is replaced by the newest. The STA method can 

therefore yield a frame rate equal to pulse repetition frequency with dynamic transmit and receive 

foci in all image points. 

    An approach to estimate vector velocities, identical to DB is computed. Echo lines in a star-

shaped pattern are created to every point of interest and compared between emission-identical high-

resolution images for every angle. The normalized cross-correlation peaks for the right angle. The 

magnitude is found through cross-correlation across echo-lines of the right angle [29,30]. 

 

Transverse oscillation 

     The TO method tracks scatterer motion along two orthogonal axes by emitting a pulse identical 

to conventional Doppler. The motion in the axial direction is found exactly as in conventional 

Doppler US. An oscillation in the transverse direction is created by changing the sensitivity of the 

receiving elements and the transverse velocity component is found from the frequency content of 

this oscillation [31]. By combining the velocity components along the two axes, vector velocities 

are achieved. 

 

US setup 

     The vector velocity images obtained with the three US methods were recorded with the 

experimental scanner RASMUS [32]. The parameters for the three setups are delineated in Table 1. 

In Fig. 1 three frames, one from each method, are depicted. The examples are taken from three 

different carotid arteries and to three different moments in the heart cycle. 

 

 

 
DB STA TO

Transducer (linear array) BK 8812 BK 8812 BK 8812

Center frequency 6.2 MHz 6.2 MHz 5 MHz

Cycles/pulse 2 cycles/pulse 2 cycles/pulse 8 cycles/pulse

Fprf 6 kHz 21 kHz (or 21kHz / 9 between xcorr) 6 kHz

Sampling frequency 40 MHz 40 MHz 40 MHz

Lateral wave length NA NA 1.0 mm

Apodization in transmit Hanning Tukey Hanning

Apodization in receive Rectangular Rectangular Two Hannings

Focus in transmit 36 mm None 18 mm

Focus in receive Dynamic Dynamic Dynamic

F-number in transmit 2.7 -0,75 3.3

F-number in receive NA NA 0.8

Firings/velocity estimate 32/64 firings/vel.est. y(n) = (1-a)*x(n) + a*y(n-1), a = 0.98 64 firings/vel.est.

Table 1: Scanner and transducer setup 
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Figure 1: The frames obtained with the three methods are recorded on different volunteers and to 

different time. The vector arrows, superimposed onto color flow maps, delineate magnitude and 

direction of the moving blood scatterers. 

 

     The estimates obtained with the TO method were obtained with only one clutter filter applied. In 

DB an adaptive filter was used consisting of two different filters for all volunteers, one for systolic 

flow and one diastolic flow. It was employed by manually setting a threshold value for each 

volunteer defining the systole and diastole. Estimates obtained with STA were obtained with both a 

single clutter filter approach and an adaptive clutter filter approach. In the adaptive filter approach 

two different clutter filters were designed, one optimized to flow data obtained from moving 

arteries and another optimized to flow data from non-moving arteries. The chosen filters were 

employed after visually inspecting the B-mode sequences. The post processing was done offline 

with MATLAB (Mathworks, Natick, MA, USA) on a 100 CPU Linux cluster. 

     All US sequences were recorded from the right common carotid artery two cm from the 

bifurcation to prevent confounding disturbed flow. An identical approach was used for the three 

methods to calculate the volume flow from the recorded flow data. The sequences were processed 

by an algorithm that automatically identified the vessel boundaries in each frame from the B-mode 

images [11] so the change in diameter from systole to diastole which is up to 10% in normal 

conditions [33] was taken into the calculations. By knowing the vessel geometry in every frame the 

vector velocity profiles could be calculated from the vector velocity images by setting the 

surroundings to zero and integrating the 2-D vessel up to form a 3-D vessel. This was only possible 

by assuming (i) circular vessel geometry, (ii) rotationally symmetric blood flow and (iii) a correctly 

placed window of insonation parallel to the longitudinal axis of the vessel, going exactly through 

the middle of the vessel. The volume flow to every frame was found by averaging over the whole 

image, thus, yielding a volume flow profile to every sequence. Details about the calculations are 

described by Hansen et al. [34]. 

 

MR setup 

     MRA examinations were performed with a 1.5 T whole body scanner (Magnetom Vision, 

Siemens AG). A prospective ECG triggered phase contrast sequence using a cervical coil was 

employed. (Phase interval: 29 ms, echo time: 7 ms, flip angle: 30°, FOV: 100 mm, slice thickness: 6 

mm, VENC: +/-1.5 m/s, pixel resolution: 0.52 x 0.39 mm
2
 in a matrix of 192 x 256 pixels 

interpolated up to 256 x 256 pixels).  

     The scan plane for the volume flow measurements was selected to be perpendicular to the right 

common carotid artery and placed two cm from the bifurcation as in the US examinations. Through-

plane setup was chosen instead of end-plane setup. Firstly, to alleviate the problems of scan plane 

alignment and fluctuations of the velocity profile between heart beats. Secondly as a consequence 

of the slice thickness in MRA measurements considering that the common carotid artery normally 

has a diameter of approx. 1 cm. 
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     The MR volume flow estimations were carried out in MATLAB 6.5 (Mathworks, Natick, MA, 

USA) using MR DICOM images. For each velocity map an anatomic image was calculated.  

A threshold pixel value defined the ROI on the anatomic images in order to discriminate between 

the pixel values of blood and vessel boundaries. For each examination the value was set manually 

by the operator so the delineation of the vessel boundaries visually appeared as smooth as possible 

with the ROI as large as possible. The ROI encompassing the lumen of the vessel was used as a 

window on the phase velocity maps to ensure that velocity values from the vessel surroundings 

representing e.g. vena jugularis were ignored in the volume flow measurement. A region near the 

common carotid artery was selected to correct the phase off-set [35]. The volume flow to each 

frame was found by multiplying the velocity with the area it occupied i.e. the pixel area and then 

adding up all the pixel derived volume flows encompassing the ROI. The volume flow profile was 

given by the estimated volume flows of the full sequence of frames.  

     The four different methods to estimate volume flow were performed for every volunteer within 3 

weeks. To circumvent the inevitable fluctuations in heart rate over this period the comparisons were 

done with respect to stroke volume, which is shown to be a more stable parameter [36].  

 

 Test of assumptions   

   The consequence of using the assumptions in US derived volume flow calculations has been 

investigated in this paper. Stroke volumes were calculated from MRA velocity data as if they were 

obtained in the longitudinal plane. A line of the phase velocity map going through the centre of the 

carotid artery was taken out and integrated up to form a cross section of a whole vessel. Hereby, a 

volume flow estimated solely form this line could be found. For the same angle in consecutive 

velocity maps the calculations were repeated and summed up to a stroke volume. Stroke volumes 

for all angles were found in order to derive a stroke volume range for every volunteer, and the range 

was compared to the stroke volume estimate found by the ROI approach described above where all 

pixels covering the vessel lumen were used. Details about the calculations used for the stroke 

volume estimation and the MR derived stroke volume range are previously described by Hansen et 

al. [34]. 

 

Statistics 

     A descriptive statistical analysis was computed on the stroke volume data of the four modalities 

finding mean value, standard deviation, and stroke volume range. The stroke volume data obtained 

with STA, DB, and TO were each compared to stroke volume data obtained with MRA by using 

linear regression analysis with two-tailed significance value given and p<0.05 considered 

significant. The correlation coefficients, regression equations, and confidence intervals (CI) using 

Fisher’s r-to-z-transformation were calculated for each comparison. Paired two-tailed t-test was 

performed on each comparison. Finally Bland-Altman plots along with confidence intervals were 

computed to illustrate the differences of estimated stroke volumes between each of the three US 

modalities and MRA [37].  

 

RESULTS 
     The stroke volume in the right common carotid artery was measured for the 11 volunteers with 

the three US methods and MRA. The results are displayed in Table 2 along with mean, standard 

deviation, and range for each modality.  
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Volunteer no. DB [ml/heartbeat] STA [ml/heartbeat] TO [ml/heartbeat] MRA [ml/heartbeat]

Volunteer 1 4.81 5.58 3.78 3.03

Volunteer 2 5.02 7.45 5.65 5.17

Volunteer 3 6.48 6.95 5.93 6.64

Volunteer 4 9.31 6.74 6.71 7.41

Volunteer 5 6.00 5.83 4.78 5.43

Volunteer 6 9.52 9.70 9.48 10.78

Volunteer 7 3.92 4.16 4.32 4.18

Volunteer 8 3.66 4.24 5.09 4.80

Volunteer 9 4.08 8.50 5.92 5.23

Volunteer 10 3.72 5.25 3.36 5.18

Volunteer 11 4.85 4.89 5.49 5.36

mean SV +/- SD 5.58 +/- 2.10 6.30 +/- 1.76 5.30 +/- 1.65 5.75 +/- 2.02

SV range 3.72 - 9.53 4.16 - 9.70 3.78 - 9.48 3.03 - 10.78

Table 2: Stroke volume (SV) measurements for all volunteers, mean SV +/- one standard deviation 

(SD) and SV range obtained with DB, STA, TO and MRA. 

 

   In Fig. 2 the scatter plots are given, showing the correlation between the each of the three US 

techniques and MRA, with DB vs. MRA: R=0.84 (p<0.01, 95% CI: 0.49 to 0.96); STA vs. MRA: 

R=0.71 (p<0.05, 95% CI: 0.19 to 0.92) and TO vs. MRA: R=0.91 (p<0.01, 95% CI: 0.69 to 0.98). 

No significant differences were observed for any of the three comparisons (DB vs. MRA: p=0.65; 

STA vs. MRA: p=0.24; TO vs. MRA: p=0.36). The MR derived stroke volume range assuming 

rotationally symmetric flow and circular vessel geometry is shown as a bar for every volunteer in 

the three scatter plots. 

   In Fig. 3, the angle dependent stroke volume for one volunteer (no.7) is depicted with a volume 

flow range of 3.2 ml to 5.1 ml and in Fig. 4, the full range of angle dependent stroke volume as 

percentage of the ROI derived actual MRA stroke volumes is plotted for all volunteers giving a 

mean ratio of 24.3%. One volunteer (no.7) presented a ratio between angle dependent MRA stroke 

volume and actual MRA stroke volume of 45.3%.  

   The resultant Bland-Altman plots are shown in Fig. 5. The mean difference, with confidence 

intervals and limits of agreement is for all plots given in Table 3. The CI for the mean differences 

overlapped zero for all three methods and was narrowest for TO and broadest for STA (TO: 1.13 

ml; DB: 1.56 ml; STA: 1.97 ml). This also applied to the limits of agreement (TO: 3.31 ml; DB: 

4.55 ml; STA: 5.74 ml). In terms of mean differences in the Bland-Altman plots, DB was the most 

precise method followed by TO and STA (DB: 0.17 ml; TO: 0.24 ml; STA: -0.55 ml). 

   The STA measurement deviated from the MRA measurement for three volunteers (no.1, no.2, no. 

9). This is shown in Table 2 and illustrated in Fig. 2 and 5. The three outliers all displayed a non-

moving artery during data acquisition and as the filter used in STA was optimized to vessel 

movement, this resulted in an overestimation. When applying another filter optimized to a reduced 

vessel movement, an improved overall result appeared for the STA method when compared to 

MRA with R value of 0.95, mean difference of 0.07 ml, CI of the mean difference of 0.95 ml and 

limits of agreement of 2.78 ml. This is illustrated in Fig. 6. 
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Figure 2: Graph showing the correlation between MRA and the three vector methods. Line of best 

fit (solid line) and line of perfect fit (dashed line) are drawn for each scatter plot. The MR derived 

stroke volume range when assuming circular geometry and rotationally symmetric flow is for every 

volunteer shown as a bar. 
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Figure 3: Graph showing the calculated stroke volume for every line of angle for MRA data of one 

volunteer when assuming circular vessel geometry and rotationally symmetric blood flow. The 

maximum (SV(angle)max) and minimum (SV(angle)min) stroke volumes are marked  by dashed lines. 

 

 

 

Figure 4: Graph showing the ratio between angle dependent and actual MRA stroke volume. The 

mean ratio for the whole population is shown as a dashed line. 

 

 

 

  

Method Mean [ml] (95% CI) Lower limit [ml] Upper limit [ml]

DB vs. MRA 0.17 (-0.61 to 0.95) -2.11 2.44

STA vs. MRA -0.55 (-1.54 to 0.43) -3.42 2.32

TO vs. MRA 0.24 (-0.32 to 0.81) -1.41 1.90  
Table 3: Mean of differences with confidence intervals (CI), lower and upper limits of agreement 

for Bland-Altman plots. 
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Figure 5: Bland-Altman plot of stroke volumes comparing MRA with each of the three vector 

velocity methods showing for each plot mean +/- 2 SD as thick solid and thin solid lines, 

respectively. 
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Figure 6: When applying a second filter for the three outliers a correlation plot is given for which 

R=0.95 (p<0.01; 95% CI: 0.82 to 0.99) and a Bland-Altman plot with a mean difference of -0.07 ml 

(95% CI: -0.54 ml to 0.41 ml) and limits of agreement from -1.46 to 1.32 ml. 

 

DISCUSSION 

     The correlations of variables DB, STA and TO compared to MRA, when determining the stroke 

volume in the right common carotid artery of 11 healthy volunteers, were all significant and 

correlated well. According to the scatter plots (Fig. 2) and the Bland-Altman plots (Fig. 5), the 

velocities were underestimated with the TO and DB method while overestimated with the STA 

method compared to MRA, and the TO method performed best among the three vector velocity 

methods. But when examining the CI for the R-values and CI for the mean differences it is clear 

that the differences in performance between the three methods are not significant. This is due to the 

sample size of 11 volunteers.    

   The considerable storage and processing time used for each US methods had two consequences 

for the study design. Firstly, it affected the logistics and reduced the number of samples that 

realistically could be enrolled into the study population. Secondly, different days were used for 

examinations on the same volunteer. In the ideal situation, compared results from examinations on 

the same volunteer with different methods should be accomplished simultaneously and moreover, 

enough volunteers should be enrolled to avoid ambiguous results according to CI and LoA. The 

vector velocity US methods realized with the experimental scanner RASMUS dictated an 

unfavorable study design where the four measurements on each of the ten volunteers were 

accomplished within three weeks. Although the volunteers rested 15 min before each measurement, 
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the flow dynamics were expected to fluctuate. This increased the variability of the results as heart 

rate, cardiac output, and stroke volume altered between the scans in comparison.  

   DB has previously been evaluated in Field II simulations [38] by Kortbek and Jensen [39] with 

angle deviations below 2º for flow angles at 60º to 90º and magnitude deviations between 0.7% and 

7.7% for flow angles between 45º and 90º. Flow rig and in-vivo measurements of the common 

carotid artery and the femoral bifurcation have also been performed [40]. STA has previously been 

evaluated in simulations, in flow rig and in-vivo [29,30]. The velocities were estimated in a flow rig 

for flow angles of 60º, 75º and 90º, with standard deviation no higher than 6.5% [41].The TO 

method has previously been evaluated in simulations and flow rig [42]. The standard deviation of 

the transverse velocity estimate in flow rig experiments was less than 10% for beam-to-flow angles 

between 50º and 90º. Examples of in-vivo sequences have also been produced of the carotid artery 

[11] and compared with MRA as in this paper [34]. However, TO has not yet been evaluated 

against other vector velocity estimators and is included as a reference vector velocity US method.    

   Experimental ultrasound methods for volumetric measurements have previously been examined 

by other groups. Kim et al. validated cardiac output estimates obtained in-vivo with a 2-D 

ultrasound system using a color Doppler mapping of the short axis view and showed good 

agreement compared with both thermodilution and MRI [43]. Kripfgans et al. obtained in a 

phantom study volume flow measurements in the same manner but extended to a 3-D ultrasound 

system where the measured volume flow rates were within ±15% of actual values for the tested 

angles of insonation [44]. An in-vivo validation study of volumetric flow obtained by an invasive 

Doppler flow wire system was published by Jenni et al. where good correlation was found 

compared to transit-time flowmeter [45] and Krams reported on an experimental multigated spectral 

Doppler system validated in a flow phantom with error lower than 15% obtained [46]. Two studies 

have reported on a technique based on multigated dual-ultrasound beam technology and it was 

shown that reliable volume flow in-vitro and in-vivo could be obtained when compared to 

conventional spectral Doppler [47,48]. Shuping et al. and Forsberg et al. validated both 4-D 

Doppler ultrasound systems for volumetric flow in-vivo where Shuping et al. compared the 

estimates to phase contrast MRA with good agreement (r=0.92) and Forsberg et al. compared the 

volumetric estimates to a transit-time flowmeter also showing good agreement (r
2
= 0.86 for mean 

volume flow and r
2
= 0.62 for maximum volume flow) [49,50]. It should be noted that none of the 

previous studies of experimental US methods for volumetric measurements were done with actual 

angle independent methods as all the mentioned experimental methods were based on conventional 

Doppler.  

     One of the major challenges in 2-D US velocity estimation is the clutter filtering which cancels 

out stationary echoes from vessel surroundings [51].  In this study it was an important confounder. 

Blood signal representing low velocities near the vessel wall were cancelled out together with 

clutter signal and added up to a significant stroke volume loss. The TO method is the most robust 

method in terms of echo cancelling as a result of the lateral oscillation. STA and DB use the same 

scheme for velocity estimation; nevertheless, the STA method potentially has an advantage in terms 

of echo cancelling. This relies on the fact that the STA method uses continued data that can be echo 

cancelled with very long filters. This was not reflected in the results when only one filter was used 

in STA. However, the performance of STA improved when an adaptive filter approach somewhat 

similar to DB was used. The R value improved from 0.71 to 0.95,  mean difference from 0.55 ml to 

0.07 ml, the CI range of the mean difference from 1.97 ml to 0.95 ml and the LoA range from 5.74 

ml to 2.78 ml. 

   The validity of assumptions of circular geometry of the examined vessel and rotationally 

symmetric blood flow necessary for volume flow calculation were tested by calculating a ratio 

between angle dependent and actual MRA stroke volume. For every volunteer a stroke volume 
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range was calculated from MRA data assuming rotationally symmetric flow and circular vessel 

geometry. The ranges of angle dependent stroke volume as percentages of the ROI derived MRA 

stroke volumes had a mean ratio for all volunteer of 24.3%. In Fig. 2 and Fig. 4 it is clearly seen 

that none of the volunteers had an identical stroke volume for all angles. One volunteer even had a 

ratio of 45.3% (Fig. 3 and 4). By examining the phase velocity maps for all volunteers, it became 

clear that stroke volume angle dependency was caused by asymmetric flow, which is consistent 

with the literature [52,53]. According to the MRA data, the stroke volume could on average change 

up to 24.3% simply by changing the insonation window of the same vessel section. Thus, the 

placing of the longitudinal scan plane through the centre axis of the vessel in US examination was 

an important confounder to the study and the assumption of symmetric flow necessary for the US 

derived volume flow estimation was shown to be a simplification.  

    Even though the measured stroke volumes changed with insonation window this cannot entirely 

explain the differences between each vector velocity method and MRA. This is seen by inspecting 

Fig. 2  as several ranges did not overlap the lines of perfect fit (DB: 7 volunteers; STA: 5 

volunteers; TO: 4 volunteers). One reason could be misplacing of the US planes. In the US 

examinations it was crucial to scan the vessels parallel to the longitudinal axis exactly through the 

centre axis of the vessel where the diameter of the lumen was greatest, and where intima was most 

clearly delineated. Vessel intima was a reliable marker when positioning the scan plane through the 

middle of the vessel, because the layer structures were visible when the US beam direction was 

perpendicular to the planes of the layers. But as vessels are not perfectly straight tubes, inevitably a 

part of the centre axis will be out of scan plane due to curvature, resulting in slightly lowered 

averaged volume flow. Another reason could be the averaging employed in MRA. The conventional 

MRA volume flow profile consisting of one complete heart cycle is found as a mean of 

measurements over several heart cycles (in this study: 192) where the end of the complete heart 

cycle is defined by the beginning of the second averaged systole. Due to fluctuations in heart rate 

and changing R-R interval over the 192 heart cycles, the second averaged systole is not in phase. It 

was obviously the shortest heartbeat of the 192 heart cycles which defined the length of the 

averaged complete heart cycle. Hence, it is expected that the calculated MRA stroke volumes were 

slightly underestimated [54]. 

      The Linux cluster gave the most flexible environment for processing the data from an 

experimental point of view, but the processing time was considerable. However, all three methods 

can potentially be converted into real-time methods by implementation into commercial scanners 

which will make it possible to design studies with larger sample size to produce unambiguous 

results. The three methods open the possibility of estimating blood velocities in all vessels 

regardless of angle. Quantitative volume flow measurements could be usable information when 

evaluating the severity of stenoses of e.g. the internal carotid artery. Novel information about 

vortices in bifurcations, turbulence in the heart, flow in tumor vessels and flow in greater vessels 

can be obtained and could be an aid to the clinician when examining patients with cardiovascular 

diseases, transplanted organs or malignancies. Furthermore, from the vector velocity estimates wall 

shear stress can be derived, which is known to influence the build up of plaques at the vessel wall 

[55]. This measurement could be used in risk assessment of patients prone to plaque formation in 

order to initiate correctly prophylactic treatment.  

  

CONCLUSION 

     In this study it was shown that reliable quantitative measurements can be obtained in-vivo with 

three different angle-independent 2-D vector velocity methods DB, STA, and TO. The three US 

vector velocity techniques can yield quantitative insight into flow dynamics and visualize complex 

flow patterns, which may give the clinician a novel tool for cardiovascular disease assessment. On-
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going studies are investigating the potential in US vector velocity methods to visualize non-laminar 

blood flows in complex vessel geometries. 
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ABSTRACT 
Aim: Conventional ultrasound methods for acquiring colour flow images of the blood motion are 

limited by a relatively low frame rate and are restricted to only giving velocity estimates along the 

ultrasound beam direction. To circumvent these limitations, the Plane Wave Excitation (PWE) 

method has been proposed.  

Material and method: The PWE method can estimate the 2D vector velocity of the blood with a 

high frame rate. Vector velocity estimates are acquired by using the following approach: The 

ultrasound is not focused during the ultrasound transmission, and a full speckle image of the blood 

can be acquired for each pulse emission. The pulse is a 13 bit Barker code transmitted 

simultaneously from each transducer element. The 2D vector velocity of the blood is found using 

2D speckle tracking between segments in consecutive speckle images. Implemented on the 

experimental scanner RASMUS and using a 100 CPU linux cluster for post processing PWE can 

achieve a frame of 100 Hz where one vector velocity sequence of approximately 3 seconds, takes 

10 hours to store and 48 hours to process. In this paper a case study is presented of in-vivo vector 

velocity estimates in different complex vessel geometries.  

Results: The flow patterns of six bifurcations and two veins were investigated. It was shown: 1) 

that a stable vortex in the carotid bulb was present opposed to other examined bifurcations, 2) that 

retrograde flow was present in the superficial branch of the femoral artery during diastole, 3) that 

retrograde flow was present in the subclavian artery and antegrade in the common carotid artery 

during diastole, 4) that vortices were formed in the sinus pockets behind the venous valves in both 

antegrade and retrograde flow, and 5) that secondary flow was present in various vessels.  

Conclusion: Using a fast vector velocity ultrasound method, in-vivo scans have been recorded 

where complex flow patterns were visualized in greater detail than previously visualised by 

conventional colour flow imaging techniques.  

 

 

INTRODUCTION 

   Colour flow mapping (CFM) is used in almost every field of the ultrasound (US) examination. 

The modality displays the motion in the scan plane encoded as a colour delineated by a colour box 

and superimposed on a B-mode image. The method is especially used in visualizing blood flow in 

the cardiovascular system. However, CFM in conventional US has two major limitations. Low 

frame rate, and angle dependent velocity estimation.  

   The frame rate in CFM is mainly governed by the number of pulses used per frame and by the 

distance each pulse has to travel between transducer and target. The colour box and the entire frame 

are built up of lines, where each line is found from received echoes of several consecutive pulses. 

Thus, the wider and the deeper the colour box (and frame), the lower the frame rate will be (1;2). 

2D duplex mode (B-mode combined with CFM) in commercial scanners is performed at frame rates 

down to 8-10 Hz, which is unsuitable for visualizing rapid temporal changes in the blood flow. The 
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problem is aggravated in 2D triplex mode (B-mode image, CFM and spectral Doppler (SD)) and 

will be a major hurdle in 3D duplex/triplex scanning. 

   The velocity estimate in conventional CFM is only found as a mean velocity along the US beam 

direction in the axial direction (3). In CFM no angle correction is performed and consequently, CFM is 

only used as a qualitative method for visualizing flow. In SD examination angle correction is applied on 

the estimates. The SD method is therefore used quantitatively as it is believed that true velocities 

after angle correction are displayed. However, the correction scheme only provides satisfactory 

results when laminar flow parallel to the vessel is present. Human vessels are branching, curving 

and highly elastic, and complex flow profiles are created throughout the cardiovascular system, 

creating skewed velocity profiles (4-6) and secondary flow patterns (7-11). Thus, it is in general 

difficult to predict the scatterer movement based on the B-mode image (12-14) albeit this is exactly 

what the operator does when angle correcting. Therefore, an error will always be associated with 

conventional SD measurements due to angle dependency, and information on the complex flow 

patterns kept unrevealed (15;16). 

   A novel method for estimating blood motion with ultrasound has been proposed by Udesen et al. 

(17;18). The method called Plane Wave Excitation (PWE) acquires with a high frame rate, 2D 

vector velocities of the blood using 1D linear transducer. Implemented on the experimental scanner 

RASMUS (19;20) and using a 100 CPU linux cluster for post processing, PWE can achieve a frame 

of 100 Hz where one vector velocity sequence of approximately 3 seconds, takes 10 hours to store 

and 48 hours to process.   

   The PWE method has previously been validated in simulations and flow-phantoms with 

promising results. Examples of in-vivo sequences have been produced of the carotid artery, and 

results have been compared to MR angiography measurements with mean deviation of volume flow 

of 9 %.  

   This paper presents an in-vivo case study of the PWE method. The aim of the study is to show that 

it is possible to obtain instantaneous vector velocity estimates in-vivo and to produce reliable CFM 

sequences using the PWE method. The locations of interest for the scan sequences were primarily 

complex geometries: bifurcations and venous valves. Also scan sequences have been obtained of 

the common carotid artery and the subclavian artery in a cross-sectional scan plane visualizing 

secondary flow patterns.  

 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Volunteers 

  This study was performed after approval by The Danish National Committee on Biomedical 

Research Ethics. Four healthy volunteers with no history of cardiovascular disease (three males and 

one female, 26 – 45 y, mean age: 34 y) entered the study after informed consent. Scan sequences 

were acquired of two carotid bifurcations, two femoral bifurcations, the bifurcation at the 

brachiocephalic trunk, the bifurcation of the subclavian artery as well as the internal jugular vein 

and the great saphenous vein, both with venous valves. The scans were all recorded with the 

volunteers in supine position except the scan of the great saphenous vein, where the volunteer was 

in standing position while performing dorsal and plantar flexion to simulate walking. All scans were 

carried out by an experienced radiologist. 

 

The PWE method 

   The PWE method is based on a number of well described techniques, which have all been 

validated previously. A thorough introduction to the PWE method is given in (17) based on a 

method previously suggested for elastography (21). 
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   In PWE all elements of the transducer are excited at the same time thereby creating a pressure 

wave with a nearly plane front. The unfocused pulse covers the entire imaging plane with acoustic 

energy, and a full speckle image is obtained for every emission. The unfocused pulse thereby yields 

a frame rate equal to the pulse repetition frequency of the ultrasound, which at a depth of 30 mm is 

25 kHz. The drawback of using this method is degradation in image contrast due to the lack of 

focusing and a relatively low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), which results in low penetration depth. To 

compensate for the decrease in SNR, a 13 bit Barker code is used instead of a conventional pulse 

(22).  

   Intensity measurements of the PWE method using a Barker code was carried out prior to the study 

(17). It was found that both the Mechanical Index (MI), maximal intensity (Im) as well as the spatial 

peak pulse average intensity (Isppa,is) were below the values proposed by the Food and Drug 

Administration (FDA) (23). The only concern was the spatial peak temporal average intensity 

(Ispta,is), which scales with the pulse repetition frequency (fprf). The maximum allowed Ispta,is of 1500 

mW/cm
2
 for vascular imaging is obtained when using a fprf of 8.6 kHz. Thermal index was not 

possible to measure with the experimental setup. Intensities of the PWE method using a Barker 

code with a fprf of 8.6 kHz are given in Table 1.  

 

Table 1: 

Barker 13 bit Limits set by FDA Unit
MI 0.02 1.9 N/A

Im 139 600 W/cm
2 

Isppa,is 111 240 W/cm
2 

Ispta,is 1500 1500 mW/cm
2 

 
 

   The angle independent vector velocity estimates are found when tracking speckle motion between 

consecutive speckle images. Each speckle image is divided into small search kernels with a size of 

1x1 mm^2. For a given frame and kernel, an algorithm called sum of squared differences (24;25) 

searches for the best fit of the kernel speckle pattern in the next image and calculates the 

corresponding movement and direction. When the movement of the kernel speckle pattern is 

divided by the time between the two frames an estimate of the blood velocity in the kernel is 

obtained and the direction of the movement gives the angle of the blood flow in the kernel. To 

reduce calculation errors this procedure can be averaged a number of times to achieve better 

performance. Using this approach no assumptions of laminar flow parallel to vessel boundaries are 

necessary for velocity estimation as no angle correction scheme is performed. 

 

The setup 

   The experimental scanner RASMUS (19;20) and a 5 MHz linear array transducer were used to 

acquire data. The post processing was done offline with MATLAB (Mathworks, Natick, MA, USA) 

on a 100 CPU Linux cluster. One vector velocity sequence of approximately 3 seconds, took 10 

hours to store and 48 hours to process. A description of the setup is given in Table 2.  
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Table 2: 
Transducer linear array, BK-8804

No. of Elements 128 elements

Transmit focus Infinity

US pulse 5 MHz, 13 bit Barker code

US pulses pr. vector image 80 pulses/image

Pulse Repetition Frequency 8 kHz

Receive beamforming Delay-and-sum

Wall filter 39 taps high-pass FIR filter

Time between vector images 10 ms

Resolution in vector image 1 x1 mm^2  
 

   In the PWE sequences presented in this paper, two pulse emissions are used to create one speckle 

image. This is necessary as the RASMUS scanner has 128 transmitting channels but only 64 in 

receive with 2:1 multiplexing. To calculate one vector velocity image, 40 speckle images are used.  

Furthermore, 65 conventional focused pulses are used to generate the interleaved conventional B-

mode image. The frame rate on the vector velocity images in this study is 100 Hz. However, 

matching receive and transmit channels in RASMUS would give a frame rate of 200 Hz without 

degrading the quality of the velocity estimates. 

 

RESULTS 
   Two volunteers (volunteer 1 and 2) were scanned on the carotid bifurcation and for both 

volunteers a vortex with low velocities in the carotid bulb was present during the entire heart cycle. 

Apart from the vortical recirculation in the bulb no retrograde flow was present. An example of the 

vortex formation in the carotid bulb is shown in Fig. 1.  

 

 
Fig.1: In the carotid bulb of the internal carotid artery a vortex was present during the entire heart 

cycle. The internal carotid artery is seen as the deep vessel. 
 

   In Fig. 2 the bifurcation of the brachiocephalic trunk is shown (volunteer 3). In diastole the flow 

was filling the common carotid artery (superficial vessel) from the subclavian artery (deep vessel). 

Thus, the diastolic flow was retrograde in the subclavian artery and antegrade in the common 
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carotid artery. No vortex was present in systole but disturbed flow with vortices was seen in the 

subclavian artery when flow reversed at end-systole and end-diastole.  

 

 
Fig. 2:  The diastolic flow was going from the subclavian artery (deep vessel) to the common 

carotid artery (superficial vessel). 

 

   The same volunteer (volunteer 3) was scanned on the right side bifurcation of the thyrocervical 

trunk and the vertebral artery. During peak systole the flow propagated without disturbance from 

the subclavian artery to the vertebral artery and the thyrocervical trunk.  Vortices in the subclavian 

artery scanned cross-sectionally were visible right after peak systole and throughout diastole as 

shown in Fig 3. The secondary flow swept from the superficial part of the subclavian artery and 

downwards in an s-shaped pattern creating two vortices.  

   Two femoral bifurcations were scanned (volunteer 1 and 4) and it was seen for both examinations 

that no disturbed flow was seen during the heart cycle but marked reversed flow was seen in the 

superficial branch during the beginning of diastole. One example of the reversed flow is given in 

Fig. 4. Similar to the brachiocephalic trunk depicted in Fig. 2 disturbed flow was present with 

vortices when flow reversed. 
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Fig. 3: In the subclavian artery (scanned cross-sectionally) vortices were present after peak systole 

and throughout diastole. The vertebral artery is seen as the superficial vessel and the thyrocervical 

trunk is seen as the deep vessel. The frame is taken from the beginning of diastole. 

 

 
Fig. 4: During diastole retrograde flow in the superficial branch of the femoral artery was seen. 

The reversed flow filled the deep branch of the femoral artery in which the flow remained 

antegrade. 
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   The venous valves of the great saphenous vein (volunteer 1) and internal jugular vein (volunteer 

3) were scanned. In Fig. 5, a venous bulb of the saphenous vein is shown. Although the valves were 

not visible, the effect of the valves on the flow was obvious. During opening of the valves the flow 

was squeezed to form a jet and vortices were formed in the sinus pockets behind the valves. No 

retrograde flow was present and during the closed phase bidirectional blood motion was seen with 

the competent valves as a separator.  

   

 
Fig. 5: In the great saphenous vein (deep vessel) a jet between the valves was formed during 

antegrade flow and vortices were formed behind the valves. The femoral artery is seen as the 

superficial vessel. 

 

   A bulb of the jugular vein was examined. During the opened phase the flow pattern was similar to 

the flow pattern observed in the bulb of the great saphenous vein with vortices formed in the sinus 

pockets behind the valves and a jet formed between the valves (Fig. 6). However, the flow patterns 

in the two veins were not alike during the closed phase as retrograde flow was observed in the 

jugular vein. Due to incompetent valves a retrograde jet was formed between the valves and 

vortices were formed upstream of the valves (Fig. 7). Additionally, the common carotid artery 

scanned cross-sectionally showed a marked secondary flow during systole (Fig. 6). 

   Table 3 provides an overview of the findings with data given on gender, age and scan location. 
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Table 3: 

Volunteer no. Gender age Location Findings
Volunteer 1 male 34 carotid bifurcation stable vortex in the carotid bulb

 -  -  - femoral bifurcation

retrograde flow in the superficial branch, 

antegrade flow in the deep branch

 -  -  - saphenous vein vortices in the pockets, competent valves

Volunteer 2 female 45 carotid bifurcation stable vortex in the carotid bulb

Volunteer 3 male 26 jugular vein

vortices in the pockets and upstream of the 

incompetent valves, secondary flow in the carotid artery

 -  -  - brachiocephalic trunk

retrograde flow in the subclavian artery,

antegrade flow in the carotid artery

 -  -  - subclavian bifurcation S-shaped secondary flow in the subclavian artery

Volunteer 4 male 31 femoral bifurcation

retrograde flow in the superficial branch,

antegrade flow in the deep branch  
   

 
Fig. 6: Vortices were formed in the sinus pockets of the jugular vein (superficial vessel) behind the 

valves during antegrade flow. In the carotid artery (deep vessel) secondary flow was seen during 

systole when scanned cross-sectionally. 
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Fig. 7: In the jugular vein (superficial vessel) the reversed flow was squeezed by the incompetent 

venous valves forming a jet and vortices were formed upstream of the valves. 

 

DISCUSSION 
   In this study new information on the complex flow profiles in the human cardiovascular system in 

both simple and complex vessel geometries was obtained using the PWE method. In total six 

arterial bifurcations and two venous bulbs were examined on four healthy volunteers. 

   It was shown when examining the carotid bifurcations on two volunteers that a well-defined 

vortex was present in the carotid bulb during the entire heart cycle. This is in accordance with 

earlier results obtained with US vector velocity examinations (26;27). No stable vortices were 

observed during systole in the other four bifurcations, and they did not reveal same consistency in 

terms of flow patterns. However, in the two femoral bifurcations and the brachiocephalic trunk 

reversed flow was observed in diastole. During diastole flow reversed in the superficial branches of 

the femoral artery with antegrade flow in the deep branches. In the brachiocephalic trunk the flow 

reversed in the subclavian artery and filled the common carotid artery. It is well known that the flow 

in the carotid arteries is biphasic without retrograde flow and it is believed that antegrade flow in 

diastole primarily is forwarded from the aorta. In literature it is known as the windkessel effect (28). 

The effect describes how half of the left ventricular stroke volume during systole is stored in the 

aorta and due to the elastic forces of the aortic wall is forwarded in diastole to the peripheral 

circulation. The PWE results indicate that the blood reserve forwarded in diastole to the brain, 

derive from other arteries than the aorta. For neither the femoral bifurcation nor the brachiocephalic 

trunk, have the reversed flow patterns previously been visualized in such detail as presented in this 

study using the PWE method.  
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  The vortex is fundamental in the carotid bifurcation and has in numerous studies been linked to the 

development of atherosclerosis (10;29-32) as disturbed flow around vessel bifurcation has been 

linked more widely to atheroma deposition (33;34). The findings indicate that the flow pattern in 

the carotid bifurcation is different from flow patterns in other bifurcations of the human 

cardiovascular system. It appears that the stable vortex is related to the bulb and not the bifurcation. 

   It was shown using the PWE method that competent valves in the great saphenous vein were 

present, and that vortices were formed in the sinus pockets behind valves. This is in concordance 

with previous studies (35;36). The internal jugular vein was examined as well and the examination 

revealed the presence of incompetent valves and retrograde flow. Incompetent valves of the internal 

jugular vein have been described before with prevalence of 36.8% to 38.4% in healthy persons (37-

39). The findings with the PWE method concerning valves in the great saphenous vein and the 

internal jugular vein are consistent with the literature. However, vortices on either side of the valves 

created by bidirectional flow have not been reported previously. 

   Secondary flow was seen in the subclavian artery (Fig. 3) and in the common carotid artery (Fig. 

6). Secondary flow has been predicted by computational fluid dynamics and magnetic resonance 

imaging in several studies and for different vessels but it has not been possible before to visualize 

secondary flow with US (7-11).  The secondary flow is thought to have a protective role in the 

development of atherosclerosis and may be an important issue in vascular disease assessment (40). 

 

CONCLUSION 
   With the PWE method different vessel geometries have been examined and flow patterns 

described. The fast, angle independent, non-invasive, blood vector velocity method is unique 

compared to conventional imaging modalities in the ability to visualize complex flow patterns and 

has revealed new information in the field of blood dynamics.  

   Future studies with PWE method will be realized to follow up on discoveries described in this 

paper. Especially important are the studies: 1) of the stable vortex in the carotid bulb and the 

relation to the baroreceptors, 2) of the venous valves and the pressure dynamics around the valves, 

3) of retrograde flow patterns in the brachiocephalic trunk and femoral bifurcation, and 4) of 

secondary flow in different vessel geometries and the relation to atheroma deposition. Other studies 

with the PWE method will concern flow dynamics of the heart and its valves and altered flow 

patterns in diseased vessels with e.g. aneurysms and stenoses.   

   The promising preliminary in-vivo results presented in this paper indicate that the PWE method 

has great potential.  However, the PWE method requires a big effort for data acquisition and 

processing and is, in consequence, not ready yet for clinical routine. 
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Abstract – Spectral Doppler is a common way to estimate blood velocities in medical ultrasound 

(US). The standard way of estimating spectrograms is Welch’s method (WM), which is dependent 

on an observation window (OW) of up to 256 emissions per estimate to produce spectrograms of 

sufficient spectral resolution and contrast. Two adaptive filterbank methods have been suggested to 

reduce the OW: Blood spectral Power Capon (BPC) and the Blood Amplitude and Phase 

EStimation method (BAPES). Previous simulations and phantom studies have indicated that the two 

adaptive methods displayed sufficient spectral resolution for much shorter OW than WM. The 

purpose of this paper is to investigate the methods in-vivo. Ten volunteers were scanned over the 

carotid artery using the experimental ultrasound scanner RASMUS and a B-K Medical 7 MHz 

linear array transducer. Four approaches (WM with a Hanning window (W.HAN), WM with a 

boxcar window (W.BOX), BPC and BAPES) and seven OWs (128, 64, 32, 16, 8, 4 and 2) were 

combined. Thus, from each data set, 28 spectrograms were produced. To investigate the methods 

quantitatively, a spectrum at end-diastole was found for each spectrogram from which two 

parameters were calculated: the full-width-at-half-maximum (FWHM) and the ratio between main 

and side lobe levels. To investigate the estimates qualitatively, all 280 spectrograms were 

randomised and presented to nine radiologists blinded to method and OW for visual evaluation: 

useful or not useful. Descriptive statistic analyses, tests for multiple comparisons and kappa-

statistics were performed. BAPES and BPC compared to WM showed better resolution i.e. lower 

FWHM for all OW below 128 while only BAPES compared to WM had improved contrast i.e. 

higher ratio. According to the scores given by the radiologists, BAPES, BPC and W.HAN 

performed equally well (p>0.05) at OW 128 and 64, while W.BOX scored less (p<0.05). At OW 

32, BAPES and BPC performed better than WM (p<0.0001) and BAPES was significantly superior 

to BPC at OW 16 (p=0.0002) and 8 (p<0.0001). BPC at OW 32 performed as well at BPC at OW 

128 (p=0.29) and BAPES at OW 16 performed as well as BAPES at OW 128 (p=0.55). WM at OW 

16 and 8 failed as all four methods at OW 4 and 2. The intra-observer variability tested for three 

radiologist showed on average good agreement (90%, κ=0.79) and inter-observer variability showed 

moderate agreement (78%, κ=0.56) displaying consistency in given scores for each radiologist with 

differences in base-line among the radiologists. The results indicated that BPC and BAPES had 

better resolution than WM while only BAPES had better contrast than WM and that OW can be 

reduced to 32 using BPC and 16 using BAPES without reducing the usefulness of the resulting 

spectrogram. The fast spectral velocity estimation using adaptive filterbank methods could 

potentially increase the temporal resolution of the spectrogram or the frame rate of the interleaved 

B-mode images.  
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INTRODUCTION 
   In ultrasound (US) imaging visualization of blood motion can be achieved with color flow 

mapping, power Doppler imaging, and spectral Doppler. The three methods estimate the blood 

motion along the beam direction. Color flow mapping and power Doppler display the blood motion 

qualitatively using color coding delineated by a color box on top of a B-mode image. The spectral 

Doppler method is a quantitative technique providing estimates of blood flow within a range gate 

on a single image line. Spectral Doppler is displayed with the B-mode modality in the duplex mode 

where the latter is used for navigation of the range gate and flow angle correction. Alternatively, 

spectral Doppler is displayed in the triplex mode with a B-mode image and color flow mapping. 

   A typical B-mode image consists of about 100 image lines. Whether the technique is color flow 

mapping, power Doppler or spectral Doppler, the axial velocity of the blood is found by imaging 

the same image line repeatedly. In spectral Doppler, the estimates are angle-corrected by the 

operator and presented as blood velocities plotted against time, denoted a spectrogram. In most 

commercial scanners Welch’s method (WM) is used for estimation of the spectrogram [1,2]. To 

obtain an acceptable spectral resolution with WM, an observation window (OW) of up to 256 

consecutive emissions for each velocity estimate is used [3]. This affects the temporal resolution in 

the spectrogram and the frame rate of the interleaved B-mode image. The temporal resolution of the 

spectrogram in conventional spectral Doppler can be impaired to the point where the rapid changes 

of blood velocities in the systole are difficult to measure. The events of upstroke, peak velocity and 

downstroke lie temporally so close that the different phases are merged together due to the long OW 

[4]. Likewise, the frame rate of the interleaved B-mode images can be decreased to the point where 

the examination is difficult to perform [3,5]. The operator can experience difficulties in placing the 

range gate in the vessel of interest as respiratory movements by the patient or involuntary 

transducer movements by the operator are not realized and corrected. 

   Alternative methods for fast velocity estimation have been proposed by several groups. Coats et 

al. used offline computation combined with a recursive spectral estimation approach [4], Tanaka et 

al. used selected phase information [6], Gran et al. proposed a method with frequency splitting 

using Barker and Golay code excitation [7], Oddershede et al. used multi-frequency encoding [8] 

and Jensen used sparse data sequences [9]. Another approach is adaptive filtering, which has 

previously been tested in simulations [10-12] and in phantom validation studies [13,14]. Only 

Herment et al. has produced examples of adaptive spectral filtration on in-vivo data [15]. 

   In this paper two adaptive spectral filtering methods are validated in-vivo against the conventional 

WM for blood velocity estimation. The Blood spectral Power Capon method (BPC) based on a 

minimum variance estimator has been proposed by Stoica et al. [2,16], and the Blood spectral 

Amplitude and Phase Estimation the Blood spectral Amplitude and Phase Estimation method 

(BAPES) has been proposed by Gran et al. [17,18]. The algorithm used in BPC has previously been 

compared to the averaged periodogram used in the WM [19,20] and both BPC and BAPES have 

been evaluated in simulations using Field II [21], in a flow rig with steady laminar flow and in a 

single in-vivo experiment [18].  

   The purpose of this paper is to investigate the in-vivo performances of BPC and BAPES compared 

to WM. Ten volunteers were scanned on the common carotid artery. From each data set, 

spectrograms were found by using BPC, BAPES and WM on a series of different OWs. To 

investigate the methods quantitatively, a spectrum at end-diastole was taken out for each 

spectrogram from which two parameters were calculated: the full-width-at-half-maximum (FWHM) 

and the ratio between main and side lobe levels. To investigate the estimates qualitatively, a 

prospective trial was conducted where all the spectrograms were randomized and presented to nine 

radiologists blinded to method and OW for visual evaluation. 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Volunteers 

   This prospective study was performed after approval by The Danish National Committee on 

Biomedical Research Ethics. Ten healthy volunteers (nine males and one female, mean age: 29.1 

years, range: 24-36 years) entered the study after informed consent. The right common carotid 

artery was examined in all volunteers using US. All scans were carried out by an experienced 

radiologist. 

 

Spectral estimators 

 WM is applied on data using two different weighting schemes to control contrast and resolution in 

the resulting spectrogram: WM with a Hanning window (W.HAN) and WM with a boxcar window 

(W.BOX) (Fig. 1). W.HAN is the preferred conventional spectral estimator. It is well known in 

digital signal processing [22] that due to Hanning weighting of data the resulting spectrogram has 

improved contrast at the expense of spectral resolution. On the contrary, spectrograms generated 

with the W.BOX approach have improved spectral resolution but decreased contrast compared to 

W.HAN.  

 

 
Figure 1: The scattered signal is multiplied in the time domain with a bell-shaped Hanning window 

or with a rectangular boxcar window. Thus, the blood signal used for velocity estimation is found 

under the curve corresponding to the chosen window. 

 

   BPC and BAPES are alternative methods using data-dependent adaptive filtering techniques 

based on a matched filterbank framework [2,23]. Unique filters are generated for each spectral 

velocity component and designed so the individual spectral velocity component is not distorted. 

Thereby, a unique filterbank is generated to each data set. In BPC the filters are designed to 

minimize the total power of the filtered data, while in BAPES the filters are designed to minimize 

the power of the filtered noise; including interfering signals, such as contributions from additional 

velocity components. 

 

Setup 

   Ten healthy volunteers were scanned on the right common carotid artery using the experimental 

scanner RASMUS [24] and a B-K Medical 8804, 7 MHz linear array transducer. The setup is given 

in Table 1. One data set of approximately 2.5 seconds was recorded for each volunteer where the 

sequential data acquisition alternated between a sequence for flow estimation of 3800 consecutive 

emissions and a sequence for B-mode imaging of 65 consecutive emissions. The recorded data was 
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post processed using the four different methods: W.HAN, W.BOX, BPC and BAPES. For each 

method, spectrograms were estimated using different OWs: 128, 64, 32, 16, 8, 4 and 2 

emissions/estimate. Hence, 28 spectrograms were calculated from every data set giving in total 280 

spectrograms for all volunteers. Post processing was done offline with MATLAB (Mathworks, 

Natick, MA, USA) on a 100 CPU Linux cluster.  

 

Parameter Value Unit
Sampling frequency 40 MHz

Center frequency 7 MHz

Pulse repetition frequency 9.3 kHz

Number of transmitting elements 64 elements

Apodization in transmit Uniform N/A

Number of receiving elements 64 elements

Apodization in receive Hanning N/A   
Table 1: Scanner and transducer setup 

 

Quantitative evaluation  

   To investigate the methods quantitatively, a spectrum at end-diastole was found for each 

spectrogram. For each data set, the time instant was chosen by visually examining the spectrogram 

obtained with W.HAN at OW 128. To the chosen time, spectra to all 28 spectrograms of the same 

data set were found. End-diastole was chosen to be the time of interest as it is easy to identify and 

used clinically for calculating e.g. resistive index [25]. From each spectrum, two parameters were 

calculated: the FWHM and the ratio between main and side lobe levels. The FWHM was found as 

the width of the velocity distribution of the main lobe at half of the maximum amplitude given in 

m/s. Thus, the FWHM is a measure of spectral resolution. The ratio was found as the relative 

difference between the side-lobe level and the peak amplitude. The side-lobe level was found as the 

median value of the distributed amplitudes outside the main-lobe, outlined by the FWHM.  The 

ratio, given in decibel (dB), is a measure of contrast in the spectrogram. 

 

Qualitative evaluation 

   To investigate the methods qualitatively, nine experienced radiologists evaluated in a blinded trial 

the 280 randomized spectrograms by scoring each spectrogram useful or not useful. Intra- and inter-

observer variations were additionally found. The intra-observer variability was assessed by 

comparing the scores given twice by three radiologists with >14 days between each session. The 

sequence of spectrograms was randomized to each session so judgement bias was minimized.  

 

Statistics 

   A descriptive statistical analysis was computed on FWHM and ratio data of the 280 spectra 

finding mean value and standard deviation for each combination of method and window. The scores 

given by the radiologists were pooled by method and window. Useful and not useful were coded 

with the dummy variables 1 and 0, respectively. Before data analysis, Kolmogorov-Smirnov 

normality test and the Levene variance homogeneity test were applied to the data. No data transfor-

mation was needed. Bonferroni adjusted tests for multiple comparisons paired on volunteer level 

with p<0.05 considered significant were performed [26]. The intra- and inter-observer variability 

were investigated using Cohen’s and Fleiss’ kappa, respectively [27,28]. Statistical analyses were 

performed using SAS (SAS Institute, Cary, NC, USA) and MATLAB (Mathworks, Natick, MA, 

USA). 

 
RESULTS  

   From the same data set with three systoles recorded, examples of spectrograms, which were 

obtained with the four methods at OW 128 and 16, are presented (Fig. 2). The gaps in the 
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spectrograms represent the necessary pulse emissions used for generating the interleaved B-mode 

images. Examples of spectra obtained from the spectrograms shown in Fig. 2 at end-diastole to time 

2.2 s are presented in Fig. 3.  Mean and standard deviation of FWHM and ratio for the 280 spectra 

pooled by method and window are displayed in Table 2 and plotted in Fig. 4. The overall result of 

the scores given for each combination of method and window is displayed in Table 3 and illustrated 

in Fig. 5. The result of the Bonferroni adjusted tests for multiple comparisons paired on volunteer 

level is shown in Table 4 and illustrated in Fig. 6. 

   For each method, tests for multiple comparisons were also used to investigate at which OWs the 

given scores were significantly different from the score given at OW 128. W.BOX performed 

significantly worse when OW was reduced to 64 compared to W.BOX at OW 128 (p=0.03). 

W.HAN was not scored differently when reducing OW to 64 (p=0.55) but was scored significantly 

less at OW 32 (p <0.0001). BPC performed equally well at OW 32 compared to OW 128 (p=0.30) 

while BAPES scored significantly higher at OW 32 compared to OW 128 (p=0.02). Only BAPES 

performed as well for OW 16 as at OW 128 (p = 0.55). All four methods had decreased 

performances at OW 8, 4 and 2 compared to OW 128. The intra-observer variability for three 

radiologist evaluating the same 280 spectrograms with >14 days apart showed good agreement with 

an averaged Cohen’s kappa value of 0.79 (94%, κ=0.88; 83%, κ=0.67; 93%, κ=0.81). The inter-

observer variability showed moderate agreement using Fleiss’ kappa (78%, κ=0.57). 

 

 
Figure 2: Spectrograms were found using the four methods with an OW 128 (left frames) and 16 

(right frames). At OW 128 all methods displayed good performances. At OW 16, W.HAN and 

W.BOX estimated spectrograms with decreased quality compared to BPC and BAPES. 
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Figure 3: From the same volunteer at one time instant, spectra were generated using the four 

methods with an OW 128 and 16. 

 

 

 
Figure 4: FWHM (left frame) and ratio (right frame) are plotted against OW for each method. 

 

 

 
Figure 5: The total sum of scores in percentage for each method to different OWs 
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Figure 6: The mean of scores for each method in comparison over different OWs is shown with a 

histogram. The 95% confidence interval for the difference in means is shown as a bar and marked 

with a “■” if insignificant or with a “●” if significant. Comparisons to OW 2 are left out. 

 

OW Parameter BAPES BPC W.HAN W.BOX
128 FWHM [m/s] 0.029 (0.01) 0.026 (0.01) 0.034 (0.01) 0.029 (0.01)

ratio [dB] 37.06 (3.19) 33.64 (3.16) 34.47 (3.20) 32.80 (2.45)

64 FWHM [m/s] 0.025 (0.01) 0.032 (0.01) 0.050 (0.01) 0.040 (0.01)

ratio [dB] 35.81 (3.91) 29.89 (2.76) 31.53 (2.63) 29.31 (1.87)

32 FWHM [m/s] 0.034 (0.02) 0.033 (0.02) 0.074 (0.01) 0.055 (0.01)

ratio [dB] 34.02 (4.47) 28.71 (2.94) 30.67 (4.63) 26.60 (2.25)

16 FWHM [m/s] 0.029 (0.01) 0.027 (0.01) 0.124 (0.00) 0.082 (0.01)

ratio [dB] 33.27 (5.24) 29.03 (4.41) 29.63 (5.81) 22.99 (1.73)

8 FWHM [m/s] 0.034 (0.01) 0.033 (0.02) 0.230 (0.00) 0.159 (0.01)

ratio [dB] 31.26 (5.17) 26.01 (4.18) 26.49 (5.33) 17.85 (0.81)

4 FWHM [m/s] 0.065 (0.02) 0.053 (0.03) 0.412 (0.01) 0.319 (0.00)

ratio [dB] 26.73 (4.73) 22.23 (4.01) 20.51 (3.29) 13.20 (0.60)

2 FWHM [m/s] 0.145 (0.03) 0.113 (0.06) 0.688 (0.01) 0.688 (0.01)

ratio [dB] 23.38 (4.13) 18.94 (4.18) 11.21 (0.51) 11.21 (0.51)  
Table 2: Mean (and standard deviation) of FWHM and ratio given for each combination 

OW/method over ten volunteers. 

 

OW BAPES BPC W.HAN W.BOX
128 72 (80 %) 73 (81.1 %) 73 (81.1 %) 62 (68.9 %)

64 73 (81.1 %) 78 (86.7 %) 75 (83.3 %) 55 (61.1 %)

32 80 (88.9 %) 77 (85.6 %) 34 (37.8 %) 23 (25.6 %)

16 70 (77.8 %) 50 (55.6 %) 5 (5.6 %) 5 (5.6 %)

8 31 (34.4 %) 13 (14.4 %) 0 (0.0 %) 0 (0.0 %)

4 6 (6.7 %) 6 (6.7 %) 0 (0.0 %) 0 (0.0 %)

2 0 (0.0 %) 0 (0.0 %) 0 (0.0 %) 0 (0.0 %)  
Table 3: Each cell consists of the total sum of scores given by nine radiologists on 10 volunteers in 

the range 0 to 90 (and percentage) for the combination method/OW. 
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BAPES BPC W.HAN W.BOX 95% CI p-value

128 emissions/estimate 7.2 (0.91) 7.3 (0.65) 7.3 (0.95) 6.2 (1.23)

BAPES vs. BPC x x (-1.03;0.83) 1.0
BAPES vs. W.HAN x x (-1.03;0.83) 1.0

BAPES vs. W.BOX x x (0.07;1.93) 0.03 ●

BPC vs. W.HAN x x (-0.93;0.93) 1.0

BPC vs. W.BOX x x (0.17;2.03) 0.01 ●

W.HAN vs. W.BOX x x (0.17;2.03) 0.01 ●

64 emissions/estimate 7.3 (0.82) 7.8 (0.79) 7.5 (0.97) 5.5 (0.71)

BAPES vs. BPC x x (-1.34;0.35) 0.63

BAPES vs. W.HAN x x (-1.04;0.64) 1.0

BAPES vs. W.BOX x x (0.95;2.65) <0.0001 ●

BPC vs. W.HAN x x (-0.54;1.15) 1.0

BPC vs. W.BOX x x (1.45;3.15) <0.0001 ●

W.HAN vs. W.BOX x x (1.15;2.85) <0.0001 ●

32 emissions/estimate 8.0 (0.94) 7.7 (1.25) 3.4 (1.51) 2.3 (1.25)

BAPES vs. BPC x x (-1.24;1.84) 1.0

BAPES vs. W.HAN x x (3.06;6.14) <0.0001 ●

BAPES vs. W.BOX x x (4.16;7.24) <0.0001 ●

BPC vs. W.HAN x x (2.76;5.84) <0.0001 ●

BPC vs. W.BOX x x (3.86;6.94) <0.0001 ●

W.HAN vs. W.BOX x x (-0.44;2.64) 0.31

16 emissions/estimate 7.0 (1.15) 5.0 (1.15) 0.5 (0.53) 0.5 (0.53)

BAPES vs. BPC x x (0.84;3.16) 0.0002 ●

BAPES vs. W.HAN x x (5.34;7.66) <0.0001 ●

BAPES vs. W.BOX x x (5.34;7.66) <0.0001 ●

BPC vs. W.HAN x x (3.34;5.66) <0.0001 ●

BPC vs. W.BOX x x (3.34;5.66) <0.0001 ●

W.HAN vs. W.BOX x x (-1.16;1.16) 1.0

 8 emissions/estimate 3.1 (1.10) 1.3 (0.94) 0 (0) 0 (0)

BAPES vs. BPC x x (0.99;2.61) <0.0001 ●

BAPES vs. W.HAN x x (2.29;3.91) <0.0001 ●

BAPES vs. W.BOX x x (2.29;3.91) <0.0001 ●

BPC vs. W.HAN x x (0.49;2.11) 0.0006 ●

BPC vs. W.BOX x x (0.49;2.11) 0.0006 ●

W.HAN vs. W.BOX x x (-0.81;0.81) 1.0

4 emissions/estimate 0.6 (0.84) 0.6 (0.70) 0 (0) 0 (0)

BAPES vs. BPC x x (-0.62;0.62) 1.0

BAPES vs. W.HAN x x (-0.02;1.21) 0.062

BAPES vs. W.BOX x x (-0.02;1.21) 0.062

BPC vs. W.HAN x x (-0.02;1.21) 0.062

BPC vs. W.BOX x x (-0.02;1.21) 0.062

W.HAN vs. W.BOX x x (-0.62;0.62) 1.0

 2 emissions/estimate 0 (0)  0(0) 0(0) 0(0)  
Table 4: The mean of scores is given on volunteer level in the range 0 to 9 (and standard deviation) 

for each combination method/OW indicated by “x”. For each OW, comparison tests were 

performed with 95% CI in difference of means and p-value given. Significant findings are marked 

by a “●”. No comparison is done for OW 2 as all methods were scored useless. 
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DISCUSSION    

    FWHM given in m/s is a measure of spectral resolution and should be as low as possible, while 

the ratio given in dB is a measure of spectral contrast and should be as high as possible. It is seen in 

Table 2 and Fig. 4 that on average for all OWs above 2, W.BOX performed with better resolution 

than W.HAN and W.HAN performed with better contrast than W.BOX. The adaptive methods 

outperformed WM in terms of resolution at all OWs below 128 and it is seen that BPC had a 

slightly better resolution than BAPES. In terms of contrast, BAPES was superior compared to both 

BPC and WM for all OWs. The W.HAN had better contrast than BPC for all OWs above 8.  

   In Fig. 2 examples of acquired spectrograms obtained with the four approaches at OW 128 and 16 

are shown. Spectral resolution in the spectrogram corresponds to the width of the white curve 

representing estimated blood velocities, while the difference between the white curve and the dark 

surroundings corresponds to contrast. The spectrograms underline the results of the quantitative 

tests. At OW 128 the four approaches produced spectrograms of good quality while the estimators 

differed in performance at OW 16. At OW 16, it is seen that W.BOX estimated with a higher 

spectral resolution than W.HAN and the adaptive methods with higher spectral resolution than WM. 

Furthermore, it is seen that the contrast decreased from BAPES to BPC and WM. W.BOX 

performed poorest among the four methods in terms of contrast and a so-called ringing phenomenon 

at OW 16 can be seen. 

   Spectra for the methods are shown in Fig. 3. The side lobes representing leakage from the true 

velocity were suppressed, while the main lobe representing the true velocity was broadened for 

W.HAN compared to W.BOX. The pronounced side lobes for W.BOX at OW 16 correspond to the 

ringing phenomenon shown in Fig. 2. The adaptive methods had a narrower main lobe at OW 16 

compared to WM and BAPES displayed better side lobe levels compared to both BPC and WM.  

   The overall result of the qualitative evaluation displayed in Table 3 and Fig. 5 shows that the 

radiologists preferred the adaptive methods over WM, BAPES over BPC and W.HAN over 

W.BOX. The inter- and intra-observer variability were additionally tested and showed moderate and 

good agreement, respectively, indicating consistent scores given by each radiologists with a base-

line difference among the radiologists. In Table 4 and Fig. 6 the results of the statistical analyses on 

the mean of scores using Bonferroni adjusted tests for multiple comparisons are displayed. It is seen 

that at OW 128 and 64, BAPES, BPC and W.HAN performed equally well while W.BOX scored 

significantly less. When reducing the OW to 32, the adaptive methods BAPES and BPC performed 

better than W.HAN and W.BOX. However, BAPES was superior to BPC at OW 16 and 8. At OW 

16 and 8 the conventional methods were scored useless. When the OW was decreased to 4 and 2 all 

four methods failed according to the radiologists.  

   For each method, the scores given at window sizes below OW 128 were compared to the score 

given at OW 128 to evaluate how robust each method was to reduction of OW. At OW 64 only 

W.BOX scored significantly worse, while W.HAN significantly decreased in score at OW 32. At 

OW 32, BPC scored as at OW 128 while BAPES actually scored significantly better. At OW 16, 

only BAPES was scored equal to OW 128. Hence, W.HAN at OW 64, BPC at 32 and BAPES at 16 

can produce spectrograms, according to the nine radiologists, which are as acceptable as if they 

were produced at OW 128.  

   Moreover, the radiologists preferred contrast to spectral resolution when comparing scores given 

for W.BOX and W.HAN at OW 128 and 64 and in most modern scanners the Hanning weighting 

scheme is accordingly implemented for spectral blood estimation. However, when comparing BPC 

and W.HAN the improved resolution in BPC was preferred to the improved contrast in W.HAN. 

This is seen in Table 4 and Fig. 6 at OW 32 and 16. It indicates that it is not only the raised side 

lobe level in W.BOX, which reduces the quality of the spectrogram compared to W.HAN but also 

the accompanying ringing phenomenon.  

   Finally, the radiologists significantly preferred BAPES at OW 32 compared to BAPES at OW 128 

(p = 0.01). The reason could be that the observers were disturbed visually by the high contrast and 
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spectral resolution of the spectrograms obtained with BAPES/OW 128 and somewhat preferred the 

smoothing of details as presented in spectrograms obtained with BAPES/OW 32.  

   The US examination of today can potentially be improved if the conventional WM for blood 

velocity estimation used in commercial scanners was to be replaced with one of adaptive spectral 

estimators BPC or BAPES. Consequently, either the temporal resolution of the spectrogram could 

be increased to obtain more information of the blood velocity profile, or the frame rate for the 

interleaved B-mode image could be increased to facilitate navigation under US examination.  

According to Gran et al. (2009), the adaptive methods are more computationally demanding than 

the conventional WM, and BAPES is more computationally heavy than BPC. However, when 

reducing the OW, the computational costs decrease as well. Therefore, the BAPES method 

implemented with an OW 16 or the BPC method with an OW 32 may be as tractable as WM with a 

much longer OW.  It should therefore be possible to implement the methods into commercial 

scanners and convert the methods to an actual real-time modality. 

 

CONCLUSION 

   In this paper the performances of two adaptive spectral estimators BPC and BAPES were 

investigated in-vivo. It was shown that the adaptive methods were superior to the conventional WM 

and that BAPES was superior to BPC. The quantitative tests showed that BAPES and BPC had 

improved spectral resolution and BAPES had improved spectral contrast compared to WM. 

According to the given scores given by nine radiologists, OW can be reduced to 32 when using 

BPC, and 16 when using BAPES method for estimating spectrogram without losing performance. 

The results indicate that the adaptive methods BPC and BAPES potentially can bring improvements 

to spectral blood estimation as an increase of the temporal resolution of the spectrogram or as an 

increase of the frame rate for the interleaved B-mode image. Further studies are needed to evaluate 

the adaptive spectral estimators in various in-vivo settings with different flow profiles, vessel 

geometries and scan depths using different transducers. 
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Abstract-Conventional Doppler methods for blood velocity 

estimation only estimate the velocity component along the 
ultrasound (US) beam direction. This implies that a Doppler angle 
under examination close to 90˚ results in unreliable information 
about the true blood direction and blood velocity.  
 The novel method Transverse Oscillation (TO), which 
combines estimates of the axial and the transverse velocity 
components in the scan plane, makes it possible to estimate the 
vector velocity of the blood regardless of the Doppler angle. 
 The present study evaluates the TO method with magnetic 
resonance angiography (MRA) by comparing in-vivo 
measurements of stroke volume (SV) obtained from the right 
common carotid artery. Angle of insonation was 90° for the TO 
measurements. Eleven healthy volunteers were scanned with the 
TO method and MRA. The overall results were as follows: mean 
SV +/- STD for TO: 5.5 ml +/- 1.7 ml and for MRA: 5.8 ml +/- 2.0 
ml with the full range for TO: 3.4 ml – 9.5 ml and for MRA 3.0 ml 
– 10.8 ml. The correlation between the SV estimated by TO and 
MRA was 0.91 (p < 0.01; 95 % CI: 0.69 to 0.98) with the equation 
for the line of regression MRA = 1.1•TO - 0.4. A Bland-Altman 
plot was constructed where the mean difference was 0.2 ml with 
limits of agreement at -1.4 ml and 1.9 ml (95 % CI for mean 
difference: -0.3 ml to 0.8 ml). The strong correlation and the low 
mean difference between the TO method and MRA indicates that 
reliable vector velocity estimates can be obtained in vivo using the 
presented angle independent 2-D vector velocity method. The 
results give reason to believe that the TO method can be a useful 
alternative to conventional Doppler systems bringing forth new 
information to the US examination of blood flow.  

I. INTRODUCTION 

The clinical US scanners today perform blood velocity 
estimation by using the autocorrelation approach where the 
actual velocity is a projection onto the US beam direction. 
However, the inherent limitations of the conventional Doppler 
system give rise to unreliable velocity estimations when the 
angle between the beam direction and the flow approaches 90° 
[1].  

To circumvent the angle dependency, the promising TO 
method for vector velocity estimation has been proposed by 
Jensen and Munk [2-4] and a similar approach by Anderson 
[5]. The method introduces, along with the axial oscillation, an 
additional oscillation in the lateral direction of the pulse-echo 
field. The measured signals are therefore sensitive to both an 
axial and a transverse motion. Using special autocorrelation 
estimators [3], the axial and transverse velocity components 
can be determined to achieve angle independent 2D blood 
velocity estimates. Thus, the problem of conventional color 

Doppler in achieving a sufficient angle of insonation is 
alleviated. 

The TO method has previously been evaluated in 
simulations and flow-phantoms [6;7] and examples of in-vivo 
sequences have been produced of the carotid artery [8;9]. 
However, the TO method has not yet been evaluated in a 
clinical study and performance compared to an independently 
and reliable velocity estimator.  

In this paper the volume flow in the common carotid artery 
estimated with the TO method, is compared to volume flow 
measurement estimated with MRA. MRA is accepted as a gold 
standard for the quantification of the cerebral blood flow [10]. 
Furthermore, the assumptions of circular geometry of the 
examined vessel and rotationally symmetric blood flow used in 
the calculation of TO volume flow estimation were tested. 

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

A. Patients 
This prospective study was performed after approval by The 

Danish National Committee on Biomedical Research Ethics 
(Date:30-05-06, J.nr:(KF)07, 307579). Eleven healthy 
volunteers (seven males and four females, 24 – 44 years old, 
mean age: 32 years) entered the study after informed consent. 
The right common carotid artery was examined in all 
volunteers using US and MRA on two different days. The 
volunteer rested supine on the examination table 15 minutes 
before both examinations. All scans were carried out by an 
experienced radiologist. 

B. Theory 
The basis for vector velocity measuring with the TO method 

has been described previously [2-4;7]. In brief, the motion in 
the transverse direction is found by creating a double 
oscillation (an axial oscillation and a transverse oscillation) in 
the pulse-echo field from which two different frequencies can 
be found. The two frequencies can be manipulated to give the 
transverse vector velocity. The axial vector velocity is found 
exactly as in conventional Doppler systems from an axial 
oscillation. The two vector velocities, found from the same 
data set by changing the receive beamforming and using a 
special estimator, are combined to yield the 2D vector velocity 
of the moving scatterers. The emitted pulse giving rise to the 
two vector velocity components is identical to the pulse used in 
conventional US Doppler system. Details about the 
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measurement setup are described by Udesen et al. [9] and the 
estimators are described by Jensen [3]. 

C. TO setup 
The recorded sequences of vector velocity images (VVI) 

were obtained with the experimental scanner RASMUS [11] 
and a linear array transducer both described by the parameters 
depicted in Table I. The post processing was performed with 
MATLAB 6.5 (Mathworks, Natick, MA, USA). All sequences 
of VVI were obtained from the right common carotid artery of 
the volunteers with angels of insonation of approximately 90°, 
i.e. when the conventional Doppler method fails to estimate 
any blood velocities. The vessel of interest was scanned 
approximately two cm upstream of the bifurcation to prevent 
confounding turbulence. For data analysis the stored 3 sec 
sequence was processed by an algorithm that automatically 
identified the vessel region in each frame from the B-mode 
image [9].  

The volume flow per second in each VVI was estimated by 
integrating the delineated 2D vessel up to form a 3D vessel. 
The mean volume flow per second in each VVI was found as 
an average of the volume flows per second estimated to all 
different lateral positions in the VVI. This yielded a volume 
profile for every sequence. A detailed description of the 
calculations is given by Hansen et al [12].  

D. MRA setup 
MRA examinations were performed with a 1.5 T whole body 

scanner (Magnetom Vision, Siemens AG).  A prospective ECG 
(electrocardiogram) triggered phase contrast sequence using a 
cervical coil was employed. Phase interval was 29 ms, pixel 
resolution 0.52 x 0.39 mm2, FOV (field-of-view) 100 mm, 
slice thickness 6 mm and maximal velocity encoding VENC  +/-
1.5 m/s.  

TABLE I 
SCANNER AND TRANSDUCER SETUP 

Transducer Linear array, BK 8812 
Center frequency 5 MHz 
Number of cycles pr. Pulse 8 cycles/pulse 
Fprf 6 kHz 
Sampling frequency 40 Mhz 
Lateral wave length 1.0 mm 
Apodization in transmit Hanning 
Apodization in receive Two Hannings 
Focus in transmit 18 mm 
Focus in receive Dynamic 
F-number in transmit 3.3 
F-number in receive 0.8 
Number of firings pr. vel. est. 64 firings/vel. est. 
Lateral distance between vel. est. 4 pitch 
I spta 293 mW/cm2 
MI 1.07 
TIS 1.65 
 

The scan plan for the volume flow measurements was 
selected to be perpendicular to the right common carotid artery 
and placed two cm upstream of the bifurcation as in TO. The 
volume flow estimation of the resulting MRA scanning was 
carried out in MATLAB 6.5 (Mathworks, Natick, MA, USA) 
using MRA DICOM (Digital Imaging and Communications in 
Medicine) formatted images. The MRA phase velocity maps 
(PVM) were recorded interleaved with anatomic images.  

For every frame of the anatomic sequence, the 
circumferential vessel wall was computed by defining a 
threshold pixel value. The volume flow per second was 
calculated using the window on the corresponding PVM by 
adding all the pixel values within the vessel and multiplying 
with pixel area. Another region near the vessel on the flow 
sequence was selected to correct the phase off-set [13].  

E. Assumption  
When calculating the blood flow from VVI of the TO 

method, assumptions of circular geometry and rotationally 
symmetric blood flow are obligatory. The assumptions were 
tested by taking out lines from the MRA PVM for every angle. 
The lines of vector velocities were computed as if they were 
obtained with TO. Thus, for every angle a SV was calculated. 
This yielded a SV range for every volunteer which was 
compared to the actual MRA SV measurement where no 
assumptions were made.  

F. Comparison 
The comparison of the achieved volume flow profiles was 

made with respect to SV. This variable is less heart rate 
dependent and, thus, a more reliable parameter when 
comparing measurements obtained at two different occasions 
[14]. In ref. [12] the calculations of SV are detailed. 

G. Statistics 
An elementary statistical analysis was computed on the SV 

data for the two modalities finding mean value, standard 
deviation and SV range. The SV data obtained with TO were 
then compared to SV data obtained with MRA using linear 
regression analysis with two-tailed significance value given 
and p<0.05 considered significant. The correlation coefficient, 
regression equation, and confidence interval using Fisher’s r-
to-z-transformation were calculated. Finally a Bland-Altman 
plot was made to illustrate the difference of SV estimated by 
TO and MRA along with confidence intervals. All statistical 
analysis was performed within the MATLAB 6.5 (Mathworks, 
Natick, MA, USA) environment. 

III. RESULTS 

The mean SV +/- STD for TO was 5.5 ml +/- 1.7 ml with the 
range of 3.4 ml – 9.5 ml. Respective estimates for MRA was 
5.8 ml +/- 2.0 ml with the range 3.0 ml – 10.8 ml.  

The correlation between the SV estimated by TO and MRA 
is illustrated in Fig. 1 as a scatterplot. R was 0.91 (p<0.01; 95 
% CI: 0.69 to 0.98) and the least squares (MRA = 1.1 * TO - 
0.4) was found to be close to unity. The range of MRA SV 
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assuming rotationally symmetric flow and circular vessel 
geometry is shown as a bar for every volunteer in the 
scatterplot.  

In Fig. 2 the Bland-Altman plot is constructed. The mean 
difference is 0.24 ml with limits of agreement at -1.41 ml and 
1.90 ml (95 % CI for mean difference: -0.32 ml to 0.81 ml).  

In Fig. 3 the ranges of SV as percentages of actual MRA SV 
for all volunteers are plotted giving a mean ratio of 24.3%. One 
volunteer presented a ratio between range of MRA SV and 
actual MRA SV of 48.3%. The angle dependent SV with a 
range of 3.2 ml to 5.1 ml for this volunteer is depicted in Fig 4. 
By examining the PVM of this particular volunteer, it was seen 
that a substantial asymmetric flow was present, while the 
vessel had approximately circular geometry. 

 

 
Figure 1.   Correlation between MRA and TO. Line of best fit (solid line) and 
line of perfect fit (dashed line) are drawn. The range of MRA SV assuming 
circular geometry and rotationally symmetric flow is shown for every 
volunteer as a bar. 
 

 
 
Figure 2.   Bland-Altman plot of SV measured with MRA and TO showing 
mean (thick solid line) +/- 2 SD (thin solid line)  

 
Figure 3.   SV ratio was estimated by the range, found as the difference 
between the maximal and minimal angle dependent SV, divided with the actual 
MRA SV and given in percentage. The mean ratio was 24.3 %. 

 
Figure 4.   SV measured for every line of angle for one volunteer. 
The maximal and minimal angle dependent SV are shown as dashed lines. 

IV. DISCUSSION 

The paper describes results of a comparison study between TO 
and MRA in an in-vivo setup. A strong linear correlation (R = 
0.91, p<0.01) was found between the two modalities, when   
determining the SV in the right common carotid artery of 11 
healthy volunteers. The TO underestimated the SV by 0.24 
ml/stroke compared to MRA according to the Bland-Altman 
plot. Furthermore, the underestimation was illustrated by the 
slope of the regression equation (MRA = 1.1 * TO - 0.4). This 
is consistent with earlier results, which showed an 
underestimation of less than 10% for all angles between 50° to 
90° [7]. Presumably one of the major reasons for the 
underestimation of SV obtained with TO is the stationary echo-
cancelling filter, which cancels out echoes from stationary 
tissue. The blood scattterers with lowest vector velocities near 
the vessel boundaries are confounded with the stationary tissue 
and filtered out. Even though these vector velocities are 
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negligible, they correspond to a large cross sectional area and, 
thus, add up to a significant blood volume.  

The common carotid artery was chosen as the vessel of 
interest, because it is usually a straight vessel and parallel to 
surface, which consequently favors an angle of insonation of 
90°. Moreover, the vessel generally has a circular geometry 
and, thus, an expected symmetric flow profile. This was 
investigated and showed not to be the case for all 11 
volunteers. There was a remarkable difference in SV over 
180°, which shows that the assumption of circular geometry 
and rotationally symmetric flow profile is a simplification. By 
examining the different MRA PVM, it was evident that the 
asymmetric flow profile contributed far most in the angle 
dependent SV difference. Udesen found TO systematically to 
underestimate vector velocities in an experimental flow rig [7]. 
The estimates in this study found below the line of perfect fit in 
the scatterplot (Fig. 1) could be explained as an effect of the 
employed assumption which clearly gives rise to both under- 
and overestimation of the blood volume flow. For two 
volunteers the full range did not overlap the line of perfect fit 
while the estimates were found below the line. It indicates that 
the simplifying assumption of circular geometry and 
rotationally symmetric flow profile cannot entirely explain the 
differences between SV measured with TO and MRA. 

To obtain reliable volume flow measurements by TO it was 
crucial to scan the vessel parallel to the longitudinal axis 
exactly through the middle of the vessel.  According to the B-
mode image where the diameter of the lumen was greatest and 
where intima most clearly was delineated. It is obvious that 
vessel intima is a reliable marker, when positioning the scan 
plane through the middle of the vessel. The layer structures are 
visible when the US beam direction is perpendicular to the 
planes of the layers. Vessels are not perfectly straight tubes so 
when scanning parallel to the longitudinal axis inevitably a part 
of the artery will be out of scan plane due to curvature. This 
results in slightly lowered averaged volume flow.    

Also, it has to be taken into account that the heart rate, 
cardiac output, and SV alter between two consecutive scans. In 
this study up to one week occurred between compared TO and 
MRA scans. The SV is a more stable parameter to measure 
than cardiac output, but still it fluctuates and is to a certain 
point proportional to heart rate [14].  

The limitation of this study is the small number of samples 
in the study population. This affects the correlation coefficient 
as well as the CI of all the statistical calculations. The 
examinations with the TO method are performed with the 
experimental scanner RASMUS [11] and calculated using 
MATLAB 6.5 (Mathworks, Natick, MA, USA) on a 100 CPU 
linux cluster. The cluster gives the most flexible environment 
for processing the data from an experimental point of view, but 
the processing time is considerable. One VVI sequence takes 3 
sec to acquire, 10 hours to store and 48 hours to process. 
Obviously this affects the logistics and reduces the number of 
samples that can realistically be enrolled into the study 
population. However, TO is not a heavy method in terms of 

processing, since it is based on an autocorrelation estimator 
[1;2]. It should therefore be possible to implement the method 
into a commercial scanner and convert the method to an actual 
real-time modality. 

V. CONCLUSION 

Volume flow measurements were obtained in-vivo with the 
angle independent blood vector velocity method TO. The 
results validated against volume flow measurements obtained 
by MRA were found to be comparable for SV in terms of 
correlation coefficient and mean bias. 
This study gives reason to believe that the TO method can be a 
useful alternative to conventional Doppler systems bringing 
forth new and relevant information to the US examination of 
the blood flow. However it remains to evaluate TO on a larger 
population using different transducers on different vessels at 
variable angles of insonation. Ultimately the TO method has to 
be evaluated on patients with existing pathology e.g. stenosis 
to conclude the usability of the method in clinical practice. 
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Abstract – In conventional Doppler ultrasound (US) the blood 

velocity is only estimated along the US beam direction. The 
estimate is angle corrected assuming laminar flow parallel to the 
vessel boundaries. As the flow in the vascular system never is 
purely laminar, the velocities estimated with conventional 
Doppler US are always incorrect. Three angle independent vector 
velocity methods are evaluated in this paper: directional 
beamforming (DB), synthetic aperture flow imaging (STA) and 
transverse oscillation (TO). The performances of the three 
methods were investigated by measuring the stroke volume in the 
right common carotid artery of eleven healthy volunteers, with 
magnetic resonance phase contrast angiography (MRA) as 
reference. The correlation between the three vector velocity 
methods and MRA were: DB/MRA R=0.84 (p<0.01); STA/MRA 
R=0.95 (p<0.01); TO/MRA R=0.91 (p<0.01). Bland-Altman plots 
were additionally constructed and mean differences for the three 
comparisons were: DB/MRA = 0.17 ml; STA/MRA = 0.07 ml; 
TO/MRA = 0.24 ml. The three US vector velocity techniques yield 
quantitative insight in to flow dynamics and can potentially give 
the clinician a powerful tool in cardiovascular disease assessment.  

I. INTRODUCTION 

Magnetic resonance phase contrast angiography (MRA), 
and Doppler ultrasound (US) are the only non-invasive 
techniques for flow measurement in blood vessels. While the 
assessment of blood flow with MRA is time-consuming, the 
equipment is expensive and non-mobile, and the evaluation 
not performed in real time, Doppler US is an easily 
manageable and fast technique. The US equipment is mobile, 
relatively inexpensive, and evaluations are done in real time. 
However, one of the main limitations of the current Doppler 
systems is angle dependency which gives rise to incorrect 
estimates of velocity. It is impossible to predict the direction 
of a blood scatterer based on the B-mode image [1] as the flow 
profiles in the vascular system never are purely laminar and 
therefore impossible to angle correct. 

Three different and promising vector velocity estimators 
have been suggested to alleviate the angle dependency found 
in conventional Doppler systems. The vector velocity methods 
are all characterized by the ability to estimate the 
instantaneous 2-D velocity of the blood scatterers in every 
point at every time to obtain quantitative velocity data. 
Directional beamforming (DB) was proposed by Jensen 
(2003), and Jensen and Bjerngaard (2003), synthetic transmit 
aperture flow imaging (STA) by Jensen and Nikolov (2002) 
and transverse oscillation (TO) by Jensen and Munk (1998).   

The three vector velocity methods were validated in-vivo 
with MRA comparing volume flow in the right common 
carotid artery. MRA was chosen to be the reference as it is the 
gold standard for non-invasive cerebral blood flow 
measurement [6]. However, it should be noted that the true 
strength of the vector velocity techniques is expected to be in 
visualization of the non-laminar nature of blood flow. 

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

A. Patients 
This prospective study was performed after approval by The 

Danish National Committee on Biomedical Research Ethics. 
Eleven healthy volunteers (seven males and four females, 
mean age: 32 years, range: 24 – 44 years) entered the study 
after informed consent. The right common carotid artery was 
examined in all volunteers using US and MRA on four 
different days, using one full day for each ultrasound method. 

B. Directional Beamforming 
 A focused pulse is emitted with the focal point placed 

below the region of interest (ROI) (Fig. 1a).  Lines in ROI are 
beamformed along the flow direction. Cross-correlating the 
lines can directly give the displacement between emissions 
and, thus, the velocity [2;3]. The correct angle is found by 
searching all possible angles (for every 5º). The one with the 
highest correlation yields the correct flow angle as described 
by Kortbek and Jensen (2007). 

C. Synthetic transmit aperture flow imaging 
 A STA image is acquired by emitting a spherical unfocused 

wave from a few elements and receiving the scattered signal 
with all elements. Since the position for the emission is 
known, the precise origin of the received scattered signal can 
be calculated from time-of-flight for all elements and used in 
focusing. The STA approach generates one low-resolution 
image for every emitted pulse. A high-resolution image is 
constructed by adding a number of consecutive low-resolution 
images. For every emission, a high-resolution image can be 
created by applying a recursive approach, where the oldest 
transmission event is replaced by the newest yielding a frame 
rate equal to pulse repetition frequency with focus in all image 
points. 

 An approach to estimate vector velocities, identical to DB 
is computed. Echo lines in a star-shaped pattern are created to 
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every point of interest and compared to find the right angle 
and magnitude of the motion. Details are given by Jensen and 
Oddershede  (2006), and Oddershede and Jensen (2007).  

D.  Transverse Oscillation 
The TO method tracks scatterer motion along two 

orthogonal axes by emitting a pulse identical to conventional 
Doppler. The motion along the z-axis is found exactly as in 
conventional Doppler US. An oscillation in the lateral 
direction is created by changing sensitivity of the receiving 
elements. The velocity along the x-axis is found from the 
phase shift in oscillation. By combining the velocity 
component along the z- and x-axis, vector velocities are 
achieved (Fig. 1b). Details are given by Udesen et al (2006).   

  

1a:  1b:  

Figure 1: Magnitude and orientation of the scatterer motion are illustrated by 
the vector arrow v. The active elements in transmit are blue, the emitted signal 

is shown as solid black lines and the scattered signal as dotted black lines. 

E. US setup 
The vector velocity images (VVIs) obtained with the three 

US methods were recorded with the experimental scanner 
RASMUS [11]. The parameters for the three setups are shown 
in Table 1. The post processing was done offline with 
MATLAB 6.5 (Mathworks, Natick, MA, USA) on a 100 CPU 
Linux cluster. 

TABLE I 
SCANNER AND TRANSDUCER SETUP 

TO DB STA
Transducer (Linear array) BK 8812 BK 8812 BK 8812
Center frequency 5 MHz 6.2 MHz 6.2 MHz
No. of cycles pr. pulse 8 cyc./puls 2 cyc./puls 2 cyc./puls
Fprf 6 kHz 6 kHz 21 kHz 
Sampling frequency 40 MHz 40 MHz 40 MHz
Lateral wave length 1.0 mm *** ***
Apodization in transmit Hanning Hanning Tukey
Apodization in receive Two Hannings Rectangular Rectangular
Focus in transmit 18 mm 36 mm None
Focus in receive Dynamic Dynamic Dynamic
F-number in transmit 3.3 2.7 -0.75      
F-number in receive 0.8 *** ***
Lateral dist. between vel.est. 4 pitch 4 pitch 1 mm  
 
All US sequences were recorded from the right common 

carotid artery two cm upstream of the bifurcation to prevent 
confounding turbulence. An identical approach was used for 
the three methods to calculate the volume flow from the 
recorded flow data. By knowing the vessel geometry in every 

frame, the vector velocity profiles could be calculated from the 
VVIs by setting the surroundings to zero and integrating the 2-
D vessel up to form a 3-D vessel. This was only possible by 
assuming (i) circular vessel geometry, (ii) rotationally 
symmetric blood flow and (iii) a correctly placed window of 
insonation parallel to the longitudinally axis of the vessel, 
going exactly through the middle of the vessel. The volume 
flow to every frame was found by averaging over the whole 
image, thus, yielding a volume flow profile to every sequence.  

F. MRA setup 
MRA examinations were performed with a 1.5 T whole 

body scanner (Magnetom Vision, Siemens AG). A prospective 
ECG triggered phase contrast sequence using a cervical coil 
was employed. (Phase interval: 29 ms, echo time: 7 ms, flip 
angle: 30°, FOV: 100 mm, slice thickness: 6 mm, VENC: +/-1.5 
m/s, , pixel resolution: 0.52 x 0.39 mm2 in a matrix of 192 x 
256 pixels interpolated up to 256 x 256 pixels).  

     The scan plane for the volume flow measurements was 
selected to be perpendicular to the right common carotid artery 
and placed two cm upstream of the bifurcation as in the US 
examinations. The MRA volume flow estimations were 
carried out in MATLAB 6.5 (Mathworks, Natick, MA, USA) 
using MRA DICOM images where the vessel was delineated 
by applying a window. The volume flow to each frame was 
found by adding the velocity values in the vessel and 
multiplying with pixel area, thereby, yielding a volume flow 
profile to every volunteer.   

 
 Details about the calculations used for volume flow 

estimation in US and MRA are described by Hansen et al. 
(2008). 

G. Statistics 
The stroke volume data obtained with DB, STA, and TO 

were each compared to stroke volume data obtained with 
MRA using linear regression analysis with two-tailed 
significance value given and p<0.05 considered significant. 
The correlation coefficients (R), regression equations (RE), 
and confidence intervals (CI) were calculated for each 
comparison. Paired two-tailed t-test was performed on each 
comparison. Finally Bland-Altman (B-A) plots along with CI 
were computed to illustrate the differences of estimated stroke 
volumes.  

III. RESULTS 

Stroke volume in the right common carotid artery was 
measured for the 11 volunteers with the three US methods and 
MRA. No significant differences were observed for any of the 
three comparisons (DB/MRA: p=0.65; STA/MRA: p=0.24; 
TO/MRA: p=0.36). In Fig. 2 the scatter plots are given 
showing the correlation between the each of the three US 
techniques and MRA with: 

 DB/MRA: R= 0.84 (p<0.01, 95% CI: 0.49 to 0.96, RE: 
MRA= 0.8*DB+1.2) 
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 STA/MRA: R=0.95 (p<0.01, 95% CI: 0.82 to 0.99, RE: 
MRA= 1.2*STA–1.1)  

TO/MRA: R=0.91 (p<0.01, 95% CI: 0.69 to 0.98, RE: 
MRA= 1.1*TO–0.4).  

The resultant B-A plots are shown in Fig. 3. The mean 
difference (MD) [ml] (95% CI), with upper (UL) and lower 
limits (LL) of agreement [ml] are, DB/MRA: MD: 0.17 (-0.61 
to 0.95), LL:-2.11, UL:2.44; STA/MRA: MD: -0.07 (-0.54 to 
0.41), LL:-1.46, UL:1.32; TO/MRA: MD: 0.24 (-0.32 to 0.81), 
LL:-1.41, UL:1.90. 

 
Figure 2: Graph showing the correlation between MRA and the three US 

methods. The line of best fit is drawn for each comparison. 

 

 
Figure 3: B-A plots of stroke volumes comparing MRA with each of the three 
US methods showing mean +/- 2 SD as solid and dashed lines, respectively. 

IV. DISCUSSION 

  The correlations of variables DB, STA and TO compared 
to MRA, when determining the stroke volume in the right 
common carotid artery of 11 healthy volunteers, were all 
significant and correlated well. The STA method performed 
most accurately among the three vector velocity methods. 
However, it is clear when examining CI that the differences in 
performance between STA, DB and TO were not significant. 

According to the B-A plots (Fig. 3) the velocities were 
underestimated with the TO and DB method while 
overestimated with the STA method compared to MRA. The 
CI for the mean differences overlapped zero for all three 
methods and was narrowest for STA and broadest for DB 
(STA: 0.95 ml; TO: 1.13 ml; DB: 1.56 ml). This also applied 
to the limits of agreement (STA: 2.78 ml; TO: 3.31 ml; DB: 
4.55 ml). 

 

 
Figure 4: The frames are obtained from different volunteers and to different 

time. The vector arrows, superimposed onto color flow maps, delineate 
magnitude and direction of the moving blood scatterers. 

 
 A general problem in 2-D US velocity estimation and an 

important confounder to this study was the clutter filter, which 
cancelled out stationary echoes from vessel surroundings. The 
blood signal representing low velocities near the vessel wall 
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were cancelled out together with clutter signal and added up to 
a significant stroke volume loss. 

 The TO method is the most robust method in terms of echo 
cancelling as a result of the lateral oscillation and the estimates 
in this setup were obtained with only one filter applied. STA 
and DB use the same scheme for velocity estimation and both 
methods were employed with an adaptive filter approach. 
Nevertheless, the STA method has an advantage in terms of 
echo cancelling. This relies on the fact that the STA method 
uses continued data that can be echo cancelled with very long 
filters. 

In the DB method the adaptive filter consisted of two 
different filters, one for systolic flow and one diastolic flow 
used for all volunteers. It was employed by manually setting a 
threshold value for each volunteer defining the systole and 
diastole. 

Movements of the carotid artery during systole affected the 
estimation of scatterer motion near the vessel wall. While 
some volunteers had a stationary vessel during the heart beat, 
moving vessels were observed for others.  

In the STA method two filters were designed to alleviate the 
problem; a filter applied on data from volunteers with a 
stationary vessel and another filter on data from volunteers 
with a moving vessel. For each volunteer the filter was 
manually chosen by examining the recorded data. 

Other confounders to be mentioned were the placing of the 
US scan planes. It was crucial to scan the vessels parallel to 
the longitudinal axis exactly through the middle of the vessel. 
Furthermore, as vessels are not perfectly straight tubes, 
scanning parallel to axis, a part of the artery inevitably will be 
out of scan plane due to curvature. In either situation the result 
is expected to be a slightly lowered averaged volume flow 
when obtained with US. Also, it has to be taken into account 
that the heart rate, cardiac output, and stroke volume for each 
volunteer altered between the scans. The four measurements 
were accomplished within three weeks. Although the 
volunteers rested 15 min before each measurement, the flow 
dynamics were expected to fluctuate.  

The Linux cluster gave the most flexible environment for 
processing the data from an experimental point of view, but 
the processing time was considerable. One VVI sequence took 
3 sec. to acquire, 10 hours to store and up to 48 hours to 
process, where STA by far was the most demanding method. 
Obviously this affected the logistics and reduced the number 
of samples that realistically could be enrolled into the study 
population. However, all three methods can potentially be 
converted into real-time methods by implementation into 
commercial scanners, which will make it possible to design 
studies with larger sample size to produce unambiguous 
results.      

V. CONCLUSION 

In this study it was shown that reliable quantitative 
measurements could be obtained in-vivo with three different 

angle-independent 2-D vector velocity methods DB, STA, and 
TO.  

The three methods open the possibility of estimating blood 
velocities in all vessels regardless of angle. Quantitative 
volume flow measurements could be usable information when 
evaluating the severity of stenosis of e.g. the internal carotid 
artery. Novel information about vorticis in bifurcations, 
turbulence in the heart, flow in tumour vessels and flow in 
greater vessels can be obtained and could be an aid to the 
clinician when examining patients with cardiovascular 
diseases, transplanted organs or malignancies. 

Studies of visualizing non-laminar blood flow in complex 
vessel geometries are on-going to underline the true strength 
of the vector velocity methods. Future studies of the vector 
velocity methods DB, STA and TO are needed to conclude the 
usability in clinical practice.  
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Abstract – Conventional ultrasound methods for acquiring 

color flow images of the blood motion are restricted by a 
relatively low frame rate and angle dependent velocity estimates. 
The Plane Wave Excitation (PWE) method has been proposed to 
solve these limitations. The frame rate can be increased, and the 
2-D vector velocity of the blood motion can be estimated. The 
transmitted pulse is not focused, and a full speckle image of the 
blood can be acquired for each emission. A 13 bit Barker code is 
transmitted simultaneously from each transducer element. The 2-
D vector velocity of the blood is found using 2-D speckle tracking 
between segments in consecutive speckle images. The flow 
patterns of six bifurcations and two veins were investigated in-
vivo. It was shown: 1) that a stable vortex in the carotid bulb was 
present opposed to other examined bifurcations, 2) that 
retrograde flow was present in the superficial branch of the 
femoral artery during diastole, 3) that retrograde flow was 
present in the subclavian artery and antegrade in the common 
carotid artery during diastole, 4) that vortices were formed in the 
buckets behind the venous valves in both antegrade and 
retrograde flow, and 5) that secondary flow was present in 
various vessels. The in-vivo results have revealed complex flow 
patterns not previously visualized with ultrasound imaging and 
indicate a flow complexity in both simple and complex vessel 
geometries.  

I. INTRODUCTION 

Color flow mapping (CFM) used for visualizing blood 
motion has two major limitations. The frame rate is low and 
the velocity estimates are angle dependent.  

In conventional ultrasound (US) each frame consists of a 
number of lines. The frame rate is low as several pulse 
transmissions are necessary along each line to achieve a usable 
image. 2-D duplex mode (B-mode image combined with 
CFM) in commercial scanners are performed at frame rates 
down to 8-10 Hz. This is unsuitable for visualizing rapid 
temporal changes in the blood flow. The problem is 
aggravated in triplex mode (B-mode image, CFM and spectral 
Doppler) and will furthermore be a major hurdle in 3D 
duplex/triplex scanning.  

The velocity estimate in conventional CFM is only found 
along the US beam direction i.e. in the axial direction [1]. In 
CFM no angle correction is performed and thus, no correct 
velocities are given. Consequently, CFM is only used as a 
qualitative method for visualizing flow. In spectral Doppler 
examination, the angle correction scheme is applied on 
velocities estimates found within the range gate. The spectral 
Doppler method is used quantitatively as it is believed that 

true velocities are obtained. However, it is impossible to 
predict the direction of a blood scatterer based on the B-mode 
image [2] as the flow profiles in the cardiovascular system 
never are purely laminar and therefore impossible to angle 
correct. Hence, incorrect blood velocities are always given 
with the conventional Doppler methods and valuable 
information of the complexity of the blood flow is never 
documented even though turbulence and vortices have 
predilection for atherosclerotic lesions [3]. 

A novel method for estimating blood motion with 
ultrasound has been proposed by Udesen et al. [4]. The 
method called Plane Wave Excitation (PWE) acquires, with a 
high frame rate, 2-D vector velocities of the blood using a 1-D 
linear transducer. The PWE method has previously been 
validated in simulations and flow-phantoms with promising 
results. Examples of in-vivo sequences have been produced of 
the carotid artery and results have been compared to MR 
angiography measurements with mean deviation of volume 
flow of 9 %.  

This paper presents in-vivo vector velocity estimates of 
complex vessel geometries obtained with the PWE method. 
The results are compared to the literature and perspectives for 
vector flow are discussed. 

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

A. Patients 
This study was performed after approval by The Danish 

National Committee on Biomedical Research Ethics. Four 
healthy volunteers with no history of vascular or cardiac 
disease (three males and one female, 26 – 45 y, mean age: 34 
y) entered the study after informed consent. Scan sequences 
were acquired of two carotid bifurcations, two femoral 
bifurcations, the bifurcation at the brachiocephalic trunk, the 
bifurcation of the subclavian artery as well as the internal 
jugular vein and the great saphenous vein, both with venous 
valves. The scans were all recorded with the volunteers in 
supine position except the scan of the great saphenous vein, 
where the volunteer was in standing position while performing 
dorsal and plantar flexion to simulate walking. All scans were 
carried out by an experienced radiologist (KLH). 

B. The Plane Wave Excitation method 
The PWE method is based on a number of well described 

techniques which all previously have been validated. A 
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thorough introduction to the PWE method is given in [4] based 
on a method previously suggested for elastography [5]. 

In PWE all elements of the transducer are excited at the 
same time thereby creating a pressure wave with a nearly 
plane front. The unfocused pulse covers the entire imaging 
plane with acoustic energy and a full speckle image is 
obtained for every emmision. To increase the penetration of 
the signal into the tissue, a 13 bit Barker code is used instead 
of a conventional pulse.  

The angle independent vector velocity estimates are found 
when tracking speckle motion between consecutive speckle 
images by using a speckle tracking approach called sum of 
squared differences [6]. Using this approach no assumptions 
of laminar flow parallel to vessel boundaries are necessary for 
velocity estimation as no angle correction scheme is 
performed. 

C. Setup 
The experimental scanner RASMUS [7] and a 5 MHz linear 

array (BK-8804) transducer were used to acquire data. The 
post processing was done offline with MATLAB 6.5 
(Mathworks, Natick, MA, USA) on a 100 CPU Linux cluster. 
The frame rate on the vector velocity images was 100 Hz.  

III. RESULTS 

In Fig. 1 the vortex formation in the carotid bulb of two 
different volunteers is shown. In the left frame the internal 
carotid artery is seen as the superficial vessel while in the right 
frame it is seen as the profound vessel. For both volunteers a 
vortex with low velocities in the carotid bulb was present 
during the entire heart cycle. Apart from the vortical 
recirculation in the bulb no retrograde flow was present.  

 

 
Fig.1: In the carotid bulb of the internal carotid artery a vortex was present 
during the entire heart cycle. For both volunteers the depicted frame was 
taken from the systole.  
 

In Fig. 2 the brachiocephalic trunk is shown. In diastole the 
flow filled the common carotid artery (superficial vessel) from 

the subclavian artery (profound vessel). No vortex was present 
in systole but disturbed flow with vortices was seen in the 
subclavian artery when flow reversed in end systole and end 
diastole.  

 

 
Fig. 2:  No vortex was seen in the brachiocephalic trunk during systole (left 
frame). The blood flowed in diastole from the subclavian artery (profound 
vessel) to the common carotid artery (superficial vessel) (right frame). 
 

  
Fig. 3: In the subclavian artery vortices were present after peak systole and 
through out the diastole. Here is shown a frame taken from the beginning of 
the diastole (left frame). No turbulence in the vertebral artery (superficial 
vessel) and the thyrocervical trunk (profound vessel) was present during peak 
systole (right frame).  
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In Fig. 3 the bifurcation of the thyrocervical trunk and the 
vertebral artery is shown. Vortices in the subclavian artery 
scanned cross-sectionally were visible right after peak systole 
and through out the diastole (left frame). The secondary flow 
swept from the superficial part of the subclavian artery and 
downwards in an s-shaped pattern creating two vortices. 
During peak systole the flow propagated without turbulence to 
the vertebral artery (superficial vessel) and the thyrocervical 
trunk (profound vessel) as seen in the right frame.   

 
Fig. 4: In the femoral bifurcation no vortex was present during systole (left 
frame). Marked reversed flow in the superficial branch of the femoral artery 
was present during diastole (right frame). 

 

 
Fig. 5: In the superficial branch of the femoral artery retrograde flow was 
seen during diastole (left frame) Disturbed flow was seen in end systole and 
end diastole, when the flow reversed (right frame). 
 

In Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 frames of two different femoral 
bifurcations are shown. For both sequences no turbulence was 

seen during the heart cycle but marked reversed flow was seen 
in the superficial branch during the beginning of the diastole. 
Similar to the brachiocephalic trunk shown in Fig. 2 disturbed 
flow was present with vortices when flow reversed. This can 
be seen in right frame of Fig. 5. 

The venous valves of the great saphenous vein and the 
internal jugular vein were scanned. In Fig. 6, a venous bulb of 
the great saphenous vein is depicted. Although the valves were 
not visible, the effect of the valves on the flow was obvious. 
During opening of the valves the flow was squeezed to form a 
jet and vortices were formed in the buckets behind the valves 
(left frame). No retrograde flow was present and during the 
closed phase bidirectional blood motion was seen with the 
competent valves as a separator (right frame).  The valves of 
the internal jugular vein are visible in Fig. 7. The flow pattern 
around the valves of the internal jugular vein was similar to 
the flow pattern observed in the great saphenous vein except 
that retrograde flow was observed due to incompetent valves. 
Vortices were formed in the buckets behind the valves and a 
jet was formed between the valves during the opened phase 
(left frame). During retrograde flow vortices were formed 
upstream of the valves and a jet was seen between the valves 
(middle frame). The common carotid artery was scanned 
cross-sectionally and a marked secondary flow was observed 
during systole (right frame).   

 
Fig. 6: In the great saphenous vein (profound vessel) a jet was formed 
between the valves and vortices was formed behind the valves during 
antegrade flow (left frame). No retrograde flow were present as the venous 
valves were competent (right frame). The femoral artery is seen as the 
superficial vessel in both frames. 
 

IV. DISCUSSION 

Six bifurcations were examined on four volunteers. The two 
recorded carotid bifurcation showed a well-defined vortex in 
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the carotid bulb during the entire heart cycle. This is in 
accordance with earlier results obtained with US vector 
velocity examinations [8].  

   In the two femoral bifurcations and the brachiocephalic 
trunk reversed flows were observed in the diastole. The 
diastolic flow reversed in the superficial branches of the 
femoral artery with antegrade flow in the profound branches. 
In the brachiocephalic trunk the flow reversed in the 
subclavian artery and filled the common carotid artery. It is 
believed that antegrade flow in the peripheral circulation in 
diastole primarily is forwarded from the aorta due to the 
elastic forces of the aortic wall. In literature this is known as 
the windkessel effect [9]. The PWE results indicate that the 
blood reserve forwarded in diastole especially to the brain 
derives from other arteries than the aorta. 
 

 
Fig. 7: In the jugular vein (superficial vessel) the flow was squeezed by the 
incompetent venous valves forming a jet during both antegrade and 
retrograde flow (left and middle frame, respectively). Vortices were formed in 
the buckets behind the valves during antegrad flow (left frame) and upstream 
of the valves during retrograde flow. In the carotid artery (profound vessel) 
secondary flow was seen during systole when scanned cross-sectionally (right 
frame). 
 

With the PWE method instantaneous vector velocities of 
venous valves were recorded in-vivo. It was shown that 
competent valves in the great saphenous vein were present, 
and that vortices were formed behind valves in the buckets. 
This is in concordance with previous studies [10;11]. The 
examination of the internal jugular vein revealed the presence 
of incompetent valves and retrograde flow. The prevalence of 
incompetent valves of the internal jugular vein have been 
described to be  as high as 36.8% to 38.4% of healthy persons 
[12]. The findings with the PWE method concerning valves in 
the great saphenous vein and the internal jugular vein confirm 
the literature. However, vortices on either side of the valves 
created by bidirectional flow have not been reported 
previously. 

Secondary flow was seen in the common carotid artery 
(Fig.8) and in the subclavian artery (Fig 4.). Secondary flow 

has been predicted by computational fluid dynamics and 
magnetic resonance imaging [13;14] and connected 
atherosclerotic disease assessment [15] but not before has it 
been possible to visualize the secondary flow with US. 

V. CONCLUSION 

With the PWE method different vessel geometries have 
been examined and flow patterns described. The fast, angle 
independent, non-invasive, blood vector velocity method is 
unique compared to conventional imaging modalities in the 
ability to visualize complex flow patterns and has revealed 
new information in the field of blood dynamics.  
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Abstract – Spectral Doppler is a common way to estimate 

blood velocities in medical ultrasound (US).  The standard way of 
estimating spectrograms is by using Welch’s method (WM). WM 
is dependent on a long observation window (OW) (about 100 
transmissions) to produce spectrograms with sufficient spectral 
resolution and contrast. Two adaptive filterbank methods have 
been suggested to circumvent this problem: the Blood spectral 
Power Capon method (BPC) and the Blood Amplitude and Phase 
Estimation method (BAPES). Previously, simulations and flow 
rig experiments have indicated that the two adaptive methods can 
display sufficient spectral resolution for much shorter OWs than 
WM. The purpose of this paper is to investigate the methods on a 
larger population and letting a clinical expert evaluate the 
spectrograms. Ten volunteers were scanned over the right 
common carotid artery and four different approaches were used 
to estimate the spectrograms: WM with a Hanning window 
(WMhw), WM with a boxcar window (WMbw), BPC and 
BAPES. For each approach the window length was varied: 128, 
64, 32, 16, 8, 4 and 2 emissions/estimate. Thus, from the same 
data set of each volunteer 28 spectrograms were produced. The 
artery was scanned using the experimental ultrasound scanner 
RASMUS and a B-K Medical 5 MHz linear array transducer 
with an angle of insonation not exceeding 60°. All 280 
spectrograms were then randomised and presented to a 
radiologist blinded for method and OW for visual evaluation: 
useful or not useful. WMbw and WMhw estimated less useful 
spectrograms compared to the adaptive methods at OW below 
64. The BAPES method performed better than BPC at OW of 16 
and 8. Furthermore, BAPES was the only method that estimated 
spectrograms equally well for OW of 16 compared to OW of 128.  
All four approaches failed at OW of 4 and 2. The preliminary 
results indicate that the OW can be reduced to 32 when using the 
BPC method and to 16 when using the BAPES method for 
spectral blood estimation. This will liberate processing time in 
spectral US examination and could be used to increase the frame 
rate of the interleaved B-mode image.  

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The spectral Doppler (SD) method is a quantitative 
technique providing estimates of blood flow within a range 
gate on a single image line. The SD is displayed with a B-
mode image in duplex mode in which the B-mode image is 
used for navigation for correct placement of the range gate. 
Alternatively SD is displayed in triplex mode with a B-mode 
image and color flow map. 

A typical B-mode image consists of about 100 image lines. 
The blood flow estimated by SD is found by emitting focused 

pulses repeatedly along one of these image lines. The pulses 
reflected by blood scatterers, are received as echoes by the 
transducer, focused along the line by the scanner and 
compared to determine the axial blood scatterer movement. 
Knowing the movement of the scatterer and the time between 
lines yields the axial velocity [1]. 

The result of the SD estimation is angle corrected by the 
operator and presented as blood velocities plotted against time 
denoted as the power spectrum density (PSD). In most 
commercial scanners Welch’s method (WM) is used for 
estimation of the PSD [2]. To obtain an acceptable spectral 
resolution with WM, a window of about 100 consecutive 
pulses is used for each velocity estimate. Clearly this affects 
the temporal resolution of the conventional PSD but more 
importantly it also affects the frame rate of the interleaved B-
mode image. Due to the necessary emissions for the different 
modalities in use, whether the mode is duplex or triplex, the 
resulting frame rate is low and often decreased to the point 
where the information of the SD examination is impaired 
[3;4]. In practice the operator can experience difficulties in 
placing the range gate in the vessel of interest as the B-mode 
image used for navigation is not updated adequately.  

Adaptive spectral techniques can potentially offer great 
improvement in spectral resolution and contrast compared to 
WM.  

The Blood spectral Power Capon method (BPC) based on a 
minimum variance estimator has been proposed by Stoica et al 
[2;5] and the Blood Amplitude and Phase Estimation method 
(BAPES) method has been proposed by Gran et al. [6]. 

The algorithm used in BPC has previously been compared 
to the averaged periodogram used in WM [7;8]. Furthermore, 
BPC and BAPES have been evaluated in simulations using 
Field II [9], in a flow rig with steady laminar flow and in a 
single in-vivo experiment [10].  

In this paper the two alternative methods BAPES and BPC 
are validated in-vivo against the conventional WM in a 
prospective, randomized, blinded trial. Ten volunteers were 
scanned on the common carotid artery. From each data set, 
spectrograms were found by using the different methods on a 
series of different observation windows (OW). The resulting 
spectrograms were randomized and presented to a radiologist 
blinded for method and OW for evaluation. 
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II. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

A. Patients 
This prospective study was performed after approval by The 

Danish National Committee on Biomedical Research Ethics. 
Ten healthy volunteers (nine males and one female, mean age: 
29.1 years, range: 24-36 years) entered the study after 
informed consent. The right common carotid artery was 
examined in all volunteers using US. All scans were carried 
out by an experienced radiologist. 

The conventional WM along with the two alternative 
spectral methods are presented in this section. WM is applied 
on data using two different weighting schemes: WM with a 
Hanning window (WMhw) and WM with a boxcar window 
(WMbw).  

B. Spectral estimators 
WMhw is the preferred conventional spectral estimator.  It 

is well known in digital signal processing [11] that due to 
Hanning weighting of data the resulting spectrogram has a 
good contrast at the expense of spectral resolution. On the 
contrary spectrograms generated with the WMbw approach 
have a better spectral resolution but a decreased contrast. 

The BPC method is an alternative method using adaptive 
filtration on data. Unique filters are designed to every velocity 
component in the data set.  Hence, a unique matched filterbank 
is generated for each specific data set where the total power of 
the filters for each velocity of interest is minimized while not 
distorting the signal of interest. Thereby a highly improved 
PSD in terms of contrast and spectral resolution can be 
achieved compared to WM.   

The BAPES method is based on a matched filterbank 
framework as BPC [2;12].  However, in the BAPES method 
the filtered noise power is minimized fulfilling the constraint 
that the signal of interest is not distorted.  PSD acquired with 
the BAPES method has both increased contrast and spectral 
resolution compared to PSD acquired with the BPC method. 

C. Spectrograms and spectra  
Spectrograms for one volunteer with three systoles recorded 

are presented in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 where estimated blood 
velocities were plotted against time. In Fig. 1, PSDs generated 
with an OW of 128 emissions/estimate are presented while an 
OW of 16 emissions/estimate was used to generate the PSDs 
presented in Fig. 2. The gaps in the PSDs represent the 
necessary pulse emissions used for generating the interleaved 
B-mode images. 

The spectra from the PSDs to OW of 128 (Fig.1) and 16 
(Fig. 2) taken to identical time are presented in Fig. 3. The 
spectra are plotted with amplitude given for each velocity 
component. 

In Fig.1 and particular in Fig. 2 it is clear that the width of 
the white curve representing the estimated blood velocities is 
narrower e.g. more precise for WMbw than WMhw in terms 
of spectral resolution. It is seen when generating PSD using an 
OW of 16 (Fig. 2) that the adaptive methods estimates have a 
higher spectral resolution than WM and that estimates 

obtained with BAPES have a higher spectral resolution than 
estimates found with BPC.   

 

 
Figure 1: From the same volunteer PSDs are found using the four methods on 
an OW of 128. All methods display similar performance and it is easy to track 
the changes in the blood flow during the three systoles. However, WMbw 
estimates show slightly more spectral leakage as compared to WMhw, BPC 
and BAPES. 

 
The decrease in contrast from BAPES to BPC and WM is 

seen in the PSDs as a more smeared appearance around the 
white curves. WMbw performs poorest among the four 
methods. The boxcar window results in a ringing phenomenon 
illustrated in Fig. 2. 

The spectra for the methods at OW 128 and OW 16 are 
shown in Fig. 3. The side lobes representing leakage from the 
true velocity are suppressed, while the main lobe representing 
the true velocity is broadened for WMhw compared to 
WMbw. The pronounced side lobes for WMbw particular seen 
at OW 16 correspond to the ringing phenomenon shown in 
Fig. 2. Estimates obtained with BAPES display better side 
lobe levels and a narrower main lobe as compared to both 
BPC and WM.  
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Figure 2: From the same volunteer are PSD found using the four methods 
with an OW of 16. It is no longer possible to rely on WM estimates due to 
significant spectral leakage. However, the BPC and BAPES still manage to 
represent the blood velocity. 

 

D. Setup 
Ten healthy volunteers were scanned on the right common 

carotid artery using the experimental scanner RASMUS [13] 
and a B-K Medical 8804, 7 MHz linear array transducer.  
Setup is given in Table 1.  

One data set was recorded for each volunteer and post 
processed using the four different methods; WMhw, WMbw, 
BPC and BAPES. The post processing was done offline with 
MATLAB 6.5 (Mathworks, Natick, MA, USA) on a 100 CPU 
Linux cluster. 

TABLE I 
SCANNER AND TRANSDUCER SETUP 

Parameter Value 
fs 40 MHz
fc 7 MHz
fprf 1890 kHz
No. xmt. 64 elements
Apod. xmt. Uniform
No. rcv. 64 elements
Apod. rcv. Hanning  

 

BPC and BAPES are both methods based on experimentally 
obtained data. However, the data was obtained in the same 
way as in conventional spectral Doppler systems. Thus, the 
adaptive methods for estimating blood velocities are within the 
limits of Food and Drug Administration (FDA). 

 

 

Figure 3: From the same volunteer to identical time a spectrum for each 
method at OW 128 and OW 16 is shown. 

 
 

III. RESULTS 

The results of the 280 evaluations are depicted in Fig. 4 
where the usefulness of the four methods given in percentage 
is plotted against OW. It is seen that the four approaches 
perform almost equally good with OW of 128 and 64 while 
the WM approaches fail to produce useful spectrograms at 
OW of 32. BAPES is superior to BPC at OW 16 and all the 
methods fails at OW shorter than of 16. 

 
 

 
Figure 4: Evaluation of the generated PSDs given by a radiologist is shown as 
percentage of usefulness for different OWs. 
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IV. DISCUSSION 

The overall result shows that BAPES performed best among 
the four methods. At OW of 128 and 64, the methods 
performed equally well except WMhw that scored 90%. When 
reducing the OW to 32 the alternative methods BAPES and 
BPC performed better than WMhw and WMbw. However, 
BAPES was superior to BPC at OW of 16 and 8. At these 
OWs the conventional methods were useless. When the OW 
was decreased to 4 and 2 all four methods failed.  

Only the BAPES method performed as well for OW of 16 
compared to OW of 128.  

The US examination of today can potentially be improved if 
the conventional WM for blood velocity estimation used in 
commercial scanners was to be replaced with one of adaptive 
spectral estimators BPC or BAPES.  Consequently, either the 
temporal resolution of the spectrogram will be increased and 
give the US operator more information of the blood velocity 
profile. Or the improvement could be an increase in frame rate 
for the interleaved B-mode image in i.e. triplex scan mode. 
This will facilitate the navigation under examination so the 
placement of the range gate can be adjusted according to 
respiratory movements and be correctly placed in the vessel of 
interest.  

According to Gran et al. (2008), the BAPES method is more 
computationally demanding compared to BPC which is 
heavier than the conventional WM. However, when reducing 
the OW, the computationally costs decrease as well. Therefore 
the BAPES method implemented with an OW of 16 or the 
BPC method with an OW of 32 may be as tractable as WM 
with a much longer OW.  It should therefore be possible to 
implement the methods into commercial scanners and convert 
the methods to an actual real-time modality. 

 

V. CONCLUSION 

In this paper the performances of two adaptive spectral 
estimators BPC and BAPES were investigated in-vivo. The 
preliminary results indicated that the adaptive methods were 
superior to the conventional WM and that BAPES was 
superior to BPC.  

According to the given judgements OW can be reduced to 
32 when using BPC, and 16 when using BAPES method for 
estimating PSD without loosing performance.  

Adaptive spectral estimation could potentially bring major 
improvements to duplex and triplex scan mode as an increase 
of the temporal resolution of the spectrogram or probably 
more interesting as an increase of the frame rate for the 
interleaved B-mode image.  

Further studies are needed. An on-going study investigates  
the performance of adaptive spectral estimation in which 
spectrograms are evaluated by a number of radiologists to 
achieve results with statistical relevance. Other studies will 
concern the estimation of blood velocity estimation in 
different vessel geometries and scan depths. 
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